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ABSTRACT
 
This report presents aerodynamic data obtained from a joint Langley Research Center 
(IaRC)/Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) Space Shuttle abort stage separation wind tunnel 
test. The 00556 scale models of the McDonnell-Douglas orbiter and booster configurations 
were tested in close proximity using dual balances in Tunnel A of the Von NarmanFacility 
(VKF), Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) during the time period of April 21 to 
April 27, 1971. Data were obtained for both booster and orbiter over an angle of attack range 
from -10 to 100 for zero degree sideslip angle. The models were tested at several relative 
incidence angles and separation distances and power conditions. Plug nozzles utilizing air 
were used to simulate booster and orbiter plumes at various altitudes along a nominal ascent 
trajectory. Powered conditions were 100, 50, 25 and 0 percent of full power for the orbiter and 
100, 50 and 0 percent of full power for the booster. Pitch control effectiveness data were 
obtained for both booster and orbiter with power on and off. In addition, launch vehicle data 
with and without booster power were obtained utilizing a single balance in the booster model. 
Data were also obtained with the booster canard off in close proximity and for the launch con­
figuration. 
Plotted data for this test will be published under one data report number (DMS­
DR-1108) with seven volumes as described below: 
Volume Description 
I Mach Number 5 Booster Proximity Data 
II Mach Number 5 Orbiter Proximity Data 
III Mach Number 3 Booster Proximity Data 
IV Mach Number 3 Orbiter Proximity Data 
V Mach Number 2 Booster Proximity Data 
VI Mach Number 2 Orbiter Proximity Data 
VII Interference Free Data for Orbiter and Booster, Launch Vehicle 
Data, and Proximity Data for Mach Numbers 4 and 6 
A report containingschLerenphotographs will be published by AEDC. Schueren 
photographs were taken at -10, 0, and 10 degrees angles of attack for each pitch 
polar. 
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This report presents aerodynamic data otained from a joint Langley Research Center 
(LaRC)/Marshali Space Flight Center (MSFC) Epace Shuttle abort stage separation wind tunnel 
test. The 00556 scale models of the McDonneil-Douglas orbiter and booster configurations 
were tested in close proximity using dual balances in Tunnel A of the Von Karman Facility 
(VKF), Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC)'during the time period of April 21 to 
April 27, 1971. Data were obtained for both booster and orbiter over an angle of attack range 
from -10 to 100 for zero degree sideslip angle. The models were tested at several relative 
incidence angles and separation distances and power conditions. Plug nozzles utilizing air 
were used to simulate booster and orbiter plumes at various altitudes along a nominal ascent 
trajectory. Powered conditions were 100, 50, 25 and 0 percent of full power for the orbiter and 
100, 50 and 0 percent of full power for the booster. Pitch control effectiveness data were 
obtained for both booster and orbiter with power on and off. In addition, launch vehicle data 
with and without booster power were obtained utilizing a single balance In the booster model. 
Data were also obtained with the booster canard off in close proximity and for the launch con­
figuration. 
Plotted data 	for this test will be published under one data report number (IMS­
DR-1108) with seven volumes as described below: 
Volume 	 Description 
I Mach Number 5 Booster Proximity Data 
II Mach Number 5 Orbiter Proximity Data 
III Mach Number 3 Booster Proximity Data 
IV Mach Number 3 orbiter Proximity Data 
V Mach Number 2 Booster Proximity Data 
Mach Number 2 Orbiter Proximity DataVI 
VII 	 Interference Free Data for Orbiter and Booster, launch Vehicle
 
Data, and Proximity Data for Mach Numbers 4 and 6.
 
A report containingschlieren photographs will be published by AEDC. Schlieren
 





TABLE I. SADSAC NOMENCLATURE OF AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS 

SADSAC NOMENCLATURE 
COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT NAME 
BODY AXIS • STABILJTY AXIS WIND AXIS 
Total Axial Force CA 

Base Axial Force 
 CAB 

Forebody Axial Force 
 CAF 
CDTOTL 
Base Drag Force 
Total Drag-Force CD 
CDBASE 
Forebody Drag Force 
CDB 
CDFORECDF 
CLLift Force CL 
Normal Force CN 
Side Force CCCY­ CY 
CWLRolling Moment CBL CSL 
CPMPitching Moment CLM• CLM 
CLNCLNYawing Moment CYNen 
CL/CDLift-To-Drag Force Ratio L/DLiD­
L/DF- CL/CDF- Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force RatioL/D 
Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio N/AN/~ 
Normal-To-Forebody Axial Force Ratio CN/CAFN/A 
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED 
The two configurations tested were the MDAC orbiter and booster, 
figures 4 and 5 respectively. The orbiter is basically the configuration illus­
trated on MDAC drawing number 255BJ0050. Modifications made on the 
orbiter to allow for installation of the nozzle assembly is shown in figure 4. 
The booster configuration is basically the configuration designated 19A 
by MDAC (drawing number 256-19-0001). The body, wing, and canard of the 
booster model are that of configuration 19A except that- the body does not 
have a base flare or boattail, figure 5. The vertical tails are those which 
were designed for the configuration designated 17 (drawing number 256-17-001). 
Both the orbiter and booster models had moveable elevons with deflection 
angles of 00, +100, and +ZO0. Geometric characteristics are shown on the 
following pages. Figures 4, 5, and 6 are photographs showing both models 
and models with associated separation hardware. Figures 5 and 6 also show 
the trip strip installation. For Mach 5 a grit size of #26 was utilized.' However, 
at the beginning of the test a grit sizing study was performed which showed a 
slight effect on CA only. 
NOZZLE CALIBRATION 
Two 	plug nozzle systems were designed and fabricated to simulate the 
rocket exhaust plume emitting from the booster and orbiter main propulsion 
systems during staging. Each nozzle was designed based on the gasdynamic 
simulation parameters establishbd-in Ref. i. A variable area ratio capability 
was incorporated into both nozzle systems to permit the proper gasdynamic 
simulation of the full naale rocket exhaust plume at the various trajectory 
conditions of interest. Photographs of the nozzle hardware are shown in 
figures 6, 7 and 8. 
Nozzle Calibration Test Objectives 
The 	objectives of the nozzle calibration test were: 
o 	 Establish, experimentally, nozzle performance characteristics
 
for the range of area ratio settings to be used with the booster
 
and' orbiter nozzles, respectively.
 
o 	 Establish the degree of plunme simulation obtained with the booster 
and orbiter nozzles, respectively. 
o 	 Establish a curve (based on experimental results) of nozzle exit 
conditions as a function of nozzle area ratio setting. 
Nozzle Calibration 
Calibration testing of the booster and orbiter plug nozzles was accom­
plished in Tunnel C of the Arnold Engineering Development Center's Von Karmon 
Gas Dynamics Facility. The nozzles were tested individually at a series of area 
rati6 settings. Nozzle operating conditions (chamber pressure, Poj; and chamber 
6 
temperature, Tj) were maintained in a range compatible with the abort staging 
test conditions. A quiescent low pressure, Ph, condition was maintained in the 
test cell. Data recorded at each area ratio setting included: optical &latato 
determine plume shapes; static pressure measurements on the sting surface at 
the nozzle exit; nozzle mass flow measurements; and pitot pressure surveys in 
the plume at several locations downstream of the nozzle exit plane. The various 
test parameters sampled at each setting were correlated during the data evalu­
ation to establish actual nozzle performance characteristics. 
In a parallel effort, analytical solutions of the nozzle flow field and asso­
- I 
ciated plume were generated for various area ratio settings of the booster and 
orbiter models. A method of characteristics solution employing real gas thermo­
dynamic data for air was utilized in the calculations. Analytical results for each 
area ratio setting included: plume shape; static pressure distribution along sting 
surface; and plots of constant Mach number and constant pitot pressure' contours 
in the plume flow field. These results formed a baseline for evaluating the ex­
perimentally measured performance of the plug nozzles. 
A detailed evaluation of the calibration test results has been prepared and 
presented in Reference 2. Included in this reference are curves relating 
experimentally measured nozzle performance to nozzle area ratio settings 
for both booster and orbiter. These curves were utilized to set the correct 




Abort staging was simulated by movement of the orbiter model through 
a matrix of points in the booster model flow field. Vertical and axial trans­
lation of the orbiter model was provided by an electrically driven remotely 
controlled positioning mechanism. The general arrangement of the models 
in the tunnel is shown in figure 3. The orbiter positioning mechanism and 
the booster model support were attached to the wind tunnel angle of attack 
system which provided +10-degree angle of attack variation for the booster­
orbiter combination. Incidence angle variation was provided by manual 
adjustment of the orbiter sting. 
The orbiter positioning mechanism provided axial translation of approxi­
mately 17 inches and vertical translation of approximately 15 inches with 
respect to the booster. An automatic control system allowed a series of posi­
tions to be programmed prior to a test run. The control system had provi­
sions for 25 different x-positions and 25 different z-positions. For these 
tests, however, only 9 x-positions and 8 z positions were utilized. All x and 
z positions except the first and last ,could be switched in or out of the matrix 
as desired. 
The automatic positioning mechanism was slaved to the angle of attack 
mechanism so that as a pitch sweep was completed the positioning mechanism 
8 
was released to advance to the next matrix point and as the point was reached 
the angle of attack mechanism was released for a pitch sweep. The entire 
matrix was covered in this manner and about 30 seconds wire required for 
each pitch sweep in the matrix. 
Plume simulation was provided by a single torodial nozzle in each model. 
The nozzles were designed with variable area ratio capability to permit proper 
simulation of the full-scale rocket plume at the various trajectory conditions 
of interest. Pretest calibration of the nozzles was used to correlate area ratio 
settings with measured plume shapes, nozzle mass flow, and nozzle exit static 
pressure. Air heated to approximately 100OF was supplied to the nozzles, and 
separate controls for the booster and orbiter supplies were provided. 
9
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Tunnel A is a continuous, closed-circuit, variable density wind tunnel 
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nation temperatures up to 7501R (M = 6). Minimum operating pressures 
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In the continuous pitch mode of data acquisition the wind tunnel 
parameters and model nozzle pressures were recorded at the beginning 
of each pitch sweep. The outputs of both balances and the angle of attack 
were scanned continuously at a rate of 67 times each second. Forty scans 
of these inputs were averaged to compute each data point, and when com­
bined with the pitch rate of approximately 1-degree per second, a data 
point was computed every 0. 6 degree. Linear interpolations were made 
between data points to obtain the data for even increments of booster 
angle of attack, and the data were tabulated in 1-degree increments of 
booster angle of attack from -10 to +10 degrees. 
Schlieren photographs were automatically taken at pre-selected 
angles of attack during each pitch sweep. For these tests a photograph 
was taken near maximum, zero, and minimum angles of attack. Opening 
the camera shutter provided a photograph indicator record on the data 
tape which was used by the computer to calculate the booster angle of 
attack at which the photograph was taken. The camera shutter speed com­
binel± with the model pitching rate yielded an uncertainty in the tabulated 
photograph angle of attack of approximately +0. 2 degree. A report cot­
taih-iig a summary of all schlieren photographs will be published by AEDC. 
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The measured force and moment data for both models were corrected 
for balance tares and reduced about the respective moment reference points 
and the body axis system. The dimensional data used to reduce the orbiter 
measured data to coefficient form are listed and defined below: 
Sref = Orbiter wing planform area = 23. 689 in. ? (0. 164 ft?) 
iref = Orbiter wing mean aerodynamic chord = 4. 193 in. 
b = Orbiter wing equivalent span = 6. 5 in. (0. 542 ft) 
The moment reference point (MRP) for the orbiter data is 4..917 inches 
aft of the nose, on the lateral center line, and 1. 390 inches below the top 
fuselage surface. The dimensional data used to reduce the booster measured 
data to coefficient form are listed below: 
Sref 44..444 in. 2 = model reference area based on a full scale 
reference area of 10, 000 ft Z (see Data' Report 
DMS-'DR-1054, page 6) 
Ire f = b = 13. 333 in. = model reference'length based on a full 
scale reference length-and span of 200 ft (see 
Data Report DMS-DR-1054, page 6) 
The moment reference point applicable to the booster data is 7. 528 inches 
aft of the model nose, on the booster lateral center line, and 1. 194 inches above 
the bottom fuselage surface. 
The 6X and AZ distances were referenced to the moment reference points 
of the orbiter and booster and the booster body axis system. For example, the 
/6X distance is parallel.to the longitudinal axis of the booster and between the 
moment reference points on the brbiter and booster. The AZ is perpendicular 
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to the longitudinal axis of the booster and that distance between the moment 
reference points on the orbiter and booster. Values for AX and InZ are posi­
tive when the orbiter moment reference point (MRP) is forward and above the 
booster MRP. Both AX and 6Z were normalized using the booster fuselage 
length of 16. 184 inches. , 
The reference lengths used to reduce the orbiter data, booster data and
 
normalize the AX and AZ data were different; these different values
 
are listed and discussed above. The large negative values of pitching moment
 
coefficient for the orbiter at a -0.391 value of AX/lB and booster power
 
on condition were apparent because the orbiter was in the plume of the booster.
 
For each dual balance test run the orbiter and booster data were separated 
and assembled into data sets utilizing Z/IlB (SADSAC parameter name 
DELTAZ) as the first independent variable (IDPVAR(I)) and booster angle of 
attack as the second independent variable (IDPVAR(2)) (see collation sheets). 
Test data applicable to a AZ/I B value of 10. 0 are interference free data. 
DATA NOMINALIZING 
Varying balance and sting deflections which were caused by variations in 
model attitude and test conditions prevented the data from being obtained at 
constant values oft<1 and 6z/I B . The differences between the nominal values 
and the values obtained during a test run were acceptable at the higher Mach 
nmbers because of low aerodynamic loads. However, the differences 
72 
became appreciable at the lower Mach numbers. At the lower Mach numbers 
(Mach numbers of . and 3) pitch-plane coefficients (CN, CLM, and CA) for 
the booster and orbiter models were cross-plotted versusc I at each booster 
angle of attack and test condition to adjust the cdefficients to nominalO4i values. 
These values were then cross-plotted versus 4z/IB to adjust the coefficients 
to nominalAz/lB values. This nominalizing was accomplished with a digital 
computer data fairing routine which used third degree polynominals determined 
by the coordinates and the slope at adjacent data points. 
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Orbiter Test Data at Mach THRU Distance 
Number 5 RT8282 
.PLOTTED 'COEFFICIENT SCHEDULE: 






1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
 











Figure 1. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and 
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to End of Body _ _._
 
2.032 
Sta. 223 600 1100 1500 
10.69g 
Fig. 4 - Mbdifications to Orbiter Model 
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• Z.296 t 
Config. 19A Canard f Fuselage 
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Thr1pgpb oTo) VL"Figurit t of Models aaM AsatWed Separation Hlardware
eh- O P14.Ew.seMVl 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - N0 Orbiter 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic Ruaelase oontours inoluding canopy with modified 
aft fuselage cross sections; oross-sectional shape constant from station 1500 
to end of fuselage.- model scale 1/180. 
DRAWING NUMBER: 255 BJ 0o6o0 Rev. 3
 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length 15& 4 ,869
 
Max. Width 27.1 .150
 















MODEL COMPONENT: Wing - =AO Orbiter
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Model Scale 1/180
 












Span (equlvalent),Pr 9.5. 





Taper Ratio .23 

Diehedral Angle, degrees 1.10 

Incidence Angle, degrees 2.0 

Aerodynamic Twist, degrees - -_-_0 

Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge
Trailing Edge 0 





Root (Wing Sta. O.O),ujcaS 108L.B 

Tip, (equivalent)) ,tchs 249.6 

MAC, inches 75-.3 

Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 




Root (B.L. 162) .010-64 





















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 







































,.MODEL COMPONENT: Elevon - NJ OCOrbiter 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Nodael Scale 1/180 
DRAWING NUMBER: 2!5BJ 00050, Rev. B 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area, ft2 
Span (equivalent)1 wcteles 
-Inb'd equivalent chord)/Ac#es 
Outb'd equivalent chordpicvs 
Ratio EleVator chord/horizontal 
tail chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 






















MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Tail - !MDACOrbiter 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Model Scale 1/180 











Rate of Taper 













Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge 30.0 
Trailing Edge 13 1L..___ 






Tip, (equivalent), inches "196. 

MAC, inches 21. 

Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 




















Root, inches 3Q.6 

Tip, inches b 

MAC, inches 21._ 

Fus. Sta. of .25-MAC.
 





































MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - InAd Rnn. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 	 Configuration 19A fuselage without base flare and boattail 
Nodael Soale 1480 
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 256-19-000l, Eev. A
 
DIMENSIONS: 	 FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length (Ft) 	 241.7 1.343
 
Max. Width (vt) _. .189 













MODEL COMPONENT: Wing - M0AC' Booster 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: C2nf ation 19A ing 
M..qAl Scale ./80 
DRAWING NUMBER:
 












Span (equivalent) , ft. 
Aspect Ratio ....3.57 "3.54 
Rate of Taper
Taper Ratio I, 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 7.67 7.67 _ 
Incidence Angle, degrees 3-0 3.0 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 0 0 -
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge 441.0 44.0
 
Trailing Edge . .
 
0.25 Element-Line " _ 
Chords: 
Root (Wing Stat. 0.0), inches 690.0 3.353 
TIp, (equivalent) -- 30 =o 1766o 
MAC, inches 2o.0, 2.819 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC , inches 625 20,13 
W.P. of .25 MAC , inobes .. 

















Root , inoches 594.0 -3.300 









MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Tails - XDAC Booster 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 17 Vertical Tails 
Model Scale iaoO .. 
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 256-17-0001, Rev. A
 
DIMENSIONS: 	 FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
TOTAL DATA (Values for one)
 
Area 
Planform (Tre) 433 .014 (Side Projeotion). 97 .012 
Span (equivalent), inohes 276 1.537 
Aspect Ratio M1.21 1.21 
Rate of Taper .... _ 
Taper Ratio .52o - .5_0 




Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 










Tip, (equivalent), incs . 6 ".' ,86.7
 
MAC, inches 236 1.311
 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 




Root NACA ' oA-0O9 NAOA 64A-009
 




















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC 	 _,
 
MODEL COMPONENT: Eleven - MDAO Booster 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: -Oonfiguration 19A Elevens 
Model Scale i480 
DRAWING NUMBER: 256-19-0001, Rev. A 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area " 1t. .0191 ftZ 
Span (equivalent) 650 in. 2.61i in. 
Inb'd equivalent chord ./SR in. ..9999 in. 
Outb'd equivalent chord 93 in. .5166 in. 
Ratio Elevator chord/horizontal 
tail chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord .3? .3. 
At Outb'd equiv. chord .3._ 3. 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 3 . 33 
Tailing Edge Z7ZZ.... 
Hingeline - 33 33 




MNOEL CO ONOWT: Canaxd - MDAO Booster 
GENERAL DLSCEIPTION: Configaration 19k csiar4x 
Model Scale 1/180 
RAITMfTG NMBER: 256-19-001 , Rev. A 
DIMENSIONS: 
Theo. Area, F- 2 
Exp Area, ft 2 
Aspeot Ratio 
Chord (Inal. flap), Pt 

















SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-sxis on the body X, Z-plane and 
the body X-axis; degrees 
BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; degrees 
PSI yaw angle., angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees 
PHI roll angle, angle of rotation-about the body 
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees 
P air density; K./m3, slugs/ft 3 
a speed of sound; m/see, ft/sec 
V §peed of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; M/sac, ft/sec 
q Q(PSI) 
Q(PSF) 
dynamic pressure; 1/2PV psi, psf 
M MACH Mach number; V/a 
RN/L RN/L Reynolds number per unit length; million/ft 
p static pressure; psi 
P total pressure; psi 





Reference & C. G. Definitions -

SADSAC 
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
2 ,

S" wing area; m ft
2
 
S SREF reference area; m2, ft2
 
wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference
 
chord; m, ft, 	 in (see Iref or LREF) 
Iref LREF reference length; m, ft, in.; (see Z) 
bref wing span or reference span; m, ft, in-




c. g. 	 center of gravity 
IMP 	 MRP abbreviation for moment reference point
 
3G4RP 	 abbreviation for moment reference point 
on X-axis 
)4RP 	 abbreviation for moment reference point 
on Y-axis 







Axis System General 
SYM3OL DEFINITION, 
F force; F, lbs 
M moment; M,-in-lb 
Subscript Definition 
N normal force 
A axial force 
L lift force 
D drag force 
Y force or moment about the Y axis 
Z moment about the Z axis 
X moment about the X axis 
a stability axis system 
w wind axis system 
ref reference conditions 
free stream conditions 









Body Axis System 











axial force coefficient; FA/qS 
basexial force coefficient;[-'][Pb-p.)/q](tB 
forebody axial force coefficient; CA -CAb 
yawing moment'coefficient; MZJqS bref -
rolling moment coefficient; MX/qS bref 
Cm CLM 
Common to Both Axis Systems 
pitching moment coefficient; My/qS 'ref 





Stability Axis System 
lift force coefficient; FrJqS 
drag force coefficient; FDqS 
CI>b CDB base drag coefficient 
CD CDF 
CIA 
forebodj drag coefficient; CD -CDb 







rolling moment coefficient; MX,s/qS bref 
lift-to-drag ratio; 0/% 




































horizontal tail incidence; positive when
 
trailing edge down; degrees 

















trailing edge down 
trailing edge down 
trailing edge down 
trailing edge down 








antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;
 




















trailing edge down 
trailing edge down 
trailing edge down 
trailing edge down 
trailing edge down 






















PWR O ORBPOW 
5eB ELIBST 
6 eO ELVOERB 
AND CHANGES TO NOMENCLATURE 
DEFINITION 
tail incidence positive when trailing edge 
down, deg 
velocity of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; rn/sec, ft/sec 
booster angle of attack, angle between the 
projection of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, 
Z-plane and the body X-axis; deg 
sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw -
axis and the projection of this axis on the 
body X-Z-plane; deg 
ratio of specific heats 
wing dihedral angle; deg 
air density; Kg/m 3 , slugs/ft3 
incidence angle between the orbiter and booster 
on the XZ plane 
orbiter angle of attack, 'O - dB +o<I 
booster power, percent of full thrust 
orbiter power, percent of full thrust 
booster elevon deflection angle, positive is 
trailing edge down 
orbiter elevon deflection angle, positive is 
trailing edge down 
101 




X/l DELTAX distance between the MRP on the orbiter and booster measured parallel to the longitudi­
nal axis of the booster, positive when the 
orbiter MRP is forward of the booster MRP, 
the distance has been normalized with respect 
to the booster fuselage length (16.184 inches) 
Z/!B DELTAZ distance between the MRP on the orbiter and 
booster measured normal to the longitudinal 
axis of the booster, positive when the orbiter 
MRP is above the booster MRP, the distance has 
been normalized with respect to the booster 





1. 	 Sims, Joseph L., "Plume Simulation for Space Shuttle Abort Staging 
Aerodynamic Testing," Memo S&E-AERO-AF-70-6, December 1970. 
Z. 	 Baker, L. R., "Calibration of the Propulsion Simulation Nozzles for 
the Space Shuttle Booster and Orbiter Models for the Abort/Separation 
Staging Experimental Program," LMSC/HREC D225144, June 1971. 
3. 	 "Test Facilities Handbook" (8th Edition), Arnold Engineering Develop­





A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original

and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
 
made up in two sections:
 
(a) 	 a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 	 a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations:
 
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson 
AEDC Mr. L. L. Trimmer 
4SC/HREC Mr. D. A. Love 
NASA LaRC Mr. J. P. Decker 
NASA MSFC' M! K. L. Blackwell 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
 
J. L. Glynn 
Department 2780 
Chrysler Corporation Space Division' 
New Orleans, La. 70129
 








AEDC VA 1133 DAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5






-___ -____ __ _ _ _ __ _ -. 25 __ _ _ __ _ _ -------- _ __ _ __ _ _ 
12 -0 -s -- 4 .-2 0 2 4 10o 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ2 .120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.182 BSTFOW 0.000 C'BpOW 0.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN
 
0.228 .ELTAX - 0.391 ALFHAI 0.00 REFL 4 1930, IN 
0.352 MACH 5.020 ELVBST noc0 XRF 6:5000 IN
G.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.00 YHRP a. BOO IN, 
0.908 ZMRP 1.3900 IN
 
SCALE 0.0055
10.000 REFERENCE rILE 

AEDC VA11S3 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTSI42) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 1
 











U -. 4 
-. 12 -10 a 4 a 2 1, 8 1 12 
SYMBOL 05LTAZ 
0:1.20 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 1.51 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE-C E IN7CRNATIOW 
0o. 82 B$TFOW 0*000 ORBPO 0*000 REFS Z3.6890 $0 IN 
0 228 ELTAX - 0.391 ALPHAI 0.000 REFS 4,190 IN
 
0.352 MACH 5.020 ELVB9 . 0.9000XR .10 I
 
Ll 0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.OO0 YMRP 0.000 IN
 
0.908 ZMRF 1,390C IN
 
SCALE 0,5055
10.O0O REFERENCE FILE 

AEOC VAfiG3'MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8142) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 2
 



















i.03 ________t __ __ _ __ __ _ __ __ _i _________ 
-. 01 
-12 -in-6 L 4 - a4 2 4 6 a 10 2 
SYMBOL OELTAZ

.20 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE.,CE INFOMATICN 
0O182 B5TPOW 0,000 R3POW 0.000 REFS 23.6890 so IN 
0.228 'ELTAX 0.391 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930REEB 6.500  ININ 
4.9±70 IX0.352 MACH 5.020 LLVBST 0.000 XRP 
0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRF 0.00Co 1N 
aas ZMRF I 390C IN
±0.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 

















- 4 2 C' 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
•-12 -10 a 1 
0 .120 BOO0STER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
S.11PARAMETRIC VALUES - I REFERENZE INFORMAllON 
0.8 STPOW O.000O RSPOW 0.000 REFS 23 6890 SG IN 
0.228 ;ELTAX -0.145 ALPHAI G.aa0 REFL 4:19BO IN
 
REFB 6 5GO0 IN0.5 MAH SBa EVS .0 
0.5 HCLBS500 .00XMRF 4 .917 , IN 
0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.900 YMRF 0.9000S IN 




10. '00 REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VAI1,63.MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8143) Oa JUN 71 PAGE 4 















-2 -10 _ _12 2 4 64 

S hBOL OELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB OEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.12 SSTPOW 0.000 CROPOW 0BD REFS 23.6890 a8IN 
0.228 -ELTAX - 0.143 ALFHAI 0.010 REFL 4.1930 IN 
0.352 MACH 5.020 ELVBST 0.000 REFS &£5000 IN 





A C A 6 
ID.OaO RErERENCE FILE ZORSCALE 1 3900.05s IN 
AEOC VA11S3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8I43) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 5 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 \ 
.12 1 V__ ­



















- . 07 iF 

Iq la 
 l II 




-12 -10 -8 6 4 -2 
 0 2 4 6 a 1a 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
0o.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
2 .151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERI:ZE IN.ORMATION
 
0.182 BSTPOW 0.000 ORBPOW 0.000 
 REFb 23.6890 SO IN 
0.228' DELTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI 0.o0 REFL 4.1930 IN 
0.352 MACH 5.020 ELVSST 0.000 REFB 6.5000 IN 
o. XMRP 4.9170 iN0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP O. IO IN
 
0.908 ZHRP 1,3903 IN
 
SCALE 0.0055
10.000 REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VALIG3 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8143) 08 JUN 71 PAGE 6
 
--












.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFER-4.CE
0n182 B5TFOW 0,000 CEpow 0o0D0 23.6890INFORMATION
REFS SO IN
 
0 .228 DELTAX -0.019 ALFHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1950 IN
 
0.352 MACH 5.020 ELVBST 0.0O REFS 6. 5000 IN
XMRF 4 9170 IN
0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 
 YMR aOgou IN
 
o08 ZMRP 1.3903 IN
 
10:9008. REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.QD,55
 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8I44) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 7
 










a: ALPHA _ __. __ 
-12 -II -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ00.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
9 .151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENLE INFO MATION 
01 STON Ocoo ORSPOW 0.000 REFS 23.6890 $d IN 
D.2is 09LTAX - 019 ALHZ OD0REFL 4.193U IN 
0.3REFB 6.5000 IN2 -ELVBS7 .
0.1.0? BETA 0.000 XRF 49170 1YRRP a3.000 IN 
0E908 
 Z4R 1390 IN
 
SCALE 0.005510.000 REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAIB3MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER fRT8144) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 8
 
AEDC VA 1i63 NDAC BOOSTER ANWORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
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o **o* ._ ___,_, __ _________e __ _,__ __ i
.03 
____ ____ ___ _ 






12I -to a -6 -4 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL OCLTAZ 
a.10 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
11.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 
' 


















0.908$o.000 ELVORO 0.000 REFERENCE CILE BETA 0.000 YNRP ZNRP SCALE 0.U0O0 1.3900 0.o5s IN IN 






















-10 -BL6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREN.E INFOFMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 0.000 ORBPOW 0.ODu REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
0.2280.352 .ELTAXMACH 0.0435.020 ALFHA!ELVOST ­ 0.0000.000 REEL XHRP 4.1930 4.9170 IN IN 
11.000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEOC VAI S3:MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8145) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 10
 




















0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCL INFCQATION 
0 0*1 aa 0TPOW O.aO0 oRePOW U.000 REFS 23,689a SQ I N. 
. 0.228 'ZLTA-' 0.045 ALFHAI 0.000 REFL 41930 IN
 





1o.cuo ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 
 YHRF aO000 IN
 
INI as 00 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0,0055
ZMR P 





























-12 - -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 FARANEIRIC VALUES 
 REFEREPCZ INFORMATION
 
0.182 BSTFOW 0.000 QRBFW 0.00 
 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
V.22& * ELTAX 0.043 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
0.352 HACH 5.020 ELVBST 0.000 XRP 4.9170 IN
 







AEDC VAItS3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8145) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 12
 











0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
REFEREC- INFORMATIONa.I ARAMETRIC VALUES: 
Q.82 BSTOW 0.1300 ORBFOW 0.000 REFS 23.6890 SO IN
 
9.228 P'LTAX 0.105 ALFHAI 0.000 REFL 4 193q I N
 
0.352 MACH 5.020 ELVBST 0.000 ×RPF 4o950 IN
 
0.599 ELVOR S . 000 BETA O.O aO Y RPF. oo U It 
a1 ZMR. 1o3900 IN 
10900 REFERENCE FILE SCALE U0.0055
 
AEDC VA11G3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTB146) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 
 13 














-U0-18 -. 6 -
_ _-2__ _1_14 
-- 4P 4 .9! O I 
SYMBOL DE'TAZ
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
'.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOKMATION 
0 182 BSTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
0:22a DELTAX 0.105 ALPHAI ouao REFL 4 1930 IN 
0.352 MACH 5.020 ELVSST 0.00D RFS 4:500 IN 
0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRF a .0000 IN2 0.908 Z-R1P 1 390 1N o.ozo REFR FILE VALENCU SCALE 0 rA55 
AEOC VAt1 63,MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTS146) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 14
 
_ _ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.12 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 










-o3 o .00 
0.0 
.0-




0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB 
DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.182 BSTPOW .000 ORBPOW OOOb REFS 23.6890 SQ IN
 
0.228 DELTAX 0.105 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.190 IN
 
0.352 HACH 5.020 ELVBST 0.000 
 REFB 6.9Z IN
 
0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.030 
 YMRF 0.00o0 IN
 
0.90a 
 ZNRP 1.3900 IN 
0. 00 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTB14E) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 15
 












.00.-. 3 . 
- 2 -la a 6 4 - a 2 4 6 20 la 
SYMBOL. OELTAZ 
o.izo BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
, .151 PARAMCTRIC VALUES RECRENCE INFORMATION
-
O.2E o.Doo0 167 0.000 4o1930 IN0.18FI SSTFOWELTAX ORBPOWALFHA_ D.Ga REFSL 23.689  SOIN 
V 6:5000 
10.00O ELVORB O.000 BETA 0.003 YHRF .0000 IN 
ZHRP I . 900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE 
0.0 5.0 00uREFB 4 .917- 052 MCLBT TXR 1NI  
SCALE a. 055 
AEBC VA11G3.MBAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8147) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 16
 











.00 in -- 6 - 4 - 2 2a 4 8a 10 12 
SYMBOL. CLIAZ 
o'ca 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF AT TACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0,151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCORMATION 
S 0.1B2 ES$FC 0.000 0RBFOW 0.5ou REFS ?3. 6890 SQ IN 
/ 0.028 LELTAX 0.167 ALPHAI 0.0O0 REFL 4:19 30 1N 
.XERP 4.91T0 IN
0.352 MACH 5.020 ELVBST 0.000 










AEDC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER [RT81473 09 JUN 71 PAGE 17
 























 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORI4ATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 0.00 ORSPOW 0.100 	 REFS 23.6890 SO IN 
0.22' 	 ELTAX 0.167 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
REFS 6,5000 IN0.352 MACH 5.020 ELVBST 0.000 	 XHRP 4.91'0 IN 
10.000 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.009 	 YMRP ODo00 IN 
ZNRP 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 00055REFERENCE FILE 

AEDOC VAI163-MAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER tRT8147) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 18
 









-I. -1_- -6 4 - 0_ 
__ 6 8 -
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:182 55TFOW O.QDO RBPOW 0,000 REFS 23.6899 SG IN 
0.228 ELTAX 0.228 ALPHAI 0.00a REFL 4 1930 IN
 
0.5 AHLBT500 000REFS 6:5000 in
 
ELBST5.20
0.32 AC O.OOXMRP 4 9170 IN
0.599 ELVORS O.Dou BETA 0.000 




l0.OUO REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 












.- 12 a - - 2 4 6 a 111 12-10 6 4 2 u SYMBOL DELTA2 
.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERLNE INFORMATION 
D12 BSTPOW 0.000 ORBFOW 0.000 REFS 23.6890 so IN 
0 2 8 ' DELTAX 0.228 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4 1930 IN 
0.5 MCLBS500 .00REFS 6:5000 IN 
ZLBT
0.52 HAH 5.20 oOOXMRP 4 .9170 IN0.599 ELVORB OoSull 'ETA 0.000 YHRP a .GOO0 IN 
0.908 ZMRP - 3.901i IN 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE B.0055
 
AEDC VAtIS3,'MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY 'TO BOOSTER CRT8148] 09 JUN 71 PAGE 20 















i l-o rO1t 
_t__ _ _ 1 l , l ,
 
-. 02 
-12 -t - - 4 -? 0 2 4 8 10 
SYMBOL 0ELTAZ
 
o.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0102 SSTPO 0000 CRSPOW 0*.O0 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
0.28 2ELTAX 0°?28 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
n.352 MACH 5.020 ELVSST o.Oo REFB .5000XMRP A 917 INN 
0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.00a YRP O IN0.908 ZMR P 1.3900 IN 
SCALE Q.005slo.OD REFERENCE FILE 

AEIC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8148) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 21
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 














- 12 -10 6 -'4 "48 l
 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ArTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
a°$51 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
12 -1 e.8 4 2 4 . 910 I0.162 B3TFOW 0,000 ORBFOW 5*.U9 REFS 25.6890 SQ IN
 
o.Z2B JELTAX 0.351 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.193D IN
 
0.352 MACH 5.020 ELVBST U.000 XRF 64501 0 IN
 
0.182 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.0co MRE a.90 So
IN  




I 10.00059$ REFERENCE FILE BET 

AEDC VAII-63-MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8149) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 22
 







S BQL C'TAZ-44 60 
s,120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IN ORHATION 
.182 83TPO 0,000 BPOW 0o.Go REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
0228 DELTAX 0-351 ALpHAI 0.00 0 REFL 4-1930 IN 
0.5 LSSMC 500 .00REFS 6.5000 1 , D k 0. 599 ELVOH .000 E VS T O . 0 XMRP 4:9i7U IN0°9 LOB OOO BETA 0.010 YMRF 0 VDGou IN 
z.08mrp 1.3900 IN 
lQoGo'S REFERENCE F:LE SCALE 0.0055 
AEBC VA11G3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8149) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 
 23 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
2 .0 












-'1 -10 a 6 -4 - 2 4 6la1 1 
SYMBOL DELIAZ 
0 0.12o BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.15104BTPOW PARAMETRIC VALUES 0.00 ORSPOW C.000 REIERENCE INFORFATIONREFS 23.689C so IN 
S 0.228 bLLTAX 0.351 ALFHAI 0.000 REFL 4 1930 IN 
0.352 MACH 5.020 ELVSST 0.000 XRFBXRF 
.:lD46 17 INI 
/ 0.599 ELVORB . 00 BETA . 6L Y RF .9SOSO IN, 
U99- ZMRP 1.3910 IN 
10000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AE0C VA1-,3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER 09 JUN 71 RRT81ERNPAGE 
 2 










z -. 05 
in 
-12 1 6 -4 a a 2 4 6 a IQ 1 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0:120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
D.$51 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOHMATION
 
a.8 BSTPOW V.DOO OPISPOW 0.00a REFS 23°6890 so IN
 
0 228 DELTAX C.522 ALPHAI 0.00aRF 4150 I
 
40XRP 032 MCLsr .O 00aREFS 6 s5oD4o9__0 IN
 
C 0.599 ELVORB O.000 BETA V.050 YmRP U.00001 IN 
a,908 ZMRF 1 3900 IN 
I0o000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 000 ,55
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8150) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 25
 









.2 -_ _ _ 
-
LLI 
-1 8 -6 - -2O2 4 6 10 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2.B BSTFOW 0.000 OBrOW '.D REFS 36890 soIN 
0.52Z ALFHAI 0.000 REFL 4,1930 IN0.2 a, jELTAX 

RBP 6,5000 IN 
0 5 9 9 L V O R S O. 0 0 0 B E TA U,Oc a Y M RP ou,O 0 I N 
0.352 MACH 5.020 ELV5ST 0.000 

ZHRP 1,390C IN 
SCALE 0,0655 
0.90$ 
0.o000 REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VA 1lG3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER [RT81aO) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 2G 














_ _ _ _
-. 03 E :___ ________ 
--12- i -- 4 -2 
 0 ? 4 10o It 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0n.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR$ATION
 
0,162 83TPOW 0,000 OROPOW 1.O00 REFS 23.6890 s IN
 




MACH 5.020 ELVBST n.006 XMRF 4 9110 ININ
 







 ZHRF 1.3900 IN
 
10.00 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEiC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTB850) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 27 









S -- I 
C 
-. 25 




-' 12 1 

0.15 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, .226 5STPOW G.000 CROPO B.OGS REFS 23.6890 $0 IN 
R 0,352 -F3LTAX" - D39U ALPHAI 5*100 REFL 4 193D IN 
0.599 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.0a0 XRPF 6:5000 IN 






AEDC VA1,163..MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8ISI] 09-JUN 71 PAGE 28
 
.4 

















SYMBOL DELTAZ 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAS DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES RE-ERENCE INFORMIATION 



















10.000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0,0ou YMRPZRP a ,oO01..390. ININ 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE I.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER {RT8151) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 
 29 


















- 12 - a 6 -4 - 0 2 4 60 12 
SYMBOL DELT.AZ
A 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB 	DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORhATION
 
0.228 	 8STPOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 REFS 23.6890 5Q IN 
035Z L.LTAX ALPHAI REFL 65000 IN0REFB 0.390 5.100 	 4 193 

-1 59 - 10 -- e 4 04X6 	 RP 4 9170 IN 
10.228 	 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.0,H YRF 3.680 IN 




AEDC VAIG3 HDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8151) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 30
 
.05 







12 -t- - - a 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0'151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0o'182 PARAMETRIC VALUES RE ERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 PSTPOW Oo0co ORBFOW G.co0 REFS Z3.6890 SQ IN
 
a.352. LLTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI 5.100 R9FL 4 1930 IN
 
0.599 HACH 5.0lu ELVBST 0.000 XRF 4,90070 1 
10.O000 ELVORB O.000 BETA 0.000} YHRF 0.000a IN 
ZHRP 1 3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER [RT81523 09 JUN 71 PAGE 31
 







-.-26 _ 0 --- 6_ 
ItLTA.

Li.o 6 42 a 6a t 1 
A .151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA8 DEGREES 


















0.99 H~H ELBT 5o10 . 0XMRP 4 .91 o IN 






RBFERENCE FILE OCALE 00055 
AEDC VAIL63 4DAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER 09 JUN 71- PAGE 32NRT8152) 

_ _ 
AEDC-VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 












-. o ) 	 0..5 I ..InI 
6 	 1.a
-- 12t-	 6 -4 -4 

SYMBOL DELTAZ
A. 0.15L 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPrIAB DEGREES 
0,182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCL LNFOR"IATION 
0.228 BSTFOW 0.00Q ORSPOW 0.000 	 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
0,352 [ -LTAX - 0*143 ALPHAI 5,100 REFL 4o1930 IN
 
059 MC 5.1 .00REFS.OOXMRP IN
6,5000 1 , VST 	 4 .9170
5o10
0.99 HAH ELB 







AEOC VA1163 MDAC'ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8152) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 33
 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5












0.182 0.000 RBPOW 0.000PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFS Z3 GOOD
REFERENCE INFORMATIONSO IN 
0 352 0-_TAX - 0,019 AL H I 5 1 0REFL 





 BETA 0000 
 Y00RP 0. 00 
 IN
 
Zt4RF 1 3900 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0:0055
 



















-. 2 8 -6 - 2 
SYMSOL DELTAZ
 
Z .151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a .1$Z FARAH ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.228 SSTFOW 0.000 C BPow O.000 REFS 23.6890 SG IN 
0.352 DFoTAX - 0.019 ALPHAI 5.100 REFL 4.1930 IN 
1D.0013 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 01090 REFS 6.5DDa IN 







ZHRP 1°3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0°0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8153] 09 JUN.71 PAGE 25 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.12-1 











12 -10 8 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
L .15 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCr INFORMATION 
0.228 BSTPOW 0.000 ORsPOW 0.00D 	 REFS 23.6890 00 IN
 
0.352 , V-LTAX -. 019 ALFHAI 5.100 	 REFL 4.1930 INREFS 6.500& IN
 
XNRP 	 4.9170 IN
10.000 	 MACH 5.010 ELVST -.0.0o 

ELVORB U.000 BETA 0.000 YMR 0.OOOG IN
 





AEDC VA11B3:MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT81533 09 JUN 71 PAGE 3g
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6 a Lis 12,"12 -in a -6 - 4 -2 2 

A .151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
E VaI ___ VlB_ BASTER JUN 71 PAGE 3
 
--4 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5








-o - 6 - 4 - 2 _B 4 6 0 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
A o.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.22! SSTPOW 0.0o CRBFC 0.000 REFS 2a.Sass so IN 
0*352 , ELTAX 0.043 APA 5.0 EFL 4.193U IN 
APA 5.0REFS 6 5000 IN10.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST O.000 
 XMRP 4.917DV IN
 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.009 YMRP 
 a.1000 IN
 
Z-RP 1 3900 IN
 
REFERENCE FIL'E SCALE 0:9 a55
 
AEOC VAIfG3,MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER [RT8154] 0B JUN 71 PAGE 38
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 













.0 12 - - a - 6 - 4 - 2 4 6 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAS DEGREES 
0.1o82 0.228 SSTOW PARAMETRIC VALUES .000 ORDOW .00D 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS ?.6890 SQ IN 
0.5 ETX D03AFA .0 EFL 4.1930 IN 
10.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST v.sDu RP 4.9000 .IN 
ELVORB B.D BETA D.010 Y, RF a .ODDlo IN, 
REFERENCIFILE ZMR PSCALE 1 39000:00L5 IN 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTB154] 09 JUN 71 PAGE 39
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A 0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES RE ERENCE INFORPATION 
G.Z28 SSTPOW 0.000 CRBpow 9.O0 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
0 	 52'" ELTAX 0.105 ALPHAI 5,1ou REFL 4o1930 IN 
REFB 6°5000 INDo599 MACH 5.D10 ELVBST 0.000 
 XHRP 4 .9170 1, 
10,0aa ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.005 YMRP a .0000 IN 
ZMRP 1.390D IN 










- -8 6 -4 -20 4 6 8 D1 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
A 	 o.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPIAAB DEGREES
 
0 	 0182 PARAMETRIC VALUES . REFEREMLE INFORMATION 
a 226 BSTPOW O.Goo ORBPOW 0.000 REFS 23.6890 sa IN 




1D.000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.0D0 YMRF O.aoo IN
 






AEDC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN-PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER [RT8155) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 41
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5

.13I jl l 	 I J F I l I~~l














-D 1 -ID --B 6 -4 2 0 2 4 6 a so 12 
A Z .151 	 DEGREESSYMBOL DELTAZ	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB 

0o1in PARAMETCIC VALUES RErERENCE INFURNATION 
°.228 r3TPOW 0.000 ORSFOW 0.000 REFS 23.6890 sa IN 
o 	 0352 . ETAX .105 ALHAI 5.10041 0 IN
 
a 9 EV AH~ 500 .10REFS 
 6:5000 IN / 5.I059 ACH O.OOXRP 	 9170 NELVST 	 4 
10.000 ELVORB 0.u00 BETA 0.000 	 YHRP a OOOO IN 
ZMRF 1 3900 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE 
 SCALE 0:005 5
 
AEDC VAII163 , DAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT81551 09 JUN 71 PAGE 42 
AEDC VA 1163,MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
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-12 -0 -6 4 	 2 4 so__ 
STHOOL DELTAZ




.:182 PARAETRIC VALUES 
REF S 2 3 .G 9 0 s o IN
 
REFL 4 1930 IN
 
' 0 2 8 B S TP OW U .,00 O RSpow . 055 
D.352 	 OLLTAX 0.167 ALPHAI 5.$00 

XRF 4.5000 IN
 10.000 MACH 5.010 ELVSST, 0.O00 
YMRP 0 9000 IN 
ZMRF 








AEOC VAII 63 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8I59] 09 JUN 71 PAGE 43 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 




-'12 -10 -8 4 --2 4 1le1 
SYMBOL DELTAZX 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.22 8 BSTPOW 0.0D 0 O BPOW .000 REFS 23.6890 S QIN 
0.352 DELTAX 0.167 ALPHAI 5.100 REFL 4 1930 IN 
1000 MCLBT .1 000REFB 6:50co IN
 
EL.ODD G~H BEL T 
 XMR P 4 917C IN 













)SAEDC VAlI6I3 MDAC ORBITER IN: PROXIMITY TO. 1300STER CRTSI56 " "09 JUN 71 PAGE 44 
AEDC VA 1163 NDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.1I 	 . . I. .I .I . . I I I I I FF I r- r 
.11 	
-__.. . .. 
I-I 
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- .0 	 II 
4 	 la1
-'a12 -to a 6 4 	 a 6 1 
YHBOL DELTAZ
A o..s1 	 BOOSTER ANGLE-OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.228 LSTPOW 0.000 	 ORBSOW 0.0c0 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN
 
0o35Z 	 DELTAX Oir ALpNAI 5:100 REFL 4.1930 IN
 
ELBBT D.D 
 A REFB 6.sacOfB.DD MAC 501B XHRP 4 917a ININ
 








AEDC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY fo BOOSTER CRT81'B) '09 JUN 71 PAGE 45
 
____ 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND.ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER5 
,25 
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u.isl BOOSTER-,ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETR.C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
021,a TFOW G;000 ORSPOW 0.000 REFS 23.6690 so IN
 
0:352 'OELTA 0.226 - LPHAI 5.100 REFL 4.1930 IN
 
0.0 AH .i LVS .0 REFB 6.5009 IN
 
1D. OELS@THAC 5D10O.OOXMRF 4.9170 IN 
ELVORD 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRPF 0 Oc IN 
SZMRF 1.3900 IN 
REFERNCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN'PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTB157) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 4G 
_____ 
















_ _-_ -4 -2 4____ 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
A o.151 BOOSTER "ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.162 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.228 LTPOW 0.O0 ORSPOW U.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
0.352 DELTAX 0.228 ALPHAI 5.10D REFL 4.1930 IN 
10.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST U.000 REFS 6.50111 IN 









AEOC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY f0 BOOSTER CRT8157], 09 JUN 71 PAGE 47 















-'03 12 -io a 1 4 - 2 4 a IS1 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
S 0*182 . PARAMETRl' VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Oo.Z -STFOW 0.000 ORSPOW u.sou REFS 23.6890 sa in 
0.352 DELTAX 0.2i8 ALPHAI- 5.10D REFL 4,1930 IN 
/ 5D10D.00 CELBST 














ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT81571
AEDC VAI063 0DAC 09 JUN,71 PAGE 
 48 
AEDC VA Ii63 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
.5 %i ____-"_-- .... 
V 
.20 - -___"_ 
.15 LKH 
z 









-4 2 4 




0. 182 FARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFO N.TIO1 
0.228 BSTOW 0.00 QRSFOW 0.000 REFS 23.690 so IN 
0.352 D- LTAX 0.352 ALFM l 6.100 REFL 4:1930 in 
1000 MC .10 9VS .0 REFS 6.5000 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.601 YMRP 0,6.0 1N 
ZMRF 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE U.055 
AEDC VAI IG3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTB8158) 09 JUN 71 PAGE ',9 
--
AEDC VA 1183 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 











-10 - -8 - 6 - D 4 8111 12 
S HBOL DELTAZ
A o.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 0.12 PARAMETRIC VALUES 'REFERENCE2 	 INFOR ATIOM 
0.ZZ BSTPOW 0.000 C aPOW 0.000 	 REFS 23 6890 Be IN
 
0.352' '-LTAX 0.35Z ALPHAI 5.1o0 	 REFL 4.1930 IN 
REFB 6.500a IN10.000 MACH 5o010 ELVBST D.000 
 XMRP 4.9170 IN
 







AEDC VAl1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT81583 09 JUN 71 PAGE .30 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
-I-rs I1 Ir-r jr1- I--r IF-r1--Irw--- Ir-, 
11 - - I_ ..... 
.10 -- -­~ 
.09 









-. =1X-10 - 6 -4 2 4 1IS $ 
SYMBOLA DELYAZ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB .151 DEGREES
 
0.162 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Bo2aa USTPOW 0.000 OSpow .UOOD REFS 23.689D SO IN 
0.352 L LTAX 0.352 ALPHAI 5.100 REFL 4 1953S IN
 
10o0 0 MACH 5.0lu ELVBST 0.000. XRF 4,9175 IN 
ELVORD 0.000 BETA U0W YMRp a aou IN 
2R0 1.3900 IN 
REFER ENCE SCALE T55FILN .
 
AEOC VA1163 T0AC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER RT8158) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 51
 
AEC VA if63 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 










_ _ _ 
12 -10 8 -6 	 2 2 6 a 104 	 12
 
SYMBOL. DELTAZA 	 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 	 0-182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ao228 BSTPOW 0.*soO RSFW 0.000 REFS 23 689U S9 IN 
0:352 aLTAX 0.522 ALPHA! 5.1131 	 REFL 4:1935 IN
 
0.9 AH 500 EVS .03REFS 	 6.5000 IN 
0.59 ELBSH .Q1BBOXHRP 4*917D IN­





REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE EDO0055
 
AEDC VAI1163 -MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER [RT8159) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 52 






12 -10 -8 -E -4. - 0 2 4SYMOGL 6 8 10 ±2
VELTAZ
$.Y51 BOOSTER ANGLE.OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES. REFERENCE INFORMATIONa 226 .$TPOW OO00 ORBFOW D. Eoo 
 REFS 23.669a SQ IN
0.352 OELTAX 0.522 ALPHAI 5,XM0 
 REFL ,4.1930 IN
 
p2599 MH .010 OROFOW 0.000 
 REFS 65090 IN
 
1IODoDAEDO VA9iB3 5RBTE IN PR O O ROOSTE917R IN
M4A.
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.0as 
 YHRP 0.0000 IN
 
ZHRF 1 3900 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE U:0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER [RT8159) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 53
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 













04 -in a 4 2 a 2 4 	 12 
bYMSOL DELTAZ
0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
S 0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.228 B TPOW 0.000 ORBPOW 0.000 	 REFS 23.6890 SO IN
 
0.352 DELTAX 0.522 ALPHAI 5.100 	 REFL" 4 1930 IN
 
6:5060 IN
0.9 EVSTAC .10 	000REFB
D.595.1 AC ELBST OoO0XRP 	 4.9170 IN
 
1 .03 0 E L V O R S . 0 0 0 - B E T A .D0 0 	 Y R P 0. 0o u b N 
xZRP 	 .5900 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 




AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
j _ I_ I_ I_ I I _I 
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u -
C, 
-' 1 -@ - -g - 2 2 4 6 a lo 1 
SYMBOL OELTAZz8- BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
RE ERENCE INFORMATION 
.352 P9TPCW U000 OrBpow U.600 REFS 23.6890 $0 IN 
,2 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0.599 DELTAX - 0.391 ALPHAI 10.106 REFL 4 1930 IN 
A.00 MCVBT .1 .00REFB 6:5000 IN
 
1006 HCH 5,160'M 4 91 'D IN
ELBS XRP 
ELVORB 0.00S . BETA 0.00b YMRP 0. 0000 IN 
ZMRP 1.3900 iN 
REFERENCE FIE SCALE. 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT2IGO) 09 JUN 71 ,PAGE 55
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SYMBOL DEL TAZ 
0,18 BOOSTER,ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
ao228 FARAMETRIC VALUES RE ERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 PSTFOW O.O00 ORSPOW 0.000 REFS so IN23 6890 

0/.599' UELTAX - 0.391 ALFHAI 10.100 REFL 4:iq3a IN 
1000 MC LST .1 000REFB 6.500D IN 
10.00 HAC O.OOXHRP 4 917G IN
ELBST 5010 

ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.0ou 
 YHRp 0.0000 1 , 
ZMRP 1.390 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEOC VAI163 IMOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER [RT816O) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 5S
 
__ _ _ _ _ _ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NLBER 5
 

















-12 10 6 4 -2 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
a0.182 PBOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMlTIQN 
O.352 BT-OW 0.000 QRBpow. O.O00 REFS a3.6890 30 IN 
-. 599 DELTAX - 0.391 ALFHAI 10.100 REFL 4.1930 IN 
10.000 HACH 5.010 ELVBST o.OOo REPS 6.5000 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YNRP 0.0ODD IN 
ZMRP 1.3900- IN 
SCALE 0:0055 
AEOC VAI113 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8160) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 57
 













0118o BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
F 0228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFZRENCE INFORMATION 
0:352 or-pow 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 	 REFS 23 .0s9 so IN 
0,599 I DELTAX 0 .143 ALPHAI 10.10O REFL 4.2930 IN 
10,00 MACH 5.010 ELVSST 0.OD0 RP 47s 










AEDC VAII63-MbAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT81611 09 JUN 71 PAGE 58 













2 -0a a -4 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 1a 
SYMBOL- DELTAZ.1 2 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
U.2za PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
D.352 	 6 TPOW O.O00 ORBFOW 0,000 REFS 23.6890 so IN , 
0599 ELTAX -- 143 A LHAI 10 10o REFL 41930 IN
 
la.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0,000 XRF 64.9170 IN
 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0,000 	 YHRP 0.0000 IN

Z-RF .. 3900 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE O 	 SCAE 0.055 
VA1183 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTE) 	 IPAGE
AE 0C 	 09 JUNR71 59
 


















.031 ' '-__I_ . . : 
-.021 
101 - 6 - 4 - 2 4 6 	 1 SYMBOL DELTAZ 
*0 ,182 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
R 0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 RErERENCE INFORNATION 
0.352 PFTFOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.Do REFS 23.6890 so IN 
0.599' ) DELTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI 10.100 REFL 4.1930 IN 
10.00B 	 MACH 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 REFB 6.50OU IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.00D 4 INYNR 0.0900 
ZMRF 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE 	FILE 

AEDC VAI163.MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT161) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 60
 









_ _ _ _ _ _ -I 
C 7.15 
IL 




0.162 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
. 0.28 ARAMTRIC VALES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 BSTFOW 0.000 CRBPOW U.013 REFS 23.6890 $a IN 
10.000 JELTAX - 0.019 ALPHAI 10.100 REFL 4 1930 IN 
MCLST .1HAC 0 .00REFB0 ELSSTODOXHRF 6:5000 4.9179 
IN 
IN 
5LVORS 0.000 BETA O.0ca YHRP 0.0000 IN 
REERENCE FILE ZmRPSCALE 1.39OU0.0055 IN 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO-BOOSTER CRTBIG2) 09 JUN 71 PAGE G1
 













C.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
D.28 PARAETRICVALUES R FERENC , IFORATION 
0 55 5STPOW 0.000 ORBPOW 0.000 REFS 23.6890 so IN
 








ELVORB 0.000 BE TA 0.000 YMRP 0.000OO IN 
,.IF 1 3900 IN 
SCALE 0,0055REFERENCE F!LE 

AE11C VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT81621 09 JUN 71 PAGE 2.
 
- -
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUBER.5 
I 
IdI 





S .02 ____ ____ 





3TO L.0 0.000 CiF U.000 RP 0.0000 IN 
2KRP 1.3900 INSCALE B.0A55 
REFERENCE FI5 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER (RT8162) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 63
 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 













o.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB" DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES RErERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 B-TPOW D.XD0 ORBPOW 0.000 REFS 23.6as0 SQ IN
j- -. 1543 LEFL 4.1930 IN 
. 00 0REFS 6,5 IN
MACH b.010 ELVBST . - XRP 49170 0 N 
LVORB 0.TPO BETA 0.000 YMREP a3.DODD IN 




AEOC VA1163'MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER'CRT8163) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 64
 
AEDOC VA 1163 IDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 l













-.02 -- -_ -_6 -4 -_2 2 6 a 10 12 
syHa DEL AZ
0.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPrlAI DEGREESC .228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENL INFORMATION
 
0 5 z U TPO W 0 .0 0 0 QRBP OW . uoD R E F S z .6 a D 50 I113o900 L -LTAX 0.1343 ALPHAI 1G.oo REFL 4 1930 IN I 
HAH 500 EVS.0 EFB 6:50DO IN HAHLVST ,Q0 B°DDXHRP 4 9171 IN 
ELVORa 0.000 BETA 0.O00 Y'RP 0 a090 IN 




AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT810)3 09-JUN 71 PAGE 65
 
____ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUBER 5
 










.12 -to - -4 2 0 2 4 a128 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.1$2 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.228 
0.352 BSTFOW 0.000 ORSFOW 0.000 REFS 23.e890 SQ IN 









AEOC VA11G3rtMDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER LRTBS3) 09 JUN 71 PAGE GS
 









-1 -10 -8 -6 -4 a E l 2 4 6 a 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0,182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
,223 PARAMETRIC VALUES -BE-ERENCV. INFORMATION 
:.S2 VTPOW 0.000 ORBPOW 0.000 RCF5 23.6890 SQ IN 
0/ V;LTAX AL.FHAI RCFL IN599 aolias "10.106 4.1930 
. 009 AH 501RLOT .0 FO 6 5000 IN 
aOGG35OO HC .1 B RRF 4:917D IN 











AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 














.- 12 -10 8 - 6 4 2 4 6 10 1 a 
SYMBOL DELTAZ0 .1 " 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
.. ,.a PARAMETRIC VALUES IREFERENCE 	 INFORMATION 
U.35e ETPOW O.000 ORBPOW 0.00D REFS 23.6890 "so IN 
5.599k DECLTAX 0.105 ALPHAI 10.100 REFL 4.1930 1N 
REFB 6o500C IN10.000 	 MACH 5.010 ELVSST .OllO XRP 4.9170 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YRP a .GOOOD IN 
ZMRP 1.3900 1 N 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VAI163.HDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8164) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 68 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
1.~~~
















0,1.2 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 228 PARAETRC VALUES REERECE INFORMATION 




MC 6,5 aou IN
 




OGO A 5.010 ELRT 0 000 xHRP, 4,9170 IN
 







AE 0C DAC ORBITER IN PROXIITY TO BOOSTER RT8164 09 JUN 71 PAGE O 9
VA1163 

AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 







- 12 -1 -a_ 48 
SYMBOL DELIAZ 
o o2 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
U.Z a FARANETRIC VALUES RE-ERENCE INFCRHATION 
0.352 BSTPOW 0.000 ORPOW 0.000 REFS 4.68s SQ IN
 
REFL 4 1930 IN 
MAH 500 .0 1 .000 D LTAX 
0.167 ALPHAI 10.100 
 EFS 6:5000 IN
EVS
HAH 500.VS ,O HRP 4 .917b IN 






AEOC VAII3,MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER tRT8165) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 
 70 












2 -I0 4 - 2 4 6 8 10 
SYMOL DELTAZ 
0.182 ."BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.28 ARA MERIC VALUCS REFERENC Z INF R ATION 
0.352 BSTPOW" 0.0O RBPOW 0.000 REFS 23.6690 SO IN 
Ia.OD00 rLTAX 0.167 ALPHfAI 10.100 REFL 4.1960 IN 
MACH 5.D310- ELVOST G.GO REFS 469570 N 
ELVORO 0.000 BETA 0.1300 YMRP a.0 a0 1N 
FILE ZHRpSCALE 1 . 9000.005 IN 





AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER-AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.09 












-' 2 -6 - 4 - 2 2 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
o.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPH4AB DEGREES 
O.Z28 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCF INFORMATION 
R 0.352 BSTPOW 0.000 nRBPOW 0.000 REFS 23.6890 SO IN 
1 O.000 DI'WAX 0.167 ALFHAI 10o100 REFL 4.1930 IN 
MACH 5.010 ELVB$_ O.O0O REFSXMRF 6 50004:917U IN 
ELVORB U.000 BETA 0.100 YMRF D GOOD IN 
ZMRP 1:390GO N 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE .0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER [RT8165] 09 JUN 71 PAGE .72
 
AErC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 










-'52 -10 a- 2 a 4 6-
SYMBOL DELTAZ' AGE 
a 
0 .182 BOOSTER AGEOF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
G{a,2a PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCZ INFO,BTION 
V, .352 2STFOW C.000 ,".BpOW O.OU REFS 23.6890 so IN 
-LTAX &.2ZS "10. 0 o l}O ALHAI 10.10D REFL 4.195C INMACH S.i0 ELBST 0. 
 XRF 4,9170 IN 
ELYORB UJ.000 BETA 3.D00 YMRF a . OUG I 
Z.RF 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE F-LE ,SCALE 
 0.055
 
AEOC,VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8IGG] 09 JUN 71 PAGE -73
 
--
















-±2 -a 6 -4 -2 0 2---j&- 4-Z-I..~~L L 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
D.i 62 	 1OOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
.2Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INF$RNATLON
 
D.352 	 BSTPCW 0.000 ORAPOW 0000 REFS 23.6890 S IN
 
REFL 4.1930 IN
, 10.000, -LTAX 0.228 ALPHAI 10.100 
MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XRP 4.$1,D IN 
YMRP 0.0000 INELVORS 0.000 BETA 000 
ZMRP 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 

AEOC VAIt63 -MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8166) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 74
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 













- !z -0 6 4 -2 4 6 a D 12 
SYMBOL DELT4Z0..12 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0o2za PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENLL INFORMATION 
0.352 BSTPOW 0.00O CORBPOW 0.0OO REFS Z5.6090 SQ IN 
10.000 D.LTAX 0.228 ALPHAI 10.100 REFL 4.1930 IN 







ELVORB OCon BETA 0.930 YMRP 0.O0u IN 
REFERENCE FILE ZHRPSCALE 1 390000055 IN 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTSIGG) 09 JUN 71 PAGE '/5
 
____ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA T MACH NUMBER 5
 
.?5 L 







-. 1 --10 -5 - 6 4 - 2_ 2 4 _ " 
'-.2 
0.3 
-1 a.0 6 4 5 l 
.10F 4.9170 IN 
YMSOL DELIAZ 
AECV16:DCOBTRINPOIIY0G.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
OSE RTl7 9JN7 AE 7
 
0.228 FARAMETRIC VALUES REFI EI RMATION 
R a352 a-TPOW U.000 ORBPOW 0.00D REFS 2$. so s N 
10:000O, LLTAX 0.352 ALPHAI fo.100 REFL 4* IN 
MACH 5.010 ELVIS$T 0.000 XRFS 6 1N 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA "0.000 YMRF 0.0ouD IN 
t ZMRP 1.3900 IN 















-10 a 6- -4 -2 a a 4 6 a in 12 
U.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAS DEGREES 
0.28 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFO9MATIC 
a 352 -STPCW O.000 CBFow 






















ELVORB O.000 BETA D.U03 YMRF a .noun IN 
ZHRP $,5900 IN 
•REFERENCE FI.E SCALE 1:.0055 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8167) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 77
 
____ 
.. AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 






















-12 -:0 -a - -4 -2 0 2 4 a la z 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0.18Z BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 P4TPOW 0.000 ORSFOW 0.o0 REFS 25.6890 SQ IN 
1. 000 ELTAX 0.352 ALPHAI 10.100 REFL 4.1930 IN 
REFS 6 S00 IN 
MACH 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 XHRP 4.9170 IN 
ELVOR 0.001) BETA 0.0ou YXRP 0.B000 IN 
ZNRF 1.3900 I 
SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VAI113-MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER (RT8167) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 78
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT HACH NUMBER 5
 
.25 




-. 30 	 . . -. --.A 
SymoC& CEL AZ@ o.182 	 ~BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPA ERE
 
0°58 ARAMETRIC VALUES RE CRENCE INFORATION 
,O*352 psyTPM Cl°fic CsFOW 6.000 REFS 23.6890 se IN 
0.199 LELTAX 0.501 ALPHAT 20.190 	 REFL 4.1930 I 
0. UBG HACH 5.1110 ,ELVOST 0.000 	 IERP 4.5170 1N 
CLVORB 	 0.000 BETA 0.00L YHRP O.0ouO IN
 




AEOC VA11G3 MDAC ORBITER IN-PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8IG8) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 79
 














110 8 6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 La 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0.162 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFEREN E 1NFCd4ATION
 
0.352 BSTPOW 0.000 CRBPOW o.0o0 
 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN
 
0.599 OELTAX 0.501 ALPHAI 10.100 




10.000 MACH 5.010 Li-yOST 0.000 XRPF 4.9170 INXMRP 4.9170 1N 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.090 
 YNRP 0.0000 IN 




AEDC VAII 3 NOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8168) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 80
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.13 I . I 
__ __ __ __ __ .__ I . I I I I l . i'" 
.10 
____ ____ ___ _ 
.09 
















-2 -10 - -6 - 4 -2 u 2 4 a 10I 12 
SYMBOL DELFAZ

o.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF AITACK, ALPHAb DEGREES
 
a 228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0,352 36TPO. 0,000O ROFBOW 0*000 REFS 23.6890 so IN 
a ,599 E£LTAX 0.501 ALPHAI iG.100 IEFL 4,1930 IN 
MC .00REFS 6:5000G IN
LBT
10.0oo A0 5.010 ELBT OD0XMRP 4 .9170 IN 
ELVOR 0.000 BETA .00c___ _ U.O__ DO_ IN 
ZMRP 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTB1G8) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 81
 














I . 0 DELTAX . 1_- 9_93 
-. 105 




 SF W 00 0 OBO 6 00R
2.2 
 E T X 031 A PAI F 3 6 9
- 496R Q I
 
F ,9 0 I
 
REI6 
 50 0 
 I
 
1210 542 HA0 5 EL B4 066 2 
 XSR 4 0±1 

o., EFE ENC BFISTE AN L AT AC.0LH055R SCALE
0.228 ELTOAX ,O B 0.3 
-4006
LHI 
 YRF 4.1930 IN
 
10 o 0R




S A E 0 0 5

AEOC VA11B34IDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITYTQ BOOSTER ERT816S) 
 09 JUN 71 PAGE 82
 






-I -8 G -4 - 0 4 6 8 1a1 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0:151 FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 RE.ERENCE INFORMATICN 
0.192 R TFOW 0.o00O R BrOW 0.000 REFS 6690~g so IN 
0.2es DELTAX - ."9 l FA - 4.900 REFL 1.930 IN 
6S50D IN,0D:52 MC VBTREFB8D+5R HAH .10 £LB O .GOD 
 XMRP 4.9170 IN 
0 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.00C" THRP IN599 	 a DODD 
10.000 	 ZmRP 139 O IN 
REFERENCE FILZ SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER [RT8169] 09 JUN 71 PAGE 83 











Z 11 -10 	 - 4 -Z 0_6 2 4 _ a _2 La 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 " TPOW 5.000 ORSPOW 0.000 	 REFS 23.6890 $a IN 
0.228 	 DELTAX - 0.39i AL.FHAI - 4.9BO REFL 4.1930 IN 
052 MC 5.1 .00REFS 6.5003 IN
VS
D.3Z ELBAC T5.IQ O.DDXHRP 	 4.9170 IN
 
0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA OGou YMRF 6.01100 IN
 
10.0US ZMRP 1 3900 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1 163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER (RTA1291 n q IJHN 71 PArF PA 










4 6 8 1 0 l e 
- 1 2I - 1 0Q a- 6 -4 2 0 2 SYMBOL CCLTAZ
 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
. :151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEENCE IN ATION 
0o18 TFIO 0.000 CRBPOW 0 : ag REFS 23 :6890 SO IN 
2.28 	 DELTAX- 0.143 ALFHAI 4,900 REFL 4 1930 IN 
U REFB 6 .5000 INb.52 MACH 5.010 ELV05T 0.000 XMRF 4 .9 TO IN 
, 0.599 ELVORS 0.000 ECTA O.Via YMRP C.000C IN 
10.000 	 ZMRP, 1.3900 N
REFRENCE FILE 	 SCALE 0:0"5
 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT81TO) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 85
 
I IJ II I l F~ IeAEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
I 1 11. 1ld 
















 2 4 
.1.2 
6 a 10 1z
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DE R0.1S1 PARAMETRIC VALUES S
 
0*182 36TPO 
 0*000 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
OR POW 0*000
0 .228, DELTAX U.1 43 t.LPHA I 4 9D REFS 23.6890 so IN REFL 4 193 D IN0.35a AC 5.010 
 ELB T 
 OOOXMR
a . 9 ELVORB MCVS .00REFS 	 6,5009 IN0.000 BETA 
 0.100 	 P 4 .9170 IN
YMRP
0 :. 9D 	 D *.oouo IN 
REFERENCE FILE 	 Z R P 1 .3 9 0 0 I N 
SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VAI-,I3oMDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8170) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 8G 











.04 2_ _ _ __0 _ _ 4_ _ _ _ a_ _ _ ? _ _a10l 
O.03 I I I I 1 7 1t __I 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
0.12o BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
-.R o.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORAATION
 
REFS 23.6090 so -IN
01 182 BSTOW 0.000 ORSpO 0,G 
1.22S ELTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI 4.900b REFL 4.1930 IN
 
0,5 AM,10 EV• *0 
 REFB 6.5000 1 IN 0.32EVBSHCH .OD 49170 IN
0.00XHRP 

0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA U.OCD YHRP o:oooo IN
 





AEOC VAI1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER ERTS1701 09 JUN 71 PAGE 87 





















 a 4 
 6 
 a IS 12
 
0.120 



































YMR P 0.0009 IN 
REFERENCE FILE ZMRF 1.39120 IN 
SCALE V 055 
AEC VAl163 MDAC ORBITER rN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT171) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 88 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 




REF 6 SVO I N 
Li.5 
- . 18 0.000 OR___._ 
_____W 2.6a _F QI 
U , 028'LA 009 APA ,90RF .90 I 
RCB " 00 I0 . 35 5____LV ST O.O_ _H__ X _R 4.9170" 
U'OG VR .GD B A OO0y~~ .OD I 
Li P 1.90 I
 
R0 £C FL CLE D5
 
AC VAIIG3 __DC ORIE N RXMTYT OSERTII_0 U 7 AE
 
REEEC FILE SCAL E a . D055 
.52 MAH-.10 -MRL S 0.0 -2:9 468 




wpHBl 10.000 ELOB 9co BT .0 

AEC A163STO MoO ORBTRI ROXIMITY O BOOSTE CRT,17) 09 JU 1 PAE 8
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.1? _________ ________ ____1 ________ 
.10 i _ __ _ " -­
.09 _____ 









-12 -10 -8 6 4 2 0 2 4 a to 12 
SYNBO. DELTAZ 
0.12o BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
0.18Z m$TPOW 0.000 ORSPOW j.000 REFS 23.6890 so IN 
Q.22&' CELTAX 0.019 ALPHAI - 4.900 REEL 
EFL 4 193 
4.1930 ININ 
0.35Z HACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XHRP 49170 IN 
10.000 ELVORS 0.000 
REFERENCE FIE 








AEDC VAIt63:OAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTERCRT8171) .09 JUN 71 PAGE' 90
 
-4 








_ _i , 1_ _ _ _ _ _ l i t_ 1_ _ _ f ­
-- 8 - 6 - - 2 4 6 a o 12 
SYMBOL BELTAZ0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMTRIC VALUES REERENCE INFORATI
 
"0 0.182 !3TPPW O.0O0 ORBPOW 0.000 REFS 23.6890 so IN
 
0 .928 DELTAX 0.043 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 4o1930 IN 
X1=8 4.9170 IN
0.352 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 








AEDC VA1163 MBAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8172) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 91
 




 2 	 2­
L.5 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
a'oIz 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
*Ps
0.5 ARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.182 STPOW a.0aQ CROPOW 0.000 REFS 23.6899 SQ IN 
O.Z28 DELTAX 0.043 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 4.1930 IN
 
a 35Z MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 	 REFS 6.5 IN
 
XHRP ':9170 IN
10o00 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 00500 




REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE 0.00,55
 
AEDC VAIi83,MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8172) 09 JUN 71 PAAV q? 
.12 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
I .... 












-'12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 2 a 10 12 
SYMBO DELTAZ 
.o.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
-0.151 PARAMETR r VALUES REFERENCE INFOR14ATION 
. 
0.182
.0 8 7STPCWCELTAX (1.0000.043 CRBPOWAIHAI U.000 - 4.950 REFSREFL 23.68904.1930 soIN IN 
0 ELVOR R ~a5DiMCH0. 81,0 LVSAC£LDST5.10BETA 000REFSO.00XMRrD _ou YMRF 6:5000-4.91760.0_oD IN ININ 
•0Z0RP 1.3900 IN 
-REFERENCE FILE SCALB DOA.55 
AEDC VA11S3 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER 09 JUN 71 IRT8172N
PAGE 93
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACHNUMBER 5
I F I I II I I 1 1" \ 





SY MOL ELTAZ 
3 2n-1 -8 -4 -2 0 24 
.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONREFS Z3°6890 sa IN
0.000 0,000 

0228 ELTAX 0105 ALPHAI -" 4900 








°XRP 032 MC5,1L8T 000REFB 









AEDC VA11S3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT81I3) 09 JUN71 PAGE 94 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
-i­












I. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ......
 
-YBOL4ELTAZ 4 le 
2 ian BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
S051 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 o.o00 C.E12 0.000 REFS 23.6890 INFSTFCW SQOB OW 

0.228 ELTAX 0.105 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 4.1930 IN REFO 6.5000 IXRF 4.S±?Q IN
 0,352 MACH 5,010 ELVBST O O00 









AEDC VA1G63 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8173) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 95
 






















-.012 .-. 0 
DELTAZ 
.1AM 
. . . . . . . . . 





8 10 12 
a 1§1 FARAHETRIC VALUES REFEREN,. INFORI'ATION 



















0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.000D IN 
o.00AL ZMRF 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1IS3.MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8173) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 
 36 
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sr m 3' DEL TAZ
 
S.12a BMOSTER ANGL E C F ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
a- -SL PARAMETRIC VA LUJES. REFERENCE INFORPIkIA-ON 
aREF 6.500a IN 
XHRP 4-SL7G IN 
SCALE. 0GG55REFERENCE FI.LE 
AEDC VA1163 MIJAC ORBITER IN'PRGXIMITY T11 BM(STER CRT81741 G9:JIUN 71 PAGE 9'7 




















U o .01 
-8___ -6 ____0_ 4 2 2A i 1 l 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES .REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:182 3TPOW 0.000-O" BPOW 0.000 REFS 25 6890 SQ IN 
/ 0.228-* CELTAX 0.167 ALPHAI - 4.90D REFL 4:1930 IN 
.52 MCLBT .1 000REFB "6.S0 0 IN" 0.32 ~ t 5.iOD.DDXMRP INELBST 4.9170 
10.000 ELVORS 0.000 BETA D.009 YMRP 0.O000 IN 
ZR. 1 3900 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0:0055
 
AEDC VA1163-.,,MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTB174) 09"JUN 71 PAGE 9 8 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 















- -10 8 6 4 2 0 2 4 	 a 128a 

SYMBOL DRLTAZ
0.220 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
• 	0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.18Z :TFOWJ 0.000 ORSPOW a:auc REFS 236890 Sa IN 
/ 	 0"Z28 ELTAX 0.167 ALPHAI .0 F .90 I
 
03Z MCLBT 5.1 00 
 REFB 6 SDLU IN D.5 ELBTH~H 5.50 .OOXMRP 	 4:91 70 IN 
10.000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YMRP a Doan IN 
ZHRP 1:3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 9 .au55 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC 	ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8I74) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 9
 














. .0 .0. . . . . . . . . .
 
6 2 6 a to 12
--312 10 - 8 - - 4 - 2 0 SYMBOL DCLTAZ
 
0120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0:151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONI 
0.I:Z 6STPOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 REFS 23 6890 SG IN* 
/ 0.2 8 DkLTAX 0.2 8 LHAI - 4.900 REFL 41930 IN 
U*1 AN 500REFS 6 5GUG IN 
D.5AH 500 ELVBST 0.0110 XHRP 4.9170 in 
0.000D ELVORB O.DoO BETA *.UU YMRP 0 .oao IN 
SZMRP I.3sou IN 
EFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
_TJI 1AEDC VAtIB'3 :MDAC ORRTTFR TN PprlyTMTTY TM PMM-ZTf rPTQ17-; nct P D [ nnin" 
.4 













-0 -8 -6 - 4 - El0 2 4 6 a IS 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
a*20 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEkENCE INFORMATION 
.1 2 
0.ZO,2 
T O W 
DELTAX 




0 .0 0 
4.900 
R E F S 
REFL 
23 6 8 9 C 
4.193C 


















ZMRP 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE D.0055 
AEOC VA1163 MiDAC ORBITER IN'PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8I753, 09 JUN 71 PAGE 101 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.12 0 . ii _____J 1i J~ ~T 
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-.3 t -i - a - 6 - 4 - 2 2 4a 4 6 
SYMBOL CELTAZ 
0.12. BOOSTER ANGLE.OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 FARAHETRIC VALUES RE ERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.182 3TPOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.o0 REFS 23.6890 38 IN 
o.22 '. DELTAX 0.228 ALPFFAI - 4.9C0 REFL 4.1930 INREFS 6 50051 IN 
0.352 MACH 5.010 ELVSST 0.000 XMRF 4.9170 IN 
±0.000 ELVORS 0.06a BETA 0.006y0RF a.OOD IN
ZARP 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VAIIG3.MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO ROflTFR rRTA1791 (19 JIIIN 71 PArFl in' 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER JEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 









-. l -10 -8 -6 -4 a 4 6 a t0 22n z
5 Haur_ UELTA 
0.12o. BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 -ELTAX 0.352 ALFHAI - 4.900 REEL 4.1930 IN 







• 10.000 ELVORS 0.0 BETA 0.003 YMRF . g~oogo IN 
ZMRP I.3s00 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE 0, 1CL
5
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT817G] "09 JUN 71 PAGE. 103 




















2 4 6 a 10 1 
SY BOL DEL.TAZ 
-'£- D - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 a 
.iza BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
.i51 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENE INORATION 
U*I Z B STFOW 0 .000 OR B row . 0o RE F S 2 3 .6 90 S a IN 
. 22 6 JELTAX .352 ALPHA I - 4.90 0 REFL 4 1930 IN 
' 6.5000 IN




D.3 2ELBSH CH 5*D0XRP YRP IN
0c0





AEDC VAI1IG3MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER RTBITG) 09 UN 71 PAGE 04
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 












' 1 - -6 -4 - 0 4 6 1 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0.1A2 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
a I PARAMETRIC VALUES RrrERENCE INFORMATION 
0 O.ICZ RSTFOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 REFS 23.6S90 S IN 
0.238 CELTAX 0.352 ALFHAI - 4.900 EEFL 4.1930 IN 
0352 MACH REFE 6.5000 IN 
XMRR 4.9170 IN 






AEDC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8176) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 105
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0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES EFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.1a BSTPOW O.OO ORSPOW 0.000 REFS 23.6"90 So IN•REFB 

0.220 DELTAX 0.522 ALPHAI - 4900 REFL 4:1930 IN6 .500a IN 
0.352 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XRP 4.9109 IN 
0.5S9 ELVORS 0.00 BETA D.Goo YR? 4.91OM IN 




 AEC VAI163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT81771 
 09 JUN 71 PAGE 106
 
.4 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5. 







9-, . BSTRAGLOFATTCK ALPHAS DEGREE 
a,151 PARAMETRTC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:182 5STF.W 0*000 0RBPOW 0,000 REFS 23.6a9o SO IN 
a .228 DELTAX 0.52a ALFHAI - 4.900 REFL 4 : 93D IN 
0.5 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XRF 6.5100 IN 
.5 9 9 E LV O R a U .0 0 B E TA U 0 0 0 Y RP . 0 1 30 IN 
10.000 ZMRF .1.39003 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SAE 0D5 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8177)' 09 JUN 71 PAGE 107 
_ _ 
_ _ 
_ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
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-. 0 6, 4 0 4 6 10 
SYMBOL CELTAZ2 o.1 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
0.182 BSTPOW 0.000 OPOW 0.000 
 REFS 23°6690 SQ IN
 
0.228,.,' DELTAX 0.522 ALPHAI - 4.90 REEFL 4.1930 IN
 
0 	 REFS 6.5G00 IN"0.452 	 9170 IN 
.5 LCALE BETA 0.01 YRP 0 C IN0..00 
lOOUD ZMRP 1.3900 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE o.0055-

AEDC VAIt63SMDAC ORBITER, IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8177) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 108
 
_ _ _ _ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER-5
 

















- 6 - 4 - 2 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB 
6 
DEGREES 
8 10 12 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
9:0182 B3770. 50,COD ORBPGW 100 .00 REFS 23.6890 sa IN 
0 EBB DELTAX - U.391 ALFHAI 0.000 REFL 4 1930 IN 
o 0,552599 MACHELVORB 5.0100 0  ELVBSTBETA 0.06aD COu RHEFSY RP 6::?GO.SOOO I,IN 
0,9as 	 ZMRF 1.3900 IN
 
SCALE 0.0055
1 0:9.0 REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT81782 09 JUN 71 PAGE 109
 
----------------
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
I.3 ______ ______ ....... 
,____1,2 
1.4 













-012 -10 a 6 4 a 8 10 1 
SYMBOL CELTAZ 
f 0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 FARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREIE INFCRMATION 

















0.599 ELVORB 0.000 REERNCBETA FLEXMRP0.000 YNRP 4.92700.0000 ININ 
AE90C 
10.000 REFERENCE FILESCL 
ZiRY 1 3900 
:0 
IN 
AEDC VAIII-63,MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOO0STER CRT8178) 0O9 JUN 71 PAGE 110."
 

















_ _ _ 
. 10 -10 	 4 a10 1 
SYMBOL D0LTAZ
2.12i 	 BOOSTER ANGLE Or ATTACK; ALPHAB OEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORHATION0 .isa BSTFOW 5L3.B00 ORSFOIJ 08.100 	 REPS 23.6890 59 INREFL 4.1930 IN 
0.228 	 DELTAX - 0.391 ALPHAI 0.000 
REFB 65000 IN0.599 ELVORS 0.32 ELBC T 	 4.91-0DDoo 5.1G DDOXNRF
BETA 0.09G 	 YMRP D.OUC INI  
0.908 	 ZMRP 1.3900 IN
 
10.000 RFNERENCs FILE 	 SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1I13 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8178) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 111
 
AEDC VA 1i63 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 












-1 - -8 -06 -04 -2 a 2 48 
SYMBOL UELTA2 
a *.120 	 BOO1STER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 .151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE IN=ORHATION 
0:182 BSTPO 50o000 ORBFOW 190.006 	 REFS Z3.us9a SQ IN 
0.228 	 ,DELTAX - U.143 ALPHAI 0 BDB REFL 4 :193a IN 
032 MCIGI 000REFS 6 5U00 inLS 

0.32 EL ACST 5,1 DoODXHRF 	 4.9110 IN
 
, 0.599 ELVORB O.:D BETA .Bic 	 YMRP D.0000 
 IN
 
.908 ZMR. 1.39u0 IN
 
• 10.000 REFERENCE 	FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VAIuiG3LMDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY'TO BOOSTER CRT8179] 09 JUN 71 PAGE 112
 













-16 -4 .- 2 . . 4 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB 
. . I . 
DEGREES 
10 S 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 50.000 ORSPOW 100.000 REFS 23.6890 SO IN 







0.9 LOB .D .0 XRO 4.9170 IN 
.0 8 
0.9E VR O O O BTA Ob 0YHRF 
Z , ':1.... 
I,00N 
I 
'O.UUS REFERENCE FILE SCALE D.0055 I 
AEDC VA11G3 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTBITB] 09 JUN 71 PAGE 113
 
* AEOC VA i163 MDAC BOOSTER AND.ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 















-. o.5____ 	 ____ ____ 
D| 
T i 	 t, 
6 8 iz2
-'12 -1 -8 6 4 -3 	 4 WSYMOL ELTA7
 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES'
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
0- i PARAMETRIC VALUES.o*z BSTPOw 5_oo_ ORPOW 10G._oo 	 REFS 23 6890 SO IN
 
L 
, *228 ' DELTAx - 0.143 ALFHAI 0.OOO REFL 4o1930 IN 
R 0.5 MC EFB 6 5090 IN­D,5 AH 5.025 ELVEBT 0.000 	 XHRP. 4:917U IN
 
0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YHRF DU.0910 IN
 
0.900 	 ZMRF 1 3900 IN
1.: REFERAAE FILE S SCALE 0.0055
 























-o12 -20 a 4 2 2 6 5 0 12 
SYMBOL -.OELTAZ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAS
120 DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAHETRIC VALUES L REFERANK INFORMATION
 
0 .282 BSTFOW 50.00a ORBPOW 100.000 REFS 23.6890 so IN 
zo GELTAX - 0.019 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
REFB 6.5000 IN
3:58 DTAX 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 
 XMRP 4.9170 IN
0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.00 
 YNR? .OOD0 1N
 
0.908 
 ZHRP 1:39O IN
 
CALE 0.005s
10.000 REFERENCE FILE 

AEOC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8180) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 115
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.4 












0.151 FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 




HC ELVBST xHRP 4: -170 IN
 
0.5i99 ELVORB 0.ooc BETA 0.or00 YHRF 0. 000 IN
 
a.0 ZMRP I.390a IN
 
Ia0:oD REFERENCE FILE 
 SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VAIl,63 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT81BO) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 116 
____ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.11 __ ______ ..... 
u3 



















____ _.i_ _e _______ 
-4 -2 0 2 4 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB 
0 U.151 0.±S2 STO PARAMETRIC VALUES 5.0 ORSPOW ±00.000 













±0.000 REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8180 

_______ ..... 




REPS 23.6890 50 IXREFL 41930 IN 
REFA 6.5000 IN 
XMRP 4.9170 IN 
YMRP O.OUOO IN 
ZMRF 1.3900 1 N 
SCALE 0.0055 
'09 JUN 71 PAGE 117
 



















-4- - a4 6a i 
SYMBOL CELTAZ 
0.°12 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFURMATION 
0.12 BSTFOW 50.00136 RBPOW 100.000 REFS 23.6890 S0 IN 























AEDOC VAIdG3.MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER tRT8181) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 118 










SYMBOL 0 LTAZ 0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAS DEGREES
 
0 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERLNCE iNrORHATION 
0:182 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBrOW 100-000 REFS 2Z.6090 so IN 
0 .2 DELTAX 0.042 ALFHAI 0.0aa R£FL 4.19 , IN 
REFa 6 .5a0 IN 
0.352 MACH 5.01a ELV63T ' U.000 XKRF 4.9170 IN 
0:000o ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 1.3900 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE SAE 0B5
 
AEDC VAI163. HDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT81813 09 JUN 71 PAGE 119
 
















. -10 -8 -6 -4 2 0 2 4 8 8 10 12 
SYMSOL DELTAZ
 
o.12o BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERZNCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 50.000 ORSPOW 100.0oo REFS 23.6890 SO IN 
0.228 C.: 0.042 O.D00 4.1930ELTAX ALPHAI REFL IN 




 SCALE 0:0 55
 
AEOC VAIt,63 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER (RT8181) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 120
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-. 25 _____ 
I4 l 61 af I tol~ 12 
-31n -1n - - -4 - 2 0 2 4 8 8 10 12 
SYN8OL DELTAZ0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 

















£2 0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 XHRP YMRP 4 .9170 0.00GO IN IN 
0.908 SCAL 1.900 IN 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1I13 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8182) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 121
 








2 1 -8 -6 -4 - 02 4 6 a 10 $ 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
0..lz BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
B.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION0.182 BSTPOW 50.0 O RSPOW lau.000 REFS 23 6890 SQ IN
 
0.28 LTX D.DDREFL 4:1930 IN010 ALHA 

.,a DLA .G .00REFB
HI 
 6.50011 IN0.352 MACH 5.010 ELVEST 0.0ou XMRF 4:9170 IN 
0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETk 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 in 
(0 _ ZRF 1.9_ IN 
SCALE 0.0055
113:.0.8 REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAI-1,63 MOAC ORB3ITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8182] 09 JUN 71 PAGE 122 
AEOC VA'l163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
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-c .02 ______ __ 
.01 
-1 031 
06 4 - _ 0 2 __8 4 10 $2 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
0.151 BOOSTER.ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 .182 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOWJ 100.000 REES 23.690 59 IN
 REFL 4 1930 IN
 




5 A5.0113 0. 
 XNRF 4.9170 IN
 
0.599 ELVORS 0.0o0 BETA 0.000 YHRP 0.0tso IN
 
0.908 ZMRP 1.39c0 IN
 
SCALE 00055
10.000 REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VA11G3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTBI82) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 123
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.2 I I I F 
P-4 
co .10 Ld. 





2 __ _ 6a 1 1 
. 12 -. 0___ a_ 6 42 
I,-
SYMBOL ELTAZ 
o0zo BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPMAB DEGREES 
,:151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERFNCE INFORMATION 
01182 BSTFOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS 23.6a90 'SO INO.ZZ'IDELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4 1930 IN
 
032 MCLBT 5.1 .00REFS 
 6:5000 IN
 0,352mR LV T 5.. P 4AC9179 , INOO 








AEDC VA iG3 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER [RT8183) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 124 
.3 












-%2 -10a 6 -4 -2 0 4 
-. 5 
___.5 _____ 
S . c .TA BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0,51PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRMATION

- .116 3STPOW 50.00 C Pow 10G.U[ _._" REFS 93 u Q IN 
G.228 DELTAX 0'.166 ALFHAI 0.000 REFL 4:1930 IN
 
0.352 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XNFP 4.9S5. IN
A 10000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.00 YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 00055 REFERENCE FILE 

"AEDC VA11S3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT813) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 125
 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.1? -"--r r - . --- _ 
.11 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - 2 
.10 _ _- _ _ _ 







~ _________i.01 _________f i w J 
- ±2 -1 -- 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 a so 12 
SYMBOL CITAZ 
0.12A BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ALPHAB DEGREES0 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTFOW 50.000 ORBF W 1oo.o0 REFS 23.3s90 SO IN 
'. Z28 DELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL IN4.1930
21F5 6.5000 IN 
0,352 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XHR 49i70 IN 
10,000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.00 BOOS00: YRPN 
ZHAP 1.390U IN
 
,#.REFERENCE tILE SAE 005
 
AEDC VAII; 83 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTB183) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 126
 
______ 
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0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB 
DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0,182 SSTPW 50*000 OROPOW 100,000 " REFS 23.6890 SQ IN
 
0.228 DELTAN 0.228 ALPHAI 0.090 REFL 4 1930 IN
 




0. ELVORB BETA o.Oan
D599 0.000 
 YMRP 0.0DO0 IN
 
a 9DO 
 ZHR P 1 3900 IN
 
10 o0DO REFERENCE FILE SCALE C .055
 
AEDC VA1163 NDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY T0.BOOSTER CRT8184) 09 JUN 71I PAGE 127
 











* 1 ___-_____ 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAS DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERr'-CE INFORMATION 
0,182 5STPOW 50,000 OROPOW 100*000 REFS 23.6890 so IN 
0.228 DELTAX 0.228 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
0.5 AH 500000REFB ': 5000a IN0°552HACH .010 ELVOST °00XMRF 

, 9170 I0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRF 0.1000D ;N 
0.9ca ZMRP 1.390 IN 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEOC VA11, 3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT9184) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 128
 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 










-' Z -10 a 6 -4 -202 4 6 la1 12 
SYMBOL O LTAZ 
0.1ZO BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERLACE INJFORMATION 
0,182 OSTPO4 50,000 OREPO jIo,0C,0 REFS Z3.689D SQ IN 
0.228 DELTAX 0.228 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4,1930 IN 5 M.REF 65Do I N
 
o5 ELHAHT 5o10 ,ODXHRP 4 .9170 IN
 
0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP S.0DaU IN
 
0 gus ZHRF 1.39DU IN
 
c*aOO REFERENCE FILE 
 SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8i84) 03 JUN 71 PAGE 129
 
















4 	 014 	 a 2
-'3 1 2 - 0 a 	 -SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB3 DEGREES
 
a 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFEReNCE INFORMATION 
0:182 	 B3TPOW 50,000 ORBF 100,000 REr$ 23.6Us0 sa in
 
OoZ8 . ALPAI EFL 4.1930 IN
0351DLTA DoDD 

°.2" ETA .51 API 00 
 REFB 6:500D IN
 
0.352 MACH 5.v1v ELVBST 0.000 	 XMRP 4.9170 IN
 
0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA O.000 	 YHRP O.LoOnO IN
 
0.908 	 ZMRP 1.39CO IN
 
SC,L, 0.005510.000 REFEREN;CE FILE 
AEOC VA ,IG3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8185] 0S JUN 71 PAGE 130
 








AECV16 DCOBIE NPOIIYTOBOTRST15 0 U 1 PG 3 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, AL.PHAB DEGREES 
0 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:182 BSTFOW 50,o100 ORBFOW 100,000 REFS 23.6690 SQ IN 
0.228 DELTAX 0.351 ALPRAI 0.000 IEFL 4 1930 IN 







0599 ELVORB G.oaro BETA 0.000 YMR, D.Dooo IN 
0.908 ZMRr 1.3900 IN 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0 0055 
C IU0 















-12 -10 -8 -6 -4 a 4 6 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEP NCE INrOR4ATION
 
0 . BSTPOW 50sou ORPOW i00.oo REFS 23.6890 se IN 
0.22 DELTAX 0.351 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930 IN
 
0.352 HACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.00 XMRF 4.9170 IN
 
% 0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.00a YMRF 0.0000 IN 
0.908 ZNRF 1,39L0 IN
 
SCALE 0,0055
10.000 REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VAI,63 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8185) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 132 
352
 













.4045. S _ -0 6 6 a to 
SYMBOL OCLTAZ 
U.lzo BOOSTER ANGLE (IFATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFER NCE INFORMATION 
0 0 .S18 STPOW 'BODo ORBPOW lO0.oO0 REps 23.6690 SO IN 
. 0.22 CELTAX 0.522 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930 1 N 
0.58MCSXHRP .isE•S .0 REFS 6 50004917  IN  
0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.0O0 YMRF O•Gauu IN 
0.308 ZMRP . 1,39 v IN 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0U55 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY "TO BOOSTER CRTS8) 09 JUN 71 PAGE "133
 
















 -2 a 2 4 68 01 
SYMBOL VELTAZ
 
a'.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA8 DEGREES
 
a 15 1 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 182 BSTFOW 













R .22 MC .1 LOT 000REFS 65000 IN 
0.599 ELVORB 















AEDC VA1463 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8186) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 134 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
-.12 - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 	 _ _ _'-
.10 	

















-12 -to0 8 -4L --2 0 2 4 6 a 10o 
SYMBOL ... TAZ
 
...o 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAHETPIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
0o182 	 BSTPOW 50.000 C*BPOw 100.0013 REFS 23.6890 sa IN 
REFL - 4 1950 IN 
0 2 8 DELTAX 0.522 ALFHAI u.600 

0: 3528, ACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.00O 	 REFB 6:5 , s IN 
XHRP 4 9170 IN
 
0 .5 9 E L V ORB 0 .0 0 0 BE TA . 0 0 YHR P 0.OOU o I N
 
090 EHRP 13aoo IN
 
0:[1055
a : 9,00SO REFERENCE FILE ,SCALE 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTB18G) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 135 








-0.-122 -- 8 4 2__4_a1_ 








-1 2 -10 -- 8 - 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 0 10 ±2 
SYMBOL 0ELTAZA .151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 ?ARANETRIC VALUES REFERLNCE INFORMATION
 
0.220 BSTFOW 50.000 OREPOW 100.000 REFS 25.6890 30 IN
 
.5 . DELTAX - 0.890 ALFHAI - 5.100 REEL 4.1930 IN 
±0.B0000 I 





AEDC VAtiF3 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER (RT8187) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 136 
599 










5 L D 
F- 0.4 
0.E TA 
EL . 0.99 . BEA 0_90_HP ____RB 9O__ I 
0.OC2 1 4 2T E T18 ' 
0.1O51LTZ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB 
0.228 BSTPOW 50.000 SOW 1000RF 
0.35Z Cr1-TAX - 0.390 ALPHAI .5.100fr 0599 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 
10.00,0 ELVORB 0.000 .BETA 0.000 
REFERENCE' FILE 






























012 -10 -6 4 2 4 6
 
SYNMOL DELTAZA o.11 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE.CE INFORMATION 
0.220' BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS 23.6890 so IN
" DELTAX -35 0.390 ALPHAI 5.100 REFL 4.1930 INREFB 6.5000 IN
 
0.599 MACH 5."10 LVSST XHRP 4.9170 IN
 
10.000 ELVORS D.000 BET 0.000 YMRP 0.00U0 IN 
ZMRP ,390 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 













I -- __5 
ED 
(LS-.05 __ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ 
-°:
 
1"3 0 aZ- 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 0I 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
o. 5 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0*1.62 PARAMETRIC VALUES RSFERFNCE INFORMATION 
U.ZZ' BSTFOW 5U0110 ORlBOW 1O0,00, REFS Z3.6690 SQ IN 
0,352 DELTAX - 0,143 ALP"Al 1,10U REFL 4.1930 IN
 
.59 MC 5.1 LB aaoREFS 6.5000 IN
 
0.59 EVBTHCH 5.ODB OOXMRP 4,9170 iN
 




REFERENCE FILE SCALE D.0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8I88) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 139
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 










u -- 1 
-!'z1 -10 a 	 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL VELTAZ 
0.15 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAR DEGREES
 
0.182 FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o0,as 	 BSTPOW 50.000 QRSPOW 100.000 REFS aa .6690 sa IN 
REFL 4.1930 , N 
0. 521 1 DELTAX -0.145 ALFHAI 5.100 	 6.5000 IN
.59 MC5.1LOT .00REFB 
5.10 D.DDXHRP
D.59 AC £LBST 	 4 9179 IN 
10.000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA " .000 	 YHR.- 0:000 IN 
ZHRP 1 39015 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALC 0:0055 
AECVAI46,I3MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8188) 09 JUN 71 PAGE '140
 











-12 -10 8 6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 8 10 1z 
SYMBOL CLTAZ
S 0.15 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAR DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.22S BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.006 RE=S 23.6890 SQ IN 
0:352 OELTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI 5,100 REFL 4.1950 IN 
a 599 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.00i R 4.9170 IN 
XMRF 4IN 






AEOC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTSI88) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 141
 
__ 
AEUC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 




°)j10 _ __ 
F­z 
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-~~- -4 42 1_______ 
AYBO 0ZLTA BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPH-AB DEGREES 
o o.18? PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.iA 220 EAORBSTFOW o50.000 ORSOW O.51YR10.u00 REFS OO0O236890 Iso IN 
3S CLTAX 0.019 ALPHAI 5.100 RF .90 I 
1000 MACHAELVORS 5.010 0.000 ELVBST BETA - 0.000 0.00YR XRF 4.6070 .00 IN I 
SCALE 0:6U55
 
'. REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAM63 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8189) .09 JUN 71 PAGE 142 
AEDOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER JEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 




* .f2 -6 
-42a 
__1_e a1 
-2 -10 -a 8 -6 - 4 - 2 0 4 6 8 III 12 
SYBM O ELTAZ 
I .,Gi BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEALNCE iNrORMATION 
fJIN 0.228 0.352 BSTP0W CELTAX - 50.000 0.019 ORBFOW ALPHAI Lo.099 5.100 REFS REFL 23.6890 4.1930 SQ IN IN 
10.000 HACH 5.010 ELYBST 0.000 REFB 6.5000 1N 
ELVOfR 0.000 BETA 0.o0 YHRF 0.0000 In 
ZHRP 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VA11S3 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER QRTS189J 09 JUN 71 PAGE 143
 





















- -is2 -to - O 6 - 4 -2B 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
LYNBOL OELTAZ 
A 0.11 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.10 R ILOREATION VALUESPARAF TRNC REFEReNCE 
0.2B BSTPOW 50.OR PROW 100.000 09 REFS 236890 IN 
0.352 	,} DELTAg - 0.019 ALPNAI 5.100 R L 4190 IN 
/ REB 6.00ff IN 
10.00EL HACS 50 	 0.0000












1AEC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 




S-.13o5__ L . . 
-. 25 
____ ____ ____ 
_ 
-12 -10 -a -6 4 -2 0 4 6 8 10 l2 
SYMSOL DELTAZA o.±5± BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES. 
0.182 PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IJFORHATION 
0,228 BSTFOW 50.000 ORPOW zo0.000 REFS Z3.0890 SO IN 
0.352 DELTAX -0.043 ALFHAI 5.100 REFL 4.1930 IN 
REFP 6.500 IN 
ELVORR 0.00 BETA o.iao YMRF 0.000! it 10.000 MACH 5.01c ELVOST 0.00 
ZmRP 1 3900 IN
 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENC FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER (RT8190 09 JUN 71 PAGE, 145
 










-'1-  -8 6 -4 - 4 6 a 10 1a 
SYMBOLA DELTAZ 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 .12 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERC.,CE INFORATIO 
GoZZB BSTFOW 50.000O SPOW 100.000 REFS 23.6899 SO IN 
0.352 CEDLTAX 3.043 ALPHAI 5.11N, REFL 4 193U IN 
1000 MC .13REFB 6:5000 IN 
,1.DAH 5DO ELVOST 0.000 XMRPF 4 .9 170 in 
El-VORS 0.001) BETA V.Vuu YHRF u . oo~ IN 
ZHRF 1 3990 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0:0055 
AEDC VkIlIS3 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TC BOOSTER CRT81901 09 JUN 71 PAGE 146
 
AEDC VA.1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT HACH NUMBER 5
 








-­°U 0 - 6 -4 -a 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOLA VELTAZo151- BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 .162 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRMATIO 








1.000 HACH .010 EL VOT 0.000 REFSXR F 6.50004 917 0 IN 
ELVO.3 0.D 00 BETA 0 000 Y RF 0 °0 n IN 






AEDC VA1163 PACORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTERVRTE190). 71 EF EUNPAGE 147­















o.=1 --BOOSTER 'ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0o1$2 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFER=NeE IN ORHATION 
0 226 BSTPOW 50.000O RSPOW icodouB REFS 23 6:90 SO IN 
0:3521'- DELTAX U-105 ALPHAI 5.100 REFL 4:19 6 IN 
0.599 HACH 5.010 ELVOST 0.B000 XRF 4.5000 IN
 
lo.oug ELVORS 0.000 BETA .O.Gau YMRP .DODO IN
 





AEDC VAIir3 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8191) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 148 
-.4 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.4 -- - -I 








-­ 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 '12 
SIMOQL DELTAZ 
A u.i5i BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IHr HATION 
0.228 BSTFOW 50.000 C BPOw 100-000 REFS 23.6890 Sa IN 
: 5EF- CE52DLTAX 0.105 ALPHAI 5.100 REFL 4 193U625000 IN 
0.59 AC 50iELBS D00 XRP 4,917 , IN 






REFERENCE FI.E . V SCPAALTREF 55 
AEDC VA163 MDAC.ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER SRT81S)PAGE
08 JUN 71. 
 I 








oMR 1 9o I Co5 ETX DI5 APAI 510RF o98 I 
.05 __°_0____ 
.01 AH 5.1 LBT . HP .19 I
 
RES 500 I 
oIV, 
SYMBOL3E .LTAZA .O0yHF .000 I
 
A ~ EEEC FILE ANLEO ATC0 AP5BDGRE SCALTE 
0.2$ ORPOSTOW 10.00RP 3.690
5 03 S IN
 
AEC A.16 MDC RITERIN PROXIMIT TOBOSTRFR8 )0 JNN1 AE 150RATO
 
















-12 -10 a 4 2 a 4 10 12 
U.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB 
DEGREES
 
V.L82 PARAMETRIC VALUE$ REFERENCE INFORMATION0.228 
 BSTPOW 5u-Boo QRPOW 100.000 REFS 25.6890 so IN
 
0.352 VELTAX 3.167 ALPHAI 5.100 
 REFL 4.1930 IN,100a MC LST
.1 000REFB 
 6 5000 in
E LV0RH0 S .H5 0, E L T . 0-10 XMRP 4 9 1 70 i n ELVET B DoBD







AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO 80STER RT8192) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 151
 






-.2 - -J 

ii i't l f l 	l t ~ 
-. 5 
-2 -10 -8 -6 -4 - 2 a 4 6 	 n_ 1 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
A ..51 	 :BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.18Z FARAMETRIC VXLUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 ST OW 50.000 OROOW 1 00.00 	 RE S 23 .609 C S IN 
0.355 	 DELTAX 0.167 ALPHAI 5.100 REFL 4o1930 IN 
REFS 6:500a IN 
10.000 MACH ELVBST
5.010 0.000 XMRF 4 .9170 IN 




 SCALE a 0055 




__ _ __ __ 
_ _ 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
















-.02-. _________1 t 
- 12 -0 < -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 6 10 la 
SYMBOL DCLTAZ 
A 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 0.15z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFURHATIO 
0.228 SSTPOW 50.O0 ORSPOW 100.00C REFS 23.6890 SO IN 
U.352 DELTAX 0.167 ALFHAI 5.100 REFL 4.1930 1N 
10.o0 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 ;EFBXMRF 6.5000 4o9170 4 
ELVORO 0.000 BETA 0.005 YRF 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE, 0.055 
AEDC VA1183 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8192), 09 JUN 71 PAGE 153
 
AEDC VA MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUIER.5
 
I rQ .,\ 
.25 
____ ____ ____ 
____ 
.15 





-12n -11 -8 - 6 --4 --2 a 2 4 6 a D1 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
A .1s1 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 O.iS2 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.22:8 BSTPOW 50.ODD ORBFOW UDO.Doo REFS 25 6890 SQ IN 





10.00EVBS~ tH 5.D. OXMR 4.9170 IN 
ELVORS 0.0D0 BETA 0.11GO YME;aP 0009 IN 
-ZRP 1 3900 IN
 
S REFERENCE ILE SAE 005
 
AEDC VAtIG3 EMDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER IRT81931 09 JUN 71 PAGE 154 
____ 














.0 su MACH__ E______ 0.000_ __.__1_ ______5_0D_ I
 
-J5 ETX D28 APAI I0RF .90 I






u.35 DLA 0.2 HI.... 0 :9L 4 13
 
-. RP 4: 0 IN­
- 1 B3 INROXMITY_ TO, BOOSTER 3 055
 
0R0.F2RE RAMTEIVALE SCALE 0AUS RH
 
-12 OO1 -AH 10-aLV -Z0  ____OE R 4 6O HR 0 0 12
 
".FREC IO
 ~0.ILE RFEEC RI S .CALEFERNC FOMAIO 
0.E28 SSTPO3 R50.0 0IT RINPO XIMITY0 TREOSE RT13F0IU 21.PAGE 155
 
-AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
.1 I I F .I _ 
.10 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ __ ___ __ _- -.... ­










'rv _ V_ 
-o* -10 4 - 2 4 6 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
A 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
S 0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERC,,CE INFORMATION 
0.228, SSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW loolona REFS " 23.6890 so IN 
0.35-2 DELTAX 0.228 ALFHAI . 5.100 REFL 4.1930 IN 
locu MC .1 LST 000REFS 6:5000 IN 
ID.O0ELBSTH~t 5010OoDDXHRP 4.9170 IN
 
ELVORS 0.1430 BETA 0.vo 




, REFERENCE FILE SCALE 00055
 
AEDC VAI IG3 CMDAC ORBITER-IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER [RT8193) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 156 
j
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5

' I I 
 III Fi I, i I i I IJ fI I I I 













.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHASPARAMETRIC VALUES DEGREES 
. REFERENCE INFORMATIO 
0 22 BSTPOW 50.000 OR POW 100.000 REFS 23 6890 SQ IN 
0:35 ' 1.0 DELTAX MACH V.352 5.010 ALPHAI ELVBST 5.100
-REF-
0.D00 -RP REFL 4:19 " 650 40 91270 
IN 
IN 
EVORS BETA B.T0 .FA TAKP AH.A DER IN 




AEDC VAI1G3 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER (RT8I943 09 JUN 71 PAGE 157,
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 






.21$2 -10 - 8 - 6 -'4 -202 10 1 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
A .151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.2ZS BSTPOW 50.000O SPOW 100.000 REFS Z3.6890 SQ IN
 
0. 52 ! DELTAX .352 ALPHAL 5.100 REFL 4.1930 in 
1000 M C LV$ I X-R. in.1 .0 I REFB 6.SDUO4,9170 IN 
ELVORD 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP, 0:O(M IN 
ZRP 1.90 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE SALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VAtIG3 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT81943 09 JUN 71 PAGE 158" 
_ _ _ _ 



















1' 4D46 __1IS 




A o.151 1BOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 0.18Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.228 BSTPOW 5D.oa ORBPOW ±00.00 
 REFS 23.6890 so IN 
a,3sz DELIAX D.352 ALPHAI 5.100 ERE 4.1930 . IN, 
0.01n; HACH 5.010 ELVBST 0:000 R 4.5150 IN 
XMRP 4.,9170 IN
ELVORS U.000 BETA 0.000 
ZMRP 1. 9 00 N 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE D.O05
 
AEOC VA1163 MIAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8194) 0 JUN 71 PAGE 159
 
_ ___ 















- -. 15______ 




A 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 BSTPOW 50.000 ORSPOW Lou.0Du REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
0.352 O0ELTAX 0.522 ALPHAI 5.100 REFL 4.1930 IN 
0.599 MACH 5.010 ELVST 0.0 HREFB 6.5000 IN 






AEDC VAI4S3IMDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8195) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 180
 
AEOC VA 1163 IDAC ROOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
, i 









A a ' 51 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 .18aP ARAMETRIC VALUES REFER=NCE INFORMATION 
0. as BSTPOW 50.000O RBFOW 100.0O0 REIS 23.6$90 $a IN, 
• :352 DELTAX 0 522 ALFHAI - 5.100 REFL 4.193Q IN 
0.599 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 
 RPF 45910 IN
 
$0.000 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.0O0 





AEDC VA1163-MBAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8195) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 161
 
-- 



























'A 0.5L 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0"82 PARAMETRICVALUES 	 REFEREWE INFORHATICN
 
0.228 BSTFOW 50.000 CRBpOW 190.000 	 REFS 23.6890 so IN
 
0.352 r ELTAX 0.522 ALPHAI 5.100 	 REFL 4.1930 IN
 
R 6 I
0.599 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.0oo 











AEDC VAIi33MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER (RT8195) 09 JUN 71 PAGE £2
 
-AEDC VA i63 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 






















.Zza . ARA ERIC VALUES 
REFS 23.6690 50 IN 
BSTPOW "50.0ca ORBPOW REFL103.001) 4 193 U IN
".352 
- .91 ALPHA I 1.1 00
1,599 DELTAX 
 6.5D00a I 
EVSAH 5.1 000REFS
1000 
 RP 49 70 IN
 ELBST +O
1DGD HCH O.OO 

IHRP ...... IN
ELVORB 0.000 BETA a.-ooO 




09 JUN 71 PAGE 1G3.
AEDC VAII1G3,MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT81963 
____ ____ ___ 
____ 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
















-o2 0 -O -6 -4 -z ci t 4 6 a to 12 
SYM6OL DELTAZ 
o 0.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0:352 BSTPOW 50.0o ORBPOW 100.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ INS .599 .)ELTAX - 0.391 ALPHAI 10.100 REFL 4.1930 IN
 
10.000 MACH 5.010 ELVSST 0.000 REFB 6.500 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 1.900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1163 .MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTBISG) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 164
 
.EDC VA 1i63 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
I 	 .4 











-_12 -10 - 8 - 6 -4 - 2 a 2 4 6 a la 12 
SYMBOL 0ELTAZ 
o.12 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB. DEGREES
 
pARAMETRIC VALUES 
0*352 BSTPOW 50.000 OBpUOW 100G000 REFS Z3.e890 SQ IN 
13 DELTAX 0.391 10.100 441930 
r1-	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.599 - ALPNAI 	 REFLnEF8 6:5000 ININ
 
10.000 	 MACH 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 XREF 4.910 IN 
ELVOR5 0.000 BETA 0.0)0 YMRF 0.000( IN 
ZMRF 1.3900 . IN 
SCALE 0.0055REF5RENCE FIL. 

AEDOC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN.PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT81S) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 165
 








;0~~ ~~~ _ ____ 	 _____ 
2-. 
-. °25 	 _____ 
102 l2 8 -6 4 - a a 4' 	 a t0 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0.612 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.220 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IFORMATION 
.352 BSTFOW 50.000 ORBPOW '10oU00 REFS 23.6890 sQ IN 
D0:99, 	 OELTAX - 0.143 ALFHAI 10.100 REFL 4.1930 IN 
REFB 6.5000 IN10.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST G.000 
/ 	 xRP 4.9170 IN
 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.300 VNRP a.GOD IN 
ZHRP 1.3900 iN 
REFERENCE rILE 	 SCALE 0.0055
 
AEOC VAI,'63 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMI-TY TO BOOSTER CRT8197) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 168
 
.4 










-"-l -8 - 6 - 4 - 20 
 4 6 8 laJ 
SYMBOL IILTAZ0.1sa BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAS DEGREES 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEke"CE INFORMATION 
0.352 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBFOW 100,000 REFS 25.6890 SQ IN 
0.599 CELTAX - 0.14 ALPMAI I0.LOU REFL 4.1930 IN 
Ia.uG HACH 5.010 ELVOST 0D.000 REF8 6.5000, IN 
XNRP 4.9170 IN
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0 000 




REFERENCE FILE .SCALE D.9055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT819T) "09 JUN 71 PAGE 167 
_______ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 





















-12 ±0 	 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 lz 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
o 162 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.226 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBFOW lo.0o REFS Z3.6890 so IN 
0D.599 .jELTAX 0.143 ,LPHI 10 aREFL 4.1930 IN050 .EAX- 0.4 APA! ±.±osf YRPF 6.0000 IN 
±0.000 MACHl 5.00 ELVOST 0.000 XHRP 4.9170 IN
 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.0 0 	 YRF a. oo0 IN 
ZMRP 1.3901 IN 
REFERENCE FILE 
 SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VAI1)63.MDAC'ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8197) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 168
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NU RS
 




-.25 _ _ _ __ 
z z -10 a, 6 4 2-aa 46 
Z MBQL UELTAZ0.132 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.220 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERLNCE INFORMATION 
0 352 3STCOW 50,Dav ORSPOW 100.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
10:00a DELTAX - .019 ALPHAI 10.100 REFL 4.1930 IN 
MACH 5.010 ELVSST 0.000 RFS ':.... IN, 







 SCALE O.00 5
 
AEBC VA1163 MBAC ORBITER IN PROX'IMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8198] 09 JUN 71 PAGE 169
 













---- 4 a a 4 6 _ a 10 1 
SYMBOL VELTAZ 
0'.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 SSTPOW 513o0ul ORSPOW 150.000 REFS 23.6690 Se IN 
10.000 DELTAX D.019 ALPHAI 1so100 REFL 4o1930 1 ' 









I . 900 
0.605, 
IN 
AEDC VAl,1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8198) 09 JUN '71 PAGE 170
 
.10 
AEC VA li3 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 














2 4 6 a la 12o 12 -8 - 4 -2 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
01oz BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
. 0.28 PARAMTRICVALUES REFERENCE INFORATION 
0.352 BSTPOW so.ca0 ORBPOW lou0.060 REFS 2a.e89a SO IN
 
REFL 4.1930
10.000 CELTAX - 0.019 " ALPHAI 10.100 S 50  IN3 
MACH 5D0 ELVBST O.Guo XMRP 4:9 "0 IN
 







ABAEOC VA163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER RT P198H JUN 71 PAGE 171
 












. .12 -10 6 2 2 
Li1 
%SMOL DELTA7 
a.182 BOOSTER ANGLE'DF -ATTACK, 'ALPHAB DEGREES 
0:2z8 PARAHETRXC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATI G 
- .352 9STPC 50.000 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS.306890 SQ IN 
/ o.floo DELTAX 0.043 ALPHAI 10.100 REFL 4.,1930 IN 
REFS 6 50D0 IN 
MACH 5o019 ELVBST 0.000 XMRF 4.9110 IN 
'ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 ,YHRF 0.000b IN 
,ZHRP 1 3900 IN 
REFCRENCE FILE -SCALE 0*0D55
 
AEDC VA4I.163 MDAC ORBI-TER IN PRO IMITY TO,BOOSTER CRK61993 09 JUN 71 PAGE 172 















-- 0 -6 - 4I8 Q Iz 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 0 .162 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0-228 FARAMETRIC VALUES RCFERE 'CE INFORMATION 
0.352oELTAX SSTPOW 50.000O a43 ORBPOWALHAI 1ou:Dusio. REF. 23.68904.93 soI IN 
•REFS 6.500D INMACH 5.010 ELVSST 0.000 XMRP 4,917U I N 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.0as YMRPF a Oa0 IN 
ZHRF 1,3901 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCGALE 0.0055 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN-PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER-CRT8189) 09 JUN'71 PAGE 173
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.10 . . ... ... . . . . .. . _ , ,,_ 
* 09 







-. 12 -1 Ba 6 -4 a _ 0 4 6 in 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
o 0.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES­
0.228 PARANETRIC VALUES - REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 BSTFOW 50.000 ORBPOW 10.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
10.00W, DELTAX 0.043 ALFIAI 16.100 REFL 4.1930 IN 
XMREr 4.9170 INMACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRU 0.000 IN 
ZHRF 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VAjqS3cMDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER tRT8199) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 174'
 
_ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ 
1 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 










 i jBOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
PARAETRI 

a.32 PARAMETRI VALUES REFERENCE INFORMA TION
 
5.00 OR5SUTOWmpow 100.000 REFS 23.6890. so IN
SOATTCE 0LPABDEGEE
R.EFEEC BFITELAEL REEL 4.1930' IN0.599 DELTAX 0.105 ALPHAI io.ioo 
XRF 4.9170 IN 
0AEDC ARITERZ PRXIIYROBOSEFER'EN0C 0 UN7 E 175RATO 10.000 
MACH 5.01D ELVOST 0.000 
VA13M VINU-
CLOS 0.000 BE TA 0.000 YHRF o.OorIO IN,NOAC
AEO A6 B IT IPIiI T BOT R ) I
 












-4- _ 46__ u
 
-. 4 
-. 2 a ~ -- a__ 6 4 4 u 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
01:2 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.2 a PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREOCE INFORMATION 
0 352 BSTPOW 50.000 CRBPOW 100.009 REFS 23.6990 SG IN0.94_ 3DLA 015 AFMI 1.0 REFL 4 1930 IN
 
10.50 9 M ELACH 5101 ELVB T 10.100 REFB 65000 1 N 
1DDD HCH 5t1 .O 0XMRPg VB T 4. e170 IN
 
ELVORU 0,0VU BETA 0.900 
 TMRF 0.13vou IN
ZRP 1.3900 "IN
 
RE2FERENCE FILE A EAL E 0 N0M5 
AEDC YA19G3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO CRT8200) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 176INSTER 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITAR TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
.12 '__1t 2 
- .09_ 
_ _ _ _ 









.01I 4:91 a 1. 
.as"1 -10 -8 - . -4 a 2 4 6810 1 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
0 o162 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a.226 PARAMETRIC VALUES PEFERENCE INFORMATION 
0°552 88TPOW 10,1100 ORBPOW 100o050 REFS 23.6890 $a IN 
0.599 CELTAX 0.105 ALFHAI 10.100 REFL 4.1930 IN
10.003 MACH 5.010 ELVSST 01000 _REF 4°91__ IN
 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA O.Goo yHR F a . o0C in 
ZHRP 1.3900 IN
 
REFRENCE FILE SALE 0.0h55
 
VA11G3 MAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT82008 PAGE
A .EDC 09 JUN 71 177
 










.2=12n -10 -a__ 6 - 4 - 2 3 2 4 6 a a la1 
SYMBOL DELTAZ. .182 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.352 RTF CW 5 .000 CRPOW 10.O00 	 REFS 3 .6 90 so IN 
10.000' DELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI 10.100 	 REFL 4 193a In 
REFS 6.5000 IN.
MACH 5.010- ELVOST 0.o0o XMRP 4,917 IN
 
ELVOR6 0.000 BETA 0.BO YHRP 0,0000 IN
 
ZMRP 1.3900 IN
REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE 0 0055
 
AEDC VAI G-3;MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT82011 09 JUN 71 PAGE 178 









-- 12 -10 -- a 6 -4 -2 4 
 10 19 
SYMBOL ILLTAZ
0.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.2's PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
052 BSTPOW 50.000 ORSPOW loo.DUO REFS 23.6890 SO IN 
0:'aDc CELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI 10.100 EL 413 
- AHEVS .1 U00RrFB 6.5D00 IN 
NA SDI E.LBSTOXHRP 4.$470 in 











AEDC V'A1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8201] '09 JUN 71 PAGE 179
 
AEDC VA 1163MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
.12 	 1 _ I i_ _ 
.11 	
______ _____ _____- -­
*09 	
_____ 










-02 10 	 4 6 _8-0 a _z a 
MsY$OL DELTAZ 
o.12 	 BOOSTER ANGLE 'OFATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.22S PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFOPATION 
0.352 BSTOW 5.000 CRSFOW 1O0.00 	 REFS 23.6890 so IN 
10.000 	 OELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI 10.100 REFL 4.1930 IN 
REFS 6:5000 IN 
MACH 5.010 ELVS$T 0.O00 XHRF 4.9170 - IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.030 YMRP 0000o IN 
ZMRP 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.D055
 
AEOC VAI,1S3MDAC ORBITER IN 'PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTS201 09 JUN 71 PAGE .90 














a 6 -4 - 0 2 4 










































AEOC VAIIG3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTS202)" 09 JUN 71 PAGE lei 
_____ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.4 










2 -. a_ 4_ 2 
__ _ _4__1 l 
SMOL DE.TA 
 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.226 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE '_E INFORMATION 
0,352 8STPOW 53.000 ORBPOW 100.0US REFa 23.6890 SO IN 
UD.Uvv • ELTAX 0.226 ALpHAI to.100 R5FL 4*1 , Z IN 
MCVST .1 .00REFS 6.5000 IN H~t 5D1D ELBST 4.9170O.DDXHRP IN 
CLVORO 0.DO0 BETA 0O.000 YMRP 0.09b0 IN 
ZRF I 390c IN 
REFERENCE FILE O A O TAH E5 SCALE 
AEDC VA2,6328 AC ORBITER IN PROXLIITY TO BOOSTER RT8202) 09 JUN 71 -PAGE 182
 
I5 P k 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER-TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 













-12 -14 " 6 -44a 
 n 1 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0.18 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPH-AB DEGREES
 
.28FARA8ETRIC VALUES REFERE'CE INFORMATION 
0.52 BSFORBOW 5.00 	 EFS so IN10.00 	 23.6890 
LVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YMRI 
SCALE 0.00,5RlEFERENCE FILE 
AEO VA11B3 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8202) -09 JUN71 PAGE 183
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 








.0 0 .2I1 	 i 2 4 6 l 
SYMBOL PCLTAZ 
.IBZ 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
B/.298 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE 0TO 
0.352 BSTP 50.0an CQSF 100.oau REFS 23.6890 sa IN 
/ 10.000, VELTAX 0.352 ALHA 0.100 REFL 4.1930 IN 
-._LP MC .00REFS 	 R 6-500,017 INLa50D 
ELVORB 0*0ov BETA 0.030 	 yHRP 0.00110 IN 
ZMRP 1.39s, IN 
REFERENCE PI L 	 SCALE 0.0055
 
AEOC VAIC1G3 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTB2-03) '09 JUN 71- PAGE 184 
I 1 














24 __ _ 68 1 1




.162 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE'INFORMATION 
.0,0352 BSTPOW 50 000 ORBPOW 190.000 REFS 23 6890 so IN
tO*00 G DELTAX 0 352 ALPHAL to 1 0REFL 
 4:1930 IN
 
MACH 5.010 eLVBST 0.000 

$ 10 EFB 6 5000 IN 
RMR1 4:9,70 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP a. 0060 IN 
Z R P 1 ,59u o IN REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.05 5
 
AFDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8203) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 185
 









-. 03 . . . . . . 
-12 -10 -o -4a 4 2 2 4 6 12 
SyMBOL OELTAZ 
0.12 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 .STPOW 50.000 ORBFOW 190.000 REFS 25.6890 SQ INA EFL2 43.90 SIN 10.000, DELTAX 0.352 ALPHA! 1U.100 	 REFL 4.1950 IN'EFB 6 Suou INMACH 5.0±0 ELVBST D.00 XMRF 4.9,70 IN 
ELVORB U.000 BETA D.Co0 	 YMRP 0.00or IN 
ZSR 13900 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VAILLG3.MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8203)" 09 JUN 71 PAGE 186
 















,162 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHABz 
EF 2 E R E C E IFO RATIC
 o . aP ARA E T R IC V A L U E S 
o.11111P 5.000 oRBFow io.000 EFS 23.590 SQIN 
a.0 5 99 
tG.GoD 
D E L TA X 
MACH 
0 .5 0 1 
5.010 
AL P H A I 
ELVBST 
1 0 .1 0 0 
0.00XEP 
RE F L B9 
RF 
0 
.106.50 7D00 IN 
L V O R B . 00 0 B E TA 0 . 0 0 Y RP 
ZHR PSCALE 
a . 00 0 





AEBC VA113 MBAC ORBITER,IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER RT8204) 09 UN 71 PAGE R7
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC'BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
.4 	 _____ 
i~ki
 









-2 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2*, 4 6in1 x 
SYMSOL EELTAZ 
0.la 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, 'LPHAB DEGREES 
REFERENCE 	 INFORMATION 
0 .2as PARAMETRIC VALUES 
1*5Z 50.000 100.000 REFS Z3,6890 so INITPOW ORSPOW 






10.000 	 MACH 5.010 ELVSST UoGuo XHRF 4 !7D IN 
ELVORS 0.00a BETA U.Dou YMRF U auo IN 
ZMRP 1:3900 IN 
REFERENCE RILE SCALE 0 . 0055 
AEDC VA5,I13 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITJy TO BOOSTER '[,RT8204) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 188 









_'__ __I_1I__l__ __ _ __ __ _ ________m 
.04 4 ___ 2 4 6_____ 
SYMBOL DE TAZVoiaz BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0135Z BSTPOW 50.000 o BFOW 100,0ou REFS 23.6890 SO IN 
a 599 DELTAX 0.501 ALPHAI 10.100 REFL 4.1950 IN 
k 10,13O MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.O00 XRPF, 6.91 o IN 
ELVORS O.Das BETA 0.03C yMRp a .DODO IN 
REFERENCE FILE ZMRPSCALE 1.3900U.0055 IN 
AEOC.VAII63 MOAC ORBITER'IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8204) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 189
 
AEOCVA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 















-"-12 	 61 4 - 0 2 4 6 in 12 
SYMBOL DLLTAZ
 
.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
ao151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:18Z BSTPOW 50,000 ORBPO 100,UD REFS 23.G890 so IN 
0.22i VELTAX 0.391 ALPHAI - 4,9DD REFL 4 1930 IN 
A I LST000REFB 6:5000 in 
R P 4 .9 , 7 0 IN0 : 3 5 2 C H 5 °01 E L B T D BX
0/ ELVORB a Oan BE TA 	 YMRP 0.0c00 IN599 	 D°tlBo 






AEDC VAI ',3zMDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8205) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 190 














 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERLNLE INFORATION 
0:182 BSTOW 50.000ORSPOW loo.aDv REFS 23.6890 SQ INa 228 OELTAX -0.391 ALFHAI- - 4.900 
 REFL 4.1930 IN
 
0*352 MACH 5*010 ELLWST 0,000 RMEF 9150gQ.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 
 9.099 
 YMRP 0:0000 11N10.000 

ZMRP ." Up IN
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEBC VA11G3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8205) 
 09 JUN 71 PAGE. 191
 
_ _ _ _ 

















SYNSOL DELTAZ2L 0T..5RAETI BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.1s1 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREN:E INFORNATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 53.000 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
REFL 4.1930 IN0.322 ELAX 0,3914REF 6L500P IN 
0*352 MACH 5,010 FLVI16T 0,000' XmRF 4.91700.599 ELVORS D.0o BETA 0.000 YX P .$iZO IN 
0. 2 C.2AL L390ED IN 
NA SCALE
B STJ
REFEREN FNLE T 

AEDC VAlI.G3 _MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8205) "09 JUN 71 PAGE '92. 
AEDC'VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
1 .= 







Z -. 05 	









0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
-.151 ARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOATION 
0*182 B5TFOW 50o000O R BFO 100,010 REFS 25.669D SQ IN0.228 	 ELTAX 0.143 ALPHA 4.900 REFL W.1930 IN 
3d 5- - I -- 5 10REFS -Z:9.70 IN0 ELVB T O.000iACH 	 6.SooD 

0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP u.sOuO IN
 
10.00a ZMRP 1.39LO IN
REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBTER 'IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER 	 RRTE2FL)PAGE
09 JUN 71 	 193
 










--2 -tO - @ - - 4 -e a e 4 0 0 ±0 Xe 
SMo DLTA BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAR DEGREES2 .15$ PARAPTRIC VALUES REFEeENCE INFORNATIQN 
D.182 SSTFOI 50.UDO O aPOW iOD.UOO REFS 23.6890 SQ IN
 








ALOC VA!I1G3 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8206) 09 JUN 71 PAGE :94
 
1 




_ _ _ __ _ _ _ ____<

Z .07 












-12 -to -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a io 12 
SyMB0L CLTAZ 
O.120 BOOSTER ANGLE-OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
9.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0*182 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
;.228-ELTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 4.1930 IN 









10.000 REFERENCE FILE ZHFIPSCALE 1.39000.0055 IN 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT820S) 09 JUN 71 PAGE :95
 
__ 
















-. 22 -,a -8 - - 4 - 0 2 4 	 6 ISYMBOL P5LTAZ
 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
a.5 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:1181, BSTPOW 5D.000 ORDPOW Igo U REFS 23.600D sa IN 
D.ZZS 	 DELTAX - 0.019 ALPHAI - 4:900 REFL 4 t930 IN 
REFB 6. 000 IN0 552 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.00O 	 XMRP 4 .91 7 IN 
19:000 ELVORD 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YMRP 0. Uovu IN 
ZNRF 1.3909 1N 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.13055
 
AEDC, AII,63 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER ERT82071 09 JUN 71 PAGE 196 
















 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
o 0.151182 OSTPOW PARAMETRIC VALUES IUB.00050.000 C8w PEFERENCE INFORMATION
REFS 3.669 so IN
 
S 0.228 DELTAX -0.019 ALPHAI 
 4.900 
 REFL 4.193D IN
 
0.55a MACH 5.010 ELVBST U.UUU 
 REFB 6.5000. 1 NX HRF 
 4.9176
I.000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 1 N11.03U 
 YMRP 0o0auc IN 
ZHRF 1.39D0 i NREFERENCE FILE 
 SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER [RT8207) 
 09 JUN 71 PAGE 197
 


















-8 -6 ±4 -2 0 2 4 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB 
6
DEGREES 
8 10 1? 
0.120 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 

























AEDC VA-1-63 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER tRT8207) 09 JUN 71" PAGE 198
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
•.25 . 
Ll- .. .15 ILI 
'C 







-*12n -1- - 2 2 4 IS 12 
SIMSCL DELTAZ 
C.tao BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 

























10.000 ELVOPB 0.000 BETA 0*iza YHRP U*Ouou IN 
REFE0ENCE-ILE ZMRPSCALE 1.39000.0055 in 
AEDC VAI113 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER (RT8208) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 19
 







-f12010 - 6 4 -2 	 410
 
'S.-OLDETA 
 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.:151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .182 BSTPOW 50.000 ORSPOW 1611.000 	 REPS 23.6890 SQ IN 
0.228 	 DELTAX 0.043 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 4.1930 IN 
.52 MC5.1 .00REFB 6 5000 ILBT 

4.7, IN0.32 ELBSTAC 5,10OODXMRF 







AEDC VAlaIG33MDAC OR91TER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT820B) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 200
 














- 2 -10 -8 -6 -4 - D24 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL OCLTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
B.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.162 BSTPOW 50.000 CRBFOW 1uo00.0 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
DELTAX 0.043 ALPHAI -0.224.900 REFL 4.1930 IN 
52 
0ELTA 














AEDC VAI113 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8208) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 2d1
 
AEOC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
°30i J,, ,, l jJ . j .i. .1 ---- ~f--T­










-1-a6Aw .05 z BSTFOW_ 50.030_ Ir____EF____ 
________ U $aI 
z 1-.0 3DR .95 I 
I .-- =5CEVD °OO ST oD yR ..GG Z 
l2 HP .93 I 
/ FRIEFL $A D5 
^Ea VA_6_ D_ RIE NPRXMT OSE R_29 9_N 1 PG 
- V 3 ORRTREFEENC FILE£RI VSUECAFL 9 09 J RE0.F0055 O 
__ 
__________ 



























-4 2 a 4 6 a 10 12 
S .2 
2.151 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
DEGREES 
REFERE E INFORMATION 
0 0.182Z STPOW 50.000 ORsPOW :00.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
0.226 9ELTAX 0.105 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 4:1930 IN 
.99 
10.000 







AEDC VAI113 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8209) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 203
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
.12 











-12 -0 - -4 " - 2 0 4 6 10 12 
SYMOL DELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE..ZE INFORMATION 
0*182 85TPOW 50*000 ORSPO 100o00r REFS 23.6890 59 IN 
QZZ0 ,-1-5LTAX 0.105 ALPHAZ 4.900 REFL 4.1930 IN 
032 MCLOT 01 000REFB 6.5000 IN
 
0o32 AC O*ODXHRP 970 IN
LLBST5;10 4 









AEC VAI63 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER C9 JUN 71 RRT8209) 204
 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 

















a .iz BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
9 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREN E INF ,RMATIGN 
= REFS 23.6690 $0 1 N o.2: UST OW 50.Uo0 QRB POW 1011.00138.2 JELTAX 0.'167 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 4o193U IN 
0.35I MACH 5.0.0 ELVST 0.0s XRFS 4.50o_ IN 








AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT9210] 09 JUN 71 PAGE 205
 




S .0 -- ____ 
-- J 
-. 4 
- -8 -6 4 -2 0 4 6 a 10 lz 
StBOoL UELTAZ 
G.lza BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTFCW 50.0O0 oRBP 190.000 REPS 23.689a so IN 
DO28 kJLTAX 0.167 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 4.19 0 IN 







16.000 ELVORS 0.0D0 BETA. 1O.0o YMRPZ-RP 0.6000L.3900 IN;IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0 A0055 
AEDC VA11, 3 MDAC ORBITER IN PRO IMI.TY TO BOOSTER CRT8210 09 JUN 71 PAGE 206
 
_____________ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
- -r 1 -rr-- .- ' 
°13 rr- - r 
Im 















Y BOL .ALPHAB DEGREES 
.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 




0.151 REFS 23.68 
5O .0D0 OR PO lO0 0 00 _R__ auo,9 30 IN
 
.167 ALPHAI - 4 .900 .
 
0.182 BSTP W, REFL 
. Zza ELTAx 0 .000 IN
9 0 

MACH 5 .010 LLV0ST 
0.00 YoRo
-R-2 4.9 0 IN
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SYL *Q LT 





-o2 ETX 028 
CE8 
'I -_5 _ _AH 5__ 
tDOO EVR *D 
LIP '300 
-EEEr IESCL 




































5 P RHTI VA U SREFERENCE FILE 
-STiORBITER I N POX I M I TY TN 
CALET.0ON 








.°-126 -10 - - -6 -4 - 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0.2za BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 SSTFOW 50.0O0a Cq" POw louc0 REFS 23.6890 Q in 
0.228 VeLTAX 0.228 ALPHAI -4.900 REFL 4 1930 IN 
AH 0.5.I AH 500REFSf.5LVBST 0.000 XHR-
6:5000 
4 .$ 27 1 N IN 
10.000 ELVORB 0.000 13ETA D.Bou YMRF - 0.00O0 IN 
ZMRF 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 























-12 -10 -8 6 4 -2 	 2 4 6 8 10 12SYMBOL DELTAZ
0O.12 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.182 BSTFOW 50.000 ORSFOW 100.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ N 
0.228, JELTAX 0.228 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 4.195D IN 
XMRP 4.970 IN0.352 MAC" 5.010 CLVBST 0.000 
0.000 	 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.01( YMRF 0.0000 IN 





AEOC VA1IIS3.fDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT82113 09 JUN 71 PAGE 210
 

















- 12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL2 OeLTAZ . BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
,*151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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3 , . l t I l I I I I I Ii 
___ __ . i t __ 
12 -10 -8 





.120 'BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
u.i51 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION0.18a SSTPOW 50.000 Ofpw Dou.000 
 REFS 23.6890 so IN ,

0.228 ¢i DELTAX 0.352 ALPHAI -,4.900 REFL 4.1930 IN 
0,352 HACH 5,010 ELVBST , .0B 
 RF 65DO 1
1000 CVRB 000 BT 
 XMRP 4.9170 IN
lo~ooELOR ODOD B.A 0OOO 




• REFERENCE FILE SCALE 5.0055
 
AEDC VAIlZG3 .MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TC BOOS.TER CRT8212) 09 JUN 7 1 PAGE 212 
.12 













.G3~l -0 a-8 - 6 -- 4 --
 460 
 0 19 
SYMBOL DCLTAZ 
C.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAS DEGREES
 
0.5 FARAMETRIC .VALUES 
 REFEREM E INFORMATION
 
0.18" 
 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBFOW 1130.000 	 REFS 23.6890 so IN 
B.228 	 =LTAX 0.352 ALFHAI -4.900 REFL 4.1931] IN
 
""REFS 6 5000 IN
 
0.352 MACH 5.010" FLVBST 0.080 
 XMRP 4.9170 I
 
10.000 ELVORB 




REFERENCE FILE SCALE U.055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER (R-TB212] 09 JUN 71 PAGE 213
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 

























n -10 -- 8 4 4 6 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
a 20 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENlCE INFORMATION 
0.182 	 SSTPOW 5o.ava ORSFOW 100.000 REFS 23.6890 50 IN 
.26,.DELTAX 0.522 ALPHAI 4.900 REFL 4,1930 IN 
R 352 MACH 5.010 kLVBST 0.000 	 XRFS 6950 IN
 
D.599 ELVORB 0.050 BETA 0.000 
 YHRP 0.0000 IN
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-' 2 - 8 - -4 -2 2 	 4 6o DELTAZ	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB 10 SYMBOL .120 	 DEGREES 
, 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.0 .1 z STPOW " 5 0 OD D ORBPOW 10. 000 
 E S 2.6890 SQ IN
 
aoZZS CELTAX 0.522 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 
 4.1930 IN 
0*352 MACH 5,010 ELVBS5T 0,000 	 REFS 6.5000 IN
 
XMRP 4.9170 IN
0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000, 
 YMRP 0,Dvou IN
 
1D.Gas 
 ZMRP 1.39uo IN
 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MBAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER [RT8213) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 215 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
__ 
_ _ _ 
AEOC VA 1163 MQAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 










- , . 0 6 
.04
 
SYMOOL DELTAZ	 2 4 6 10 2
-2-1D0 	 6 - 4 - 2 
0,.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
S 0,182 55TPW 50*000 CR8FOW 100,000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
0.228 	 DELTAX 0.522 ALPRAI - 4.900 REFL 4.1930 IN
 
REFS 6 5000 IN
 0:352 MAtH 5*010 ELV05T o.00G XHRP 4o9170 1 N 
0 599 ELVORB O.0O0 BETA 0.000 YMRP U.0000 IN 
l0.0ou 	 ZMRF 1.3900 IN
 
REFERENCE FILL 
 SCALE 	 0.0055
 
AEDC VA14I,63 MBAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TC BOOSTER [RT8213] 09 JUN 71 PAGE 216 








- --1=0 -10 - 8 - 6 -4 - 4 6 _ 1__2 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
.ea BOOSTER ANGtE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
oza PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE.ACE INFORMATON 
- 059 BSLFAX -0.000 CRPHA - o0.000 REFS 43.8930 S N 
REFL 4.IS30 IN. 
10.0OO MACH 5.010 ELVOST U.000 XMRF 4.9170 IN
 







AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8214) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 217­
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
,5	 










-12 -in - 8 6 -	 a 4 a 12- 4 -	 2 6 10 
SYMBOL CELTAZ
 
.182 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
STFOW RSPOS.5 50.000O 106.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN
 
0 DELTAX 0.391 -10.000 RF
599, - ALPHAI 	 ,90 I 
10.000 	 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 RF 4o9!70 IN
 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 
 0.vo - YHRP U:0000 IN 
ZMRP 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SAE 005
 
AEDC VAI'G3c'DAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER ERT8214) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 218
 




















0,182 BOOSTER" ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
a 228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERLNCE INFQRHATION 
G.352 SSTFOVI 50.O00 ORBPOW 100.O0 REFS 23,69 SQ IN 
0.599 DELTAX - 0.391 ALPHAI - 10.000 REFL 4.1'S30 IN 
1000 MCLST .1 000REFS 6.5030 IN 
1G.00 HAC ELBST 5010O.ODXMR- 4.S37B IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA G.o YMRP 0.0000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SZMRF SCALE 1 3900GIDL55 IN 
AEOC VA1I63 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8214) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 219
 
AEC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 













__ __ _____"_ 
L-) 
-°12 -0 - - - 6 -4 a 9 4 6 a 10 12 
5YHbOL DELTAZ 
o.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
G.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES . REFERENCE INFORMATION 













ELVORS OOau BETA 0.500 YMRFZMRP 0.0OO01 3900 ININ 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0:6055 
AEDC VAIlGS3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8215) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 220
 












0.599 0.143 AOFA OOSTER- AK ALPHAB OERES 4190 I 
1000 MC .1LST 000REFS1o~oo HAC 5010ZLBST OOOXHRP 6 50,004:917G 
IN 
IN 
ELVORS' 0.000 BETA 0.005 Y RF 
ZRF 
0,0000
1 39 DO ~ IN IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0,01A55 
AEOC VA11S3 5 DAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER RRT8215]09 JUN 71 PAGE 221 














2-12 -4 - 2 4 6 10 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
0,1.82 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
*228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE::CE INFORMATION
 
BPW 5 EFL S IN
D*3Z BTP ID.O.GD 4 16930
0 5 9 9 E L T A X - 0 .14 3 A L H A I - 1O. 0 0 0 %EF L 6:5 0 0 0 I N 
35 SFC RFH 236690 S IN '0,0uREFS 000 

IO*OO HAC LBST 5BIDO.DOXMRF 4.9170 IN
 





 S CALE 0.D055 
AEDC VAi16G3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER [RT8215) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 222
 
2 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
~ .___" 






0-.10 BOOSTER ANGLE OA C.____ a 
I 
I-.1 
-1 -1 64a 41 
-1 ..1fl -6 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SyMBOL0 DELTAZ 0.iez ROOSTER ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHAR IJEGREES 
0P228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFCREINCE INWORNATION 















ELVORB G.0o BETA 0.000 YMRI- 0.0000 IN 
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-1 -8 6 - 4 - 0 4 6 8 1111 
SYMBOL DELTAZ0.162 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAS DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VAI:UES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0C3 BSTP.W 5D.000 ORPO 100.00 REF3 23.68vo SQ IN 
oO~ 	 DELTAX - 0.019 ALHI 10.000 REFL 4- 931] IN 
MCVST5.1 .00REFB 6.5000 IN HAC D.DOXMRP 	 INLBST 5010 4.9170 
ELVORS 0.000 ;ETA 0.O00 YMRr 11.003 IN 
ZMRP 1.3900 IN 
,, REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0O55
 
AEOC VA1463,MDAC ORBITER IN ,PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8216)" 09 JUN 71 PAGE 224 













o4 0 2 4 a in le 
$YHsoL D LTAZ
 
<> .182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.226 PARAMETRIC VALUEs REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 BSTFOW 50.00, 100.0 _____ REFS 23.6690 so IN 
1D.OnoD ELTAX - .Oi9 ALPHAI - 10.aDD REFL 4 1950 IN
 
MACH ELVBT REFBX 46.SDon IN
5,0_o 0.000 970




REFERENCE FILE VCALE IOMT55
 
VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITYTO BOOSTER 00 JUNAE .C RT82160 71 PAGE 225 
_ _ _ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
.25 







-B12" -in -* 4 a 2 4 6 a ao 12 
,SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.182 BOOSTER ANGILE OF ATTKK ALPHAB DEGREES 
U.2z8 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREFCE INFORMATION 
0.352 BSTFOW 50.Uoo ORBPOW 100.000 REFS 23 6890 SO IN 
10.00'0 DELTAX 0.043 ALPHAI - 10.000 REFL 4:1930 IN 
MACH' 5.010 9LVBST O.Go 
REFS
xB 6 .5004.5000 IN 
ELVORS O.000 BETA 0.000 Y RPF 0.000 IN 
ZMRP 1 39au IN 
,, REFERENCE FILE SAE BD5 
AEOC VAL-163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8217) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 226
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 











SYBO VE.TA 	 BOOSTER ANGLE-OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
. Z8 PARAMETRIC VALUEs 	 REFEr,CE INFORATION 
0*352 B5TFO. 50°000 CRBPO. 100,000 	 REFS 23.6890 SO IN 
10.000 	 DELTAX 0.043 ALFHAI - 10.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
REFS 6.5000 INMACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XMRPp ,9170 IN 
ELVORD 0.000 BETA G,000 YMRF 0.CGUO IN 
ZMRP 1.3901 IN 
REFERENCE FILC SCALE 0.0055
 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT82173 09 JUN 71 PAGE 227 






















 4 -2 'u 2 4 6 a 10 IS 
'SYMBOL DELTAZ
G.iS2 BOOSTER ANGLE'OF ATTACK, .LPHAB DEGREES
 
[] 0.228 PARAMETRICVALUES REFERC'ICE INFORMATION0352, BSTPON 50.000 ORBFO. 100.000 
 REPS 23.6890 SQ IN
 
10.000- CELTAX 0.043 ALPHAI - 10.000 
 REFL 41930 IN
 
-TX.RP 0REFS 65000 104 ,7, IN
 
SLVOB M.BOL BETA 0.A00 YRF 0°.O00 IN 
ZERP 1.3909 IN 
'REFERENCE FILE !CALE 0.0055 
AEOC VNrUI63 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8217) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 228
 
-.2 
AEDC VA i163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.20 d t~










-.312 -10 -a - 6 -2 - 2 4 6 a to 12 
SYMBOL VELTAZ0.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF-ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 








- 10.000 REFSREFL 2.3 941930 SaIN IN 
0.000 MACH 5.010 ELVVST .000 XRFS 5No IN, 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 Y R P a.DOGO IN" 
ZHRP 1.390C IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0°0055 
AEDC VA1163 MBAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8218) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 229
 
AEDC VA 1,163 MDACBOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
5.6 _-J I* 9 *1 ­
.4 
01 BOOSTER ANGL OF-- ATTACK. ALHADGREAL 
-. 4 
61 4. 246 01 
C-., 
1.1:.22 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION, 
R 0.358, SSTPOW sa.000 ORSPOW 100.000 REFS 23 6890 50 IN0. 599. , DELTAX 0.105 ALFHAI - 1a0900 REFL 4:1930 INo BOSERANLEOFATAK.ALHA0DGRE EFS 6 .5000 IN 
tO.0va MACH 5.0is ELVBST oaoD XRP 4.9170 INELVORB -. 0O0 BETA O.000_ 




FILES EREFERECEL .60 
AEDC VA1ASI3'MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO'BOOSTER CRTB21B) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 230
 
'C(, 
AEDOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBR5
 










-12 6 -4 2 4 6 S tO 12 
SYMBOL QELTAZ 
o o.1± BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
9:228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE4CE INFORMATION 
0.599 CELTAX 0.105 ALFHAT - 10.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
.MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.00 REFS 6.5000 IN10*OQ ELEHAH 5OL O*O XMRP 4:9170 IN
0000ELVORS O.D0 BETA 0.D0 YMRr a. IN 
ZHRF 1.3903 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEOC VA11S3 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT82183 09 JUN 71 PAGE 231
 






















-12 -10 -8 -. 6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 a IS 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB 'DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFEPE4CE INFORMaTION
 
0.352 BSTFOW 50.000 ORBFOW 100.00 REFS 23.6890 SQ iN
 





A ELVBST 0000 
 XHRE 49170 IN
 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 
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-'I -10 - 8 - -4 -- 2 4 81 
SYMBOL DELTAZ0.18a 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.22a PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFOR 
0.352 	 BSTPOW 50.000 CfHPOW 100.000 REFS 23.EB90 
.:000 	 DC TAX 0.167 ALPHAI - 10.ooo R9FL 4.1930 
MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.00D XMRP 4: 9 la70 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRF -0.O0O0 
ZMRF 1,3900 
SCALE G:0055
REFERENCE 	 FILE 
AEDC VA1lG3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMIT( TO BOOSTER {RT8219) 09 JUN 71 PAGE
 
_ _ _ 
_ _ 
AEUC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
I I I j I I I I I I 
9C 












-. 01 ____ ____ 
.- 12 - in a 6 " - 4 a 2 4 6 8 IS 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
U.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
A 
0.228 PARANETR.C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0,352 3STFOW 50.000 ORBPOw 100.000 REFS 23.6890 S0 IN 
±0'000 $ DELTAX 0.167 ALPHAI - 10.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
REFS 6.5r00 IN 
MACH 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 XMRF 4.9170 IN 
ELVORD 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAI163 NDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER (RTS219) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 234
 
.15 








u I -____ 
-.20
 
z 12 -1 a 6 -4 2 a 2 4 _10 
SYMDOL DELTAZ 
0 .182 .BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
/ 0.22S PARAERIC VALUiS REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0,352 B3TPOM 50.00CORSPOW loo.ouu REFS 23.6890 SWQ IN 
10.000 DELTAX 0.22a ALPHAI - 111.0130 REFL 4.1930 1N 







ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.00pa IN 
ZMRP 1 39D0 IN 
'REFERENCE FILE CALE G,0U55 
VAEOC.VA1IG3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMIT TO BOOSTER CRT82203 09 JUN 71 PAGE 235
 
-- 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.5 
























t r . 





 0 12 
0.182 
 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
0.228 ARAMTPIC VALUES 

REFERENCE INFORMATION0.352 SSTPOW 
 50.000 ORSPOW 100.00010.00a DELTAX 0.228 REFS 23.6890 SQ INALHI - 10.000 REEL 4.1930 IN 
H~t
ELRST5015
MCLBT .1 .00REFS IN
0. DX 6 5000
R P 4:9170 IN'ELVORS 0.0ou 
 BETA 0.0000.28 REFERENCE FILE YMRF . D,0b 0 INZHRP 
 1.3900 








 09 JUN 71 PArF 9IN
 





















- .03 	 1 1 1 . I I 
-012 -10 - 6 4 2 	 2 4 6 10 12
 
SY1BOL DELTAZ 
0 .02 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
T 
S 0.28 PARAME RIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-0.352 BSTPOW 50.000 QRSPO iou000O 	 REFS 23,6a9o so IN 
±0.000 DELTAX 0.228 ALPHAt - 10.000 	 REFL 4.1930 IN 
REF 6.5000 INMACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 	 XHRP 4:91 , IN, 
ELVORD 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YHRP a1.00 IN 
ZHRP 1,3900 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FiLE 




AEDC VA.1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.25 -- --
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 











-12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IaFORNATIQNBST2 REFS e3.6890 so IN 
10.0IG 2CELTAX 0.35a ALFHAI - 10.000 REFLB 4.1930 IN6.5000
MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 INXHRP 4 .9, 70 IN 






AEDO VAIo1B3tMDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER tRT8221) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 238
 

















0.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAS DEGREES
 
REEECE !NFORMATION
Q.22d PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.352' 8STPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.0 REF 23.6690 $Q IN 
10.000 	 CELTAX 0.55 ALPHAI - 10.0130 REFL 4,1939 IN 
MCVBT .1 OaGREFS 6,00V IN
 HAHLVST .D O.D 	 XMRP 4 5 79 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YMRF a , oU IN 





AEOC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER [RT8221] 09 JUN 71 PAGE 239
 

























-12 -10 8 -6 - 4 - 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.182 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.352 	 BSTPOW 50.00a OROPOW 100.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
O.f0 DELTAX 0.352 ALPA - ~ REFL 4.1930 INALHAI 10.000MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 	 REFB 6.5000
XmHP 4 S17  IN
 







AEDC VA-I163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8221) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 240
 











-. 30 	 ) 
4 6 a 10 12
-12 -10 - -4 -2 	 2 
ZYMBOL DELTAZ
O .18Z 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.599 DELTAX 0.521 ALPHAI - IG,.OD 	 REFL 4 1930 IN
 
lo.ons 	 MACH $.DIG ELVBST 0.000 REFB 6:S0D, 1N 
XHRF 4 ."1 IN 
ELVORS D.000 BETA 0o000 YHRF O.000 I, 




AEDC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT13222] 09 JUN 71 PAGE 241
 








.. . . . . . .
 
- 4 -2 0 2 4 8 o 12 
SYMBOL DLLTAZ 
.182 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.35 2 BSTFOW 50.000 CRBPOW 100.000 	 REFS 23.6890 SO IN 
0°9'rDELTAX 	 o.Szl ALPHAI - 1u.00a REFL 4 1930 1N 
1000 MCLOT .1 009EFB 6.5000 11N
 
=O°OO LACS7 5*10 .O0MRF 4.9170 IN
 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA OUJOD YMRF 0.000'3 IN
 
ZHRP 1.3900 IN
REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VAI-4,63 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8222) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 242 
_ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 





_ _ _ _ 
-T 
_ 











lo ,05 5 1 1 i q _ ____I__i__i+i i___i i_0.0 
-1 --a - 6-8 4 -- 0 4 6 U1 SYMBOL DELrAZ
 
0,8 1.3C ANGLE ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREESBOSTER OF 
U.2aa PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 23.6890 SO IN5.000 BOff
0:352 BSTFOW pW 1 0.000
10.000 REFL 4.1930
a 599 CELTAX 0.521 ALPHAI - FB 6 500.0 ININ 
lO°OO ~ t 5,10.O0 MRv 4°9170LVST IN
 




REFEREN-E FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CR8222) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 23
 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 















w -S L . 
I-_ _ _ _ _ _l _ lil i l l 1 l t r i IM_
 
z ,3 2 ______ - 4_ 8 _490__1 iRF
L . 22'LA .91A0A .0
wYB LA
 
S .2 OSE NL FATCAPA ERE 




D.S SPW. DOO O OW UO RF 359 QI
 




zAH 5DD £VS .DOXR .1D I
 
rLOB OOO BT .ODYR .O I
 
LI P 1.59__I 
SYBO VLTZ OOTE AGE F TTCKIAPHB EGESAE 00 
AED V~i1- ,M - RAMTERI VALUES TREFETRRENC23 0 JN 1, PAEI 2O44TO 
.4 









0:120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB .DEGREES. 
a 151 PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a,8I BSTPOW O.CuoO R BPCW O.OOD REFS 23.6u9D so INS ,228 DELTAX - 0.391 ALHAI 0.00 
 R L I 
MACH 5.020 ELVBST 0.000 XRP 6.1/O5 






AEDC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8223) 09 JUN 71' PAGE 245
 







2 -1 a -, 4 -2 2 4 6 8a 
SyM-BOL DE TAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 0.000 ORBPOW 0*0au REFS 23.6ago so IN 
El 0.228 DELTAX 
MACH 
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BOOSTER AND ORBITERj'TEST DATA AT MACHI NUMBERAEOC VA 1163 NDAC ... I. . ... I' 5I. I I j 









-%12n -10 - 6 4 2 a z 81 12 
SYMBOL..DLTAZ10 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB' DEGREES
 
0 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERLENCE INF-RHATION 
' 0:16Z BSTPOW 0.O0O ORBPOW aD00 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 









ELVORD 0.000 BETA 0 .0O30 YMRr 0,0000 IN 
ZMRP 1 390a IN 
SCALE 0:0055REFERENCE FILE 
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-U.2 - -6 -4 - 2 . .. 	 4 6 a 10 
L T~.20 0 	 i,-BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFER.NCE INFORMATION 
a 12, BSTPOW D.U00 OfpW 0.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
0 	 .28 . DELTAX S .143 ALFHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930 IN
 
MC . .00REFP8 
 6:5009 INLBT oHt 5.Z EVBT,O XMRP 4 e 170 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP D 0000 IN 
ZHRP I.390D - IN 
!I REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0:00,55
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1 -10 -a -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 10 12  
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
0.1E0 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEkENCE INFCRMATION 
o] 
 0.182 BSTFO 0.000 OREPOW 0.00c REFS 23.6890 SQ IN
 0.22 DELTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930 INREFB 6.5000 IN 
RP 4.60170 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA o.qoo YHRF a.0000 IN 
ZNRP 1.39D0 IN 
REFERENCE FILE 

MACH 5.020 ELVBST . 0.000 
SCALE 0.0055
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z -in a 6 4 2 	 2 4 6 a a IS 
SYMBOL. D LTAZ
0..10 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEhrNCE INFORMATION 
0.182, BSTFOW a.000 ORBPOW 0.0ca REFS 25.6890 so IN 
[ o.2" DELTAX U.105 ALPHAI 0.000 	 REFL 4 1930 IN 
REFS 6.5000 1 N MACH 5.02V ELVBST 0.000 XMRP 4 . l7 0 IN
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- 6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL OCLTAZ 
0.1zo BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0,151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0182 BSTPOW 0.000 OROFOW 0.000 REFS Z3.6890 so IN 
aZZS DEITAX 0.105 ALPHAI O.000 REFL 4,1930 IN 





ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.0ou YMRP 0.0ouO IN 
ZMRF 1 390a IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0:0055 





















-x 12 -10 a 6 4 - a z 4 6 lo ii 
'SBO DE .20 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.182 BSTPOW 0.000 CQBPOW 0.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN
 
O] DELTAX 0.105 ALPHAI REFL 6 5000 IN
REFS
0i28 0.000 4 193 

-ACH5.20 ELVBST 0.000 
 XHRP o9170 IN
 
ELVOR 0.000 BETA 0.000 
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-312 -10 - 8 -6 .,4 -2 1n 2 4 6 a to 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
a 1.20 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 151 FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 ,182 SSTPOW 9.000O BPOW 0.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
El G.228 05LTAX 0.521 ALFHAI 0.0m REFL 4 1930 IN 
MACH 5.020 ELVBST 0.000 XRF 6:5000 IN 
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0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0,151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1 a 2 . . P .*D0 OR PO 0:o000 REFS 23.6890 so IN
 
[] O.,,S DELTAX ALBHAI
0.521 	 a coo REFL 4,1930 IN
 REFB 6. 0 iN
X'8 6.5000 IN
MACH 5.020 , ELVBST 0.OD0 
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I AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
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-.03 	 F.T 
I--T 
-12 -in -a -- 4 -	 2 4 6 8 12e $YN6OL CELTAZ 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
20151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 0.000 ORBPOW 0.00 	 REFS 23.6890 S0 INo 	 0.228 DELTAX 0.521 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4,1930 IN
 
MACH 5.020 ELVBST 0.00 X FSRP 4910 IN
 
ELVORS 0.000 BTA - 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN
 
ZMRP 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VAII3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8226) 09 JUN 71 . -PAGE 255 
______ 
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2 .120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.182 BSTPOW 100.000 OROPOW 100.000 	 REFS 23.6890 so IN 
0.228 , DELTAX - 0.391 ALPHAI 0.000 	 REFL 4.1930 IN0,5 MC FB 6.5000 	 In
 
0.352 MACN - 5.010 ELVBST 	 H 4.o9170 IN 
0.000 	 ELVORO 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP Q.0:]0 IN 
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0.20 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
REFERENCE FILE 

0.151 FARAH2TRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182U. 22a BSTFOW 100.0000.391 OPOWALPHA_ 100.0000.000 _ELTAX REFSREFL 23. 689a4 1930 so1N IN 
SYNSOL 0.352 XACH RHR 5.010 LBT 0.000 RFS 4i1704LTA9 IN 
10.10 0 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 RET33690 S0 IN 
ZHRp 1 . 00 IN-
SCALE 0.0055 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8227) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 257
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____ _ l____ _1_ l f 
.012 	 _ 
2 	 a 6 -4 - 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL OCLTAZ
 
ao.zo 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION0.182 BTFC 100.000 OPOW lo.Gsa 	 REFS 23.6090 SG in
 




0.352 MACH 5D ELVBS ,O XmRP 4.9 70 IN
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-1 -Lo - 6 4 202 4 6 2 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.Q120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB- DEGREES
 
0:151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 100.000 ORSFOW $00.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
/ 0.228 DELTAX - .L43 ALPHAI . ,.00 REFL 4,13 - I 
.1°52 HACH 5.010 ELVOST 0. 0 _ RFS 4591300 N 
10.000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA O.COo YHR P 0 .090S O N 
ZMRP 1.3 900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE U.0055 


























8I 10I 1242SYMBOL DELTAZ2.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAS DEGREES 





































ZHRF 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0 0055 
AEDC VA14-63 MOAC ORBITER- IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8228) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 260 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
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. 2 -12 a - 6 - 4 6 8 1 0 L 2 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151. PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREN-CE INFORMATION 
0.18a BSTPOW loo.oDa QRBPOW IUD.=E REFS 23.6890 so IN 
/ 	 0.228 'DELTAX -0.143 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
Q°32 LDH .G1 O.DGREFB 6.50 00 IN 
.. X F 4.9170 IN 
. 0:3050 ELVORS 0.000 BETA O.000 YMRP 0.0ugO IN #Z0RP 1.90 IN 
REFBRONC FAL SCALE 0A055 
AEDC VA113 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8228N 09 JUN 71 PAGE 261
 
AEDC VA 1163 NDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 















0120I~ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0:151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREN!CE INFORMATION
 
0 . lz BSTPOW 10o.oo0 CRBP0 100.000 REFS 23.669U SQ IN 
/ 0.22i *.DELTAX - .Gl9 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
1000 LSSAC .09.00REFB 6.5000 IN
 
1DoO0 HAC 5OLD 4.9170 IN
LBST O.OOXMRP 






S REFERENCE .FILE "SCALE 0.0055
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AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5










-- - a 4 6 a 12 
*YMBOL DCITAZ0120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0:151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a ,lez SSTFOW 1013.000 ORSPOW 100.000 REFS 23.6890 so in 
/ 0o19.ZZ dLTA: O.DD EFL 4.1930ALPAI 	 IN 
0.2 LHIETA 009 0.0 OEFB - 6 5000 IN20,00a MACH 5.810 LLVSST U.000 	 XHRP 4,9170 IN 
ELVORB OoOOD BETA 0.080 	 YHRF 0.0008 IN 
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AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
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.03- 2 -10 - 4 2 a a 4 6 a 1 11 1 2 
SYMBOL OrLTAZ 
0 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
-.120 

0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
a00 82 BSTPOW 100.000 ORBFOW 10. 0 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 




- 0 -L6 010 T 4 -20 2HR4 4. 9170 N 
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_ _ _ _ _ _ 
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.-0 1 - - 4 2 a 2 4 a i n 11 
SYMBOL DELTAZ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB.1 DEGREES
 
a.51 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFER=NCE INFORMATION 
S 0:182 BSTPOW 100o800 OROPOW.28 DELTAX 8°04 IC8.008 REFSL 4,1930 SQALPHAI CAPP 23.689  IN IN 
52 MCVST .1 .00REFS 6:5a00 IN 
0,5Z MAH 8LBT 5,10 ,00XMRP 4 .9170 IN 
1,.DUO ELVORB 0.008 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0 0600 IN 
ZMRP 1.39aB IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0D55
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-1 	 .2 
12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 8 10 ±2 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
a 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.:1 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 SSTPOW 100.000 CREPOW 190.000 	 REFS 23.6890 $Q IN f 

0.226	 DELTAX 0.104 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
RFB 6.5000 IN0.52 MACN 5.010 ELVSST 0300 	 XMRP 4.9Z70 IN 
1000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 0.0055

* REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAI43cMOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8230) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 2GG
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA-AT MACH NUMBER 5
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o .04 	 i___---_ 
L.L 
-' .03 	 ____ ____ ____ 
< .02 
-. 01 
12 -10 8 -6 -4 -2 a 	 4 6 8 10 12SYMBOL OELTAZ
SO O.Lo BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK-, ALPHAB 	DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERNCE INFORMATION 
0 	 0.182 BSTFOW 100.000 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS 23.6890 So IN 
a.aBa DELTAX 0.1U4 ALPHAI 0.Boo REFL 4.1930 IN
-REFB 	 - 6.5000 ZIHRF 4.C00 IN MACH 5.010 ELVSST 0:1100 



























6 -4 2 4 6 a 10 s2 
SYMBOL OCLTAZ
 
0. 120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERLNCE INFCRMATION0.182 BSTPOW lo.0o0 ORBPOW 100.000 REPS 23.6890 SO IN 
0.228: DELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI .000 REFL 41930 IN 
10.000 MACH 5.D10 ELVOST 0,0Da REFB 6.5000 IN 
XMRP 4.S170 INELVORB 0.000 - BETA 0.000 YNRP O.0D00 INZMRP 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA!IAS3rMDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8231) 09 JUN 71 PAGE - 268 
4, 


















12 -.1a -6 -6 -4 -2 B 2 4 6 8 1 . 12 
SYMBOL OCLTAZ 
0o.12o BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
















10.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST O0.0 
- PEFB 6,5000 IN 
XRP 4BT9O IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.COO YNRP 0.oon IN 
ZNRP 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 0.0055 
*AEDC VAIIG3'MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8231) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 289
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBIfTER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 	 4I 
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-.0 a_-- - 6 - 4 - 0 2 	 a_ la la 
SYMBOL DELTA2
 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 .151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D 182 BSTPOW 10.0,D oRSPOW 100.000 REFS 23.6890 $a IN 
0DZ2V8 DELTAX 0.166 ALFHAI 0.0013 REFL 4.1950 IN 
10.000 	 MACH 5.010 ELVBST G0ou REFS 6 907D IN
 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP a8,oan IN
 
ZMRP 1 3900 IN
 
S REFERENCE FILE 
 L u
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.0 . . . _. ._. _ 
-0 -8 - -4 a a a 4 to le 
SYMBOL UELTAZ
 
.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES.
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATI 
162 ISP-o0.00 1000B RF 23.68D s IN
ELORBPO A.000 































AECS Ad6 MA RIE NPOIIYT OSE R8310 U 1 PC 7 
.6 2 -- 10 a 6 4 a 4 6 i 12 
SYBO DELTAZ 
 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB 
DEGREES
 
0-151 ARAMETRC VALUES 
REFERENCE INFORMAT10N
0.18p, 3STFOW 100.000 CQBpow 100.000
0.22V' DELTAX 0.351 REFS 23.6890 so IN
ALPHAl 0.000 
 REFL 4.1930 IN
 
0.352 -MACH 5.010 ELV6ST 0.000 REFS 6.5n0r IN
 
1.000 ELVORB 0.0 XMRP 4.9170 .IN
BETA 0.000 
 YMRP aOULU IN 
ZMRP 1°39UU IN­
, R E FERE NCE F I L E 
ACa C L 0 0 5 
.09 
AEOC VA 1163 NDAC- BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 





















.BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
a151 FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORATIVN 
0.182 BSTPOW 100.000 ORSPOW 100.000 REFS 23.6890 so IN 
0.Zz8 VELTAX 0.351 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
0.352 MACH 5.010 ELVr 0.000 REFSXNRP 6.50004.970 ININ 












AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 






-12_ - a 6 _ 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0o151 pARAVETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRMATION0162 BSTPOW 100.000 ORSPOW '100.00G REF 23.6890 SQ IN 
0228 DELTAX 0.522 ALFHAI 0.000 REFL 41930 IN 
# 0,352 MAC" 5.010 ELVBST 0.O00 XRF 6.:50 IN 
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AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 









- .352 - AC 5.-8.3 - 6 4:9 10 IN 
AEOC 
REFERENCE FILE 
VAll 63 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTB233] 
ZRF 
SCALE 






















___ _,__f _fl f i , = , i ed 
-10 -a -6 4 -2 0 2 4. 6 	 t0 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAHETRIC 	VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 	 , 3TPOW . 100.000 ORBPW 100.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
IREFL 4.1930 in0.228- DELTAX 0.522 ALFHAI o.o0 REFS 6.500' IOOEL000BT S .0ZRFR 	 1.39  ININ 
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-10 -- a 4- -- a 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL VELTAZ
o.isl BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.182 PARAMETRZC VALUES' REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 352 DELTAX -0.391 . .,LPHAI 5.000 REFL 4 1930 IN 
0o:000 MACH 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 XEFS 6.5000 IN
 
ELVORB 0.0ac BETA 0.000 YMRF 0 . COOS I 
ZHRF 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE a.9°055
 
















0.- 2-o 6 -4 ­ 4 6 a 10 12
 
SYMBOL 0.51
DELTAZ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAS DEGREES
 
0.228 BSTPOW 100.__ORSPO
a 18z PARAMETRIC VALUES 100.0130 REFSREFERENCE INFORMATION
23.6890 so IN
 
0. DELTAX .391 ALPHA0 5°110 REFL 4.1930 IN 




 BETA 10.000 YRP 0.0000 IN 
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-012 -10 a 6 --4 -- 024 6 a la t2 
SYMBOL DELTAZ

o,151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
S 0:182 PARAMETRIC VALUE j REFERENCE INFO9MATION
0.2 8 BSTPoW I.. 0 ORPo W 13.1300 RE S 2.690 so N
 
0.352 D5LTAX 0.391 ALPHAI E.000 REFL 4 1930
.0 MAC5..EF 6.500D ININ
 
10.05 LVSTA 5.LD.O MRF 4.9 10 IN
 




REFERENCE FILE SCALE 00055
 
AEC VA1163 M PAC PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER .09 JUN 71 PAGE 279
ORBITER IN RRT8234N 
















-. 12n -10 -8 -6 " -4 -20 46 
SY BOL D LTAZ
 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
A .151 

RFRENCE INFORMATIONS 0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

. 22 6 BSTP OW - 100 .0 0 0 ORPO W 0 . 6 a s 
 R E F S 3 .6 8 90 	 S Q I N
 
rREFL 4.1530 IN
O.50ELTAX - .4 LHI .50 O	 4 5170 in
 
0. 00 ACH 5.010 ELV ST ,00.0OO 
_RPF 	 REFBZ 6.,140 1NMI 













," REFERENCE ILE 

AEOC VA~I,63 MDAC ORBITER IN'PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER IRT8235] 09 JUN 71 PAGE 280
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 


















BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
.5G0 I 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE. CE INFORMATIa4 
/ 0.228 BSTPOW iou.000 ORBPOW 10D.000 REFS 23.6890 -SO IN 




- 0 14 3 
5.010 








ELVORS 0.11B BETA ELTAZ YMRP a.OOUD IN 
REFERENCE FILE ZHRPSCALE 1,39oU-. °0055 IN 
AE2C VAT163 M.AC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER 09 JUN 71 .RT82356
PAGE 281
 






2 . 04 -1 0 	 4_a11 _ _-
22- 1
 
LiiI 	 li i t 
o .04 2 -10 - - -4 -_ _____ 4____ 6_____10
 
. 3 5 5°	 
____LT___o1__LPAI 
* 	 00 
____9____ N 
SCLE 9.p1 
0.182~ EFREC FILAETRCVLE 	 EEEC NOHTO
 
o 0.2 1SPW 1000 OSO 0000RF 369 0I 
AEC VA,1823 tDAC ORBITER IN PROXIITY TO BOOSTER 09 71 ERT8235FNUNPAGE 282
 











-.3_.00 6 4 -2 _______ 4 6B8 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
A 0151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
, ia F.8 VALUES INFOR MATIONARAMETR;C REFERENCE 
Y, 1.228 SSTPOW 100.003 ORSPOW iDo.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN
 
1.0D0B ELTAX 0 .019 ALPHA! 5.600 REFL 4 1930 IN 
MLOH 5.1 BDoREFS S.5nno IN
 
XMRP 4.9170 IN
CHo10 E V T °U 

ELVORS 0.006 BETA D.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN
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--4 -- 2 _ a 4 6 
SYMB L DELTAZ 
Ao .1si BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
S 0.18Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
Z.28 -,STPOW $00.000 ORDPOW 100.000 REFS 23 6890 SO IN 
l1o0:0200 DELTAX 0 .D19 ALPHAI 5.000 REFL 4:1930 1N 
•REFS 6.5000, INMACH 5.010 ELVBST U.0o0 XHRP 4.9170 IN 
ELVORS 0.0DO BETA O__b_ _ _0Dn RP_ IN 
ZMRP 1:1900 IN
 
REFERENCE FI E 
 SCALE 009
 
AEDC VAI,1 3cMOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER (RT823G) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 284
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
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______ ____ ____ ____ .... 
L) 
Lii o- .04 A/,€
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- -8 - 6 .4 - 0 2 4 6 8 10 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
Q 0.151 0.18? BOOSTER PARAMETRIC VALUES ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:28 BSTpOW 100.000 ORBFOW 100.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
10.000 DELTAX - 0.019 ALPHAI 5.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 







ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.00ou IN 
ZMRF 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8236) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 285
 




















_3 12 -10 a 6 -4 - 0 B4 a 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
A o0151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAe DEGREES 
0 : 2 FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERZNCE INFORMATION 
a 2 a BSTPOW 100.000 ORBFOW 100.060 REFS 23 6890 so IN 
0,-352 "D ELTAX 














ELVO98 D.000 BETA B,0oB YMRP 0 .abO IN 
ZHRF 1.396D IN. 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VAi& B3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8237) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 286 
.5 





B1 2 a 6 a T0 12 
5 .SOL DELTAZA 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
, 0 .182 FARAHETPIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.Zza STF W 100.0011 ORSp04 00.00O REF Z.0591 SO IN 
0 .352 CELTAX 0,104 ALFHAI 5.000 REFL 4 1930 IN 
1000 ACLSS .00 .00REFS e:5000 IN ZOOD HCHVBT5.1 .00XMRP 4 .9170 IN 
ELVORS U.Bou BETA IT.100 YHRP O.OOOO IN 
ZmRF 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCAL 0.0055
 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY,TO BOOSTER CRT8237) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 287
 













-12 -10 a 6 44 6 8 10 12SYMBOL DELTAZ
0.41T BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
O.1s2 FARAMETRIC VALUES RErERENCE INFORNATIO 
0.228 8STPOW 100.000 OftPOW 100.300 REFS 23.6890 S IN
 
0,:15 826' 0ELTAX 0.304 ALPHAI 5.000 REFL 4:1930 INREFB 65D0 IN 
LO.000 MACH 5 .010 ELVBST 0.000 xMRP 4: 17G I, 
ELVORO 0.04 AETA 5.000 YMRP $.500 IN
 
ZARO 1 9 IN
SCALE 0:,55

• REFERENCE FILE 

"AEDC VAI4963,MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER (RTB237) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 288
 





 MC ELVBST 0.000 PS E.559_ I 
A .151 OSE NL FATC.AP ERE
 
-. 10 
- -- 4 91704 I N 
SYnDOL DELTAZATCKA .±si BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATCALPHAB DEGREES 
0 *1 pARANETIZC VALUES - EFEENE INFORMATIO 
/ D28 BSTPOW 100OG ORSPOW 100.000 REFS 25.6890 50 IN 
•0166IDDGD DELTX ALPH[ 5 0 REFL 4.1930 IN 
16O0 AX 0.16 ALPHA! • H 4.9170 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA G.9a0 YMRP .0000 IN 
ZHRP 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 00055
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAI1G3 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8238) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 289
 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
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r-5
 
-. EB 6.5 00 I
 




A O.A51 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
VJES
0482 -LRAORTR'C Y RE INFORMATION 


























.00 	 _6____0 __ 
,12 -1-	 a4 aZ 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL ELTAZ
 
'A 0.15 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAETR:c VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFOR1ATION 
0.228 BSTPOW 10o.000 ORSFQW 100.000 	 REFS Z3.6090 $a INj 
REFL 4.1930 IN
10.000 QELTAX 0.256 ALPHAI 5.U00 
NAH 5.010 ELVSST 0.000 XHRP 4.9170 IN
 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YNRP a0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE 0.0855
 
AEDC VA11E3 MIJAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8238), 09 JUN 71 PAGE 291
 











-- to 0 

4 6 





S 0.182 	 BOOSTER ANGLE-OF ATTACK. ALPHABPARAMETRIC VALUES 	 DEGREES
 0.2
 
 O BSTPOW100.000 OTPOW ANGL066 	 REFERENCE INFORMATI
REFS 236890 s IN 
0.2328 4SLTAX 0.351 - OLPHAI 5.000 	 REFL 4.1950 IN 
REFL 6.1C5U IN10.000 MACH 5010 ELVHT OI00 	 XUR 4:91 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 Y0RP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 3.9DO IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VA163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8239) 09 JUN 7! PAGE 292
 














e -10 a 6 4 -2 a 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL CELTAZA .151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 0:89 FARAMETR:C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.223 BSTPOW 106,Ova ORBFOW 100.000 REFS 23.6e9sa so IN 
V, .359 CELTAX U. 51 ALFHAI 5.,o REFL 4.$930 IN 
10.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 
 RPF 4.91" IN
 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.030 YHRr .0000 IN





AEDC VA163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMIY TO BOOSTER 09 JUN 71 PAGEIRT8239T293
 
___ --


















-2 -10 -6 - 4 2 0 4 6 a IV 1-
SYMBOL DELTAZASO 151 IBOOSTER'ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMEThIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.228 BSTPCA4 100.000 ORSpOw 0o0.000 REFS 23.6890 5 IN
 
0.35Z . DELTAX 0.551 ALFHAI 5.000 REFS 4°%30 INS0.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XHRP 4.9170 1N
 
ELVOB 0.130 BETA 
 yHRP 4.Do10 0 IN
 
A MZHRF PA3900 IN
 
. REFERE NCE F I LE 
 S A E 0 0 5
 
Z$ zAEDC VA1.163 MAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8239) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 294 





1: -'15 II 
-­
C-2 




A 015 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAS DEGREES 
0.18z ARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.228 ESTFOW 100000 "CR5FOW 100.000 
 REFS 23.6a9a 60 IN 
0.352 DELTAX 0.521 ALFHAI S.ooD REFL 4.!93,0 IN
 
10.1410 MACH 5.010 ELVBST D.ouD REFP 4.:7 IN
 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA U.CoO 
 YMRPF a.BB00 IN 
ZMRP 1 3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AFDC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMIT'i TO BOOSTER CRT8240) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 295 












-2 82 0 2 4 6 10 12 
SYMBOLA0 
DZLTAZ 
a * 51 
0.182 
0.228 BSTPOW 
- .55'. 4 
BOOSTER ANGLE 
PARA"iTRIC VALUES 
100.000 ORBPOW 100.1300 
0.52i ALPHAI 5.000 
OF ATTACK, ALPHAS DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 23.6890 so INfELTAXREFL 4 1930 N 
.MREFB TXRP 5000 .. 170 iNIN 
LLVORB 0.000 BETA DZoTAZ YMRF
'MRP 0.000 1.5900 IN iN 
REFERENCE 0LE $CALE 0A0A 55 I 
AEOC VAI$.63 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT82403 09 JUN-71 PAGE 296
 













-. 3 2 - -6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 1 12 
SYMBOL CELTAZ 
A .151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPMAB DEGREES 
0 0.ISZ PARAETU1C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
'] 0.228 BSTFO4 100.000 ORBFOW 100.000 REFS 2:.890 SO IN 
R .52 CELTAX . 0.521 ALFNAI 5.000 REFLREFS 4.19306:5000 ININ 
10.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XMRP 4.9170 IN 
ELVORB 0.00o BETA 0.000 ?MRF a.000 IN 
ZIRP 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TQ BOOSTER CRT82403 09 JUN 71 PAGE 297
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
.20 1-a41 
-W­





.. 10.0 MAC 501




--. 5 1.590 I N 
-3-12 -Ia -8O 6 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
O o.1 ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREESoBOOSTER 
0.151 FARANETR'C VALUES REFERENCE 1NFOtRMATION
 
04182 BSTPOW 0.00O RBPOW 100.000 REPS 23.6890 50 IN
 




±0.000 MACH 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 XNRF 4.9110 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YNRP 0.00Db IN 




AEOC VAI463 DAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8241) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 298 













.2-- ' 1 4- 46 01 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
Gizao BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHAB DEGREES 
0:151 FARAMEThIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION

.1:2 













s e I N 
IN 
1u0oo MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 REFSX0RP 6 5uuo4.9170 INin 
ELVORS 0.000 , BETA 9.000 YMRF 0.O00O IN 
ZR. 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMIT'e TO BOOSTER (RT8241" 09 JUN 71 PAGE 299 
___ ____ 
____ ______ 





S .05 	 ____ 
LdI­
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.a, ________ I I i 	 1 l l, 1 I 
-12 -0 - 6 -4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 1? 
SYHBOL 0ELTAZ 0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTFOW 0.000 OBP0W 100.000 	 REFS 23.6890 SO IN 
,20.21W- DELTAX 0.391 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1950 IN 
±0.000 MACH 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 REPS 4,5e17 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YmRP 0.0000 IN 
ZKRP 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 

4: A 
AEOC VAI1G3rMDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMIT\ TO BOOSTER CRT8241) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 300 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TE$T DATA AT flACH NUMBER 5 









-% 2n -10 -a 4 - 2 1 8 12 
SYMBOL OCLTAZ 




O.000 OBPOO 0oo ag REFERENCE INFORMATIONREFS Z3.6890 $a IN 
a °228 DELTAX -0.143 ALPHAI BOrlou REFL 4.1930 IN 





ELVORB G°D00 BETA 0.000 YHRP OoOO00 IN 
ZMRP 1.39D0 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0,0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER [RT8242) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 301
 


















-12 __ -10 6 4 a 12 
SYMBOL- OELTAZ.1203-.L BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 FARAMETKIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 82 STOw .0 ORBFOW lou.000 REFS 23.6890" so 1N
0:12 5ELTAX 0,050 ALHI *0 
 EFL 4 1930 IN
26 DLA .4 
 LH .00REFB 
 6:51O0 IN
 
10.000 HAH 500 ELVBST 0.OOO 

2 
XMRP 4 .9170 IN 
ELVORBVAI JSTPMOA D.Gau
AEDC 0.000 BETAORITRBINPROIIU.000TR[R8 )09JN7 YMRP PG0.OOO0 0IN
 ZRP 1.3900 IN
 
rD ORBIER VAUEP M TER0JAE 3L02MALEON0I5 






















- -10 a- - 6 --4 a 
SYhBOL DELTAZ
 
0.121 A BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 151 FARAMETrIC VALUES 


























SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VAl1G3 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8242) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 303
 
_ _ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER JEST DATA AT MACH NUBER 5 













- 12-I-- -2 4 6 a 10 1SYMBOL DELTAZ
2 0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
a 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPQFI 0.000 ORSPOW 100.000 REFS 23.6890 SO IN 
0 Z. 'OELTAX - 0.019 ALPNAI 0.00 REFL 4os3n inREB 6.5OO0 IN10.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XHR 4.9170 IN 
ELVORB 
 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 INZR1 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 

AEOC VA%463.MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMIT TO BOOSTER tRT8243) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 304
 




















0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.1B2 OSTPOW 0.000 ORBPOW 10.0000 REFS 23.6890 sQ IN 
0.z2 CELTAX - 0.019 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
±0.000 MACH 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 REFO 4.000 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMNP 0.0000 IN -
ZHRP 1.3900, IN 
SCALE 0.0055 





AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUhBER 5 















< .0? __ ____ 
.01 
o .04 
________# ________l l t t I i 




0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.182 BSTFOW 0.000 ORBPOW 160.000 REFS 23.6890 SO INd0.228 - ALPHAI- "ELTAX 0.010 0.000 REFL 4.1930 INREPS 6.t000 IN 
10.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST ' 0.000 XRP 4.9170 IN 
ELVORB 10.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP a.U000 
 IN
 





AEDC VA116a3'HDAC ORBITER IN PROX,IMITY TO-BOOSTER CRT8243) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 306
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 











-. _1 D -	 a 6 1ID -64 4 8 
SYMBOL ELTAZ 
o.lzo-	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a 151 PARAHETPIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORH TION 
0:182 BSTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW 100.O00 	 REFS " 23.6090 Sa IN 
0.2za 	 DELTAX a 104 ALPHAI- 0.O00 REFL 4.193U IN 
1000 MCLBT :1 000REFB 6.5000 IN 
JO.O0 NAC ELBST 5010O.00XMRP 4.9170 IN 
ELVORB U.UOO BETA 0.000 YMRF "0.00UO I N 
ZHRF 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0065
 
AEDC VA1I63 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTB244) "09 JUN 71 PAGE 307
 













-. 4 o.1 	 NLEFATACALHA DGRE _BOSTR 
--	 T3
 
-±2z -10 - e -	 0 2 4 6 8 1 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF 	 ATTACK, ALPHIAB DEGREES 
0.151 FARAMETZIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.182 BSTPOW 0.000 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
0.?28 * DELTAX 0.104 ALFHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
REFS 6.5000 IN
±0.000 ACN 5,010 - ELVBSI . 0.00 XMRP 4.9170 IN 







AEDC VAid2S3'MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITf JO BOOSTER CRT8244) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 308 


















-,$2 -10 a - 4 -2 4_ 62 

SYMBOL DELTAZ 
O.lzO BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.1 BsTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW luo.0o REFS . 23.6890 so IN U, . 0.228 DCLTAX 0.104 ALFHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
10.000 MACH 5.010 ELVSST 0.000 REFS 6.5000 IN
 
XMRP 4.9170 IN 
ELVORD 0.000 BETA 0.0O3 YMRP a.00Cc IN 
ZMRP 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 0:005REFERENCE FILE 

AELC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CR48244) b9 JUN 71 PAGE 309
 

















O.lzo 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRMATIC N 
O.i8Z BSTFOW 0.000 ORSPOW 100.000 REFS Z3.6890 so-Im 
0228 	 DELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930 IN
 
'1:0a MCLBT .1 000REFB 
 6 5U00 IN
 D.OO HAC O.OOXMRF 	 IN
LB 5010T 4:9179 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.900 YMRP G.GOOo IN 
ZMRP 1,39ou IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 9,0055
 
AEDC' VAI1I4 3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TC BOOSTER CRT8245) 0S JUN 71 PAGE 310 







~-. 4. ____ 
-a$sI 
0.120 
- 8- 6 4 2 0 2 4 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB 
6 
DEGREES 
8 1 0 ' I 




















AEDC VA113 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER RT8245) 09 JUN 71l PAGE 311 















-012 -in- - 4 2 2 4 to1 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE 'OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D.182 BSTPOW O.UOO CRBPOW i0a000 	 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
0.228 	 ;DELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1950 IN
 
REFB 6.5000 IN
10.000 MACH 5.010 ELVB$1 0.000 	 XMRP 
 4:9170 IN
 
ELVORB 0.0D0 BETA 0.030 YHRF 0.DODO IN
 





AEDC VAI'163 MOAC ORBITER V4 PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8245) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 312
 















.. , 2n -in a 6 -4 --2 0 2 4 68In 12 
SYMBOL CCLIAZ 
DEGREES
01 120= BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB 

AD151PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:181 8STPOW o°000 CRBPOW 10D.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
* VELTAX ALPHAI REFL 'IN0228 0.351 0.au0 4.1930 

*cn .MC5.1 .00REFS IN
LET 6.5000

:00 .HC .00 EVS oD XMRP 4 9170 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.90G YHRF a~o*oO0 IN
 
ZRF 1 .3900 IN
 
-F.RNCC F5L SCALE 0.0055
 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8246), 09 JUN 71 PAGE 31-3
 









0.LiS P .O B O 
 000 0R 
 F 3 6 9 G I
Uo] E T X 031 A P AX O0DR 
 XMRF __4.1.9 a__0 IN 
REC65Q0 Io o .DG HC ,1 LBT G0 0XR 
.10 I 








AEJ C VA ,S DCOBTRI RXMT 
 O OSE R443 0 U 1 PG 1
 
ii~~~~~ZR l F I tlIti 1i 390i INt 
".REERNC FILEo T C ,A P A E R E SCALTE 0NG05 ,FA 
VAI6AM PROXIMITAE 151 RITETR IN TOBOSTRER82 ) 0 JN 1 CAE 314RATO
 
AEDC VA 1i63 MIAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.12 11r -rJ - -r-r-I- =-1----- -r- -r -. rr.-r- ,i . 













--012 -10 - -6 -4 2 a 2 4 6 a la 12 
SYH8CL 05LTAZ 
O.-En BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a is1 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:182 85TPOW 0*000 CRBPOW 100*000 REFS 23.6890 SO IN 
0.228 DELTAX 0.351 ALPHAI 6.000 REFL 4,1930 IN 
•REFS 6.5000 IN
MODD 5.010 0.090 XMRF . I
ACH ELVBST 





REFERENCE FILE SCALE O.aO55
 
AEDC VA113 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER 09 JUN 71 PAGE 315LRT824P) 

II 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5








-3012 -10 -- -,6 -4,SYMBOL -2 0 2 4 6
DELTAZ 8 10 

0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 182 SSTOW 0.o00O BOW iUo.009 
 REFS 25.6890 $0 IN
 
D.228 CELTAX u.522 ALPHAI




EVBS 5DI O OD "XRF 
 4 ,9To IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP O,.O0O IN
 





AEDC VA1, 63-MDAC ORBITER :IN PROXIMITY TO.BOOSTER CRT8247) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 316 
12 
\ AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
-











-. 4: 4___ 6 a _ 
SYMBOL 05LTAZ
 
a.1zu BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 pARAMETRTC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.182D 2Z8 5,5TPOW 5G2 ORBPOW REFS
0L AX 0.000 -.4L 100.000
-2AI  23.6890 SO IN
REFL 41930 IN 
VS REFB 6N,an IN
 
±0.000 MACH 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 R9 .90 IN
 













AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 















-10 - 6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
0.z20 
0.151 




0.182 qOTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW 160.000 REFS 23.6890 so IN 
0 228 . DELTAX 0.5220.  ALPHAI.0Eh 0.00000YRPF REFL 4.L93001500  ININ 
10.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.00 REPS 6.5000 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BET 0.00 XMRFYRP 4.9170.000 ININ 
ZHRP 1.39o0 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDOC VA163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8247) 69 JUN 71 PAGE 318
 

















4 2 a 4 10 
Z 0.0 
I o 
BOOSTER_ ANGLE__ OF TTCK APH EGEE 
0.$51 PARAMET'RIC; VALUES 
o0,.1 2 , " Tpot 50. 00oo OR BPOW . 5o . 00 
0.228 DELTAX - 0,391 ALPHAI 0.000 
0.352 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 
-±2~m~ -10 -S-­ 4 -02468 
0 .0 0 0 E L VOR B 0 .000 B TA O.Ouo0.0O 
REFERENCE F>LE 
AEDC VA11S3 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER RT8248) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REF S 3 .6 6:0 soIN 
REFL 4,.t930 IN 
XRFS 64910 IN 
0 IN 
y MR0 0 0 IN 
ZHRFS 1 .900 
IN 
SCALE 0.0055 
09 JUN 71 PAGE 319 
- - -
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 















C z _.__.o__ _ __ __ _.__.__ ... 
0.3 	
____ ___ _ 
U.2 	
____ 
1 0I 1 2
- 2 -1 0 - 8 6 4 -	 2g 4 a Zy.BOL VELTAZ

.120 	 1BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 50.000391 50,050. 0  	 4.1930
182 	 ,STFOWELTAX - ORBFOWALFRA_ REFSL 95 689  SQIN IN 
REF0 65 5D_ IN0.352 ELVSSTBASH .TA, 	 XARH IN
A.NGL 	 4A9170 








AEDC VAI1S3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO'BOOSTER CRT9248) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 320
 
















-'0 -_____ 6 - ______ _ _ _O.06 	 6 
.00 
-. OZ 	 ________ 
SYMBOL 0ELAZ0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0O12 BSTPO 5.000 CBFOW 5.0o0 REFS 23.6890 so IN 
0.228 	 DELTAX 0.391 ALFHAI O.o00 REFL 4.1930 IN 
REFS 6.5000 IN 0.352 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XHRP 4.9170 IN 
10.00D ELVORS 0.00 BETA C.0oo YMRP a. 000 IN 
ZHRP 1°3000 IN 
SCALE 0.0055
 REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8248) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 321
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 











-.3 1 2 - 1 0 SYMBOL OELTAZ- .10o - 8- 6- 4 -2 0 
2 4 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB 
6 
DEGREES 
a 1 0 1 2 
0.151 PARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INF.ATION 
0 L .1820 228 BSTPOWELTAX 50.Doo143 ORSPOWALPHAI 50.000B REFSL 23.689D4 1930 soIN IN 
0.352 MACH 5.010 ELV8ST 0.00 REFS XMRP 6.5000 4.9Z70 IN IN 
10.000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA O.Co0 YMRP a.0oO IN 
ZMRF %"39GO IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 




















SYMBOL O LTAZ0.12U 
-1 8 -6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4.6.. . . .1 












REFS 23.6890 sa IN 




















Z.RP I1.5900 1 N 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0 .0055 
AEDC VA11I13 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8249) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 323
 
___ 














-° 12 -10 a 6 - 4 2 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL UELT Z 
..12 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 182 BSTPOW 50.0ou ORSPO 50.000 REFS 23.689D SQ IN 
/ 0.228'" " ! T - 0.4 LHI 000REFL 4.1930 IN 
665000 IN
 
0.3Z ACH 5o10 oOO 4.9170 IN
 





ID.000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.D0 YMRP OGDDO IN
 





AEDC VA111G3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8249) 09 JUN 71 PAGE S24 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
o_ 1 ~ 	 J : l , ,y~- -11 _J 	 _~
.05 	
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
L.5
 







-. 12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 68 in 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAHETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.10. ORSFOW 50.000 	 REFS 25.6890 S0 IN 
0.228 DELTAX - 0.019 ALFHAI V.00 	 REFL 4.1930 IN 
10.000 	 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 REFS 6.5090 IN
 
XMRP 4.9170 IN






AEOC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8250) OBJUN 71 PAGE 325 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 









-J -. 4.2 
.o liCt l*) ________i l _l __I __ I____ 
.1 5 AT _NF _O_FR__TR__VAUESREFERECE 
-. 4 
-212 -to a -6 4 -2 a 4 6 a 0 1 
SYMBOL DELTAZATCK 




0.228 DELTAX 0.019 ALPHAI 0.00 REFL 4.1930 IN 
0 0o XHRP 4.Z0 IN10.000 5.0100,8 ZLVOSTS 0.000MACH so 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.01OU0 IN 




AEDC VAUIS3MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER tRT8250) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 326 















- to15yH5OL ELTAZ 
0.120 
-in - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
a 10 12 
0.155 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 

















0:000 EF3 XR 
6:500i 
910 IN I 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA G.DUG YMRP 0.000O IN 
REFRNCE FILL ZMRFSCALE 1.39000:0055 IN 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER IRTB250] 09 JUN 71 PAGE 327
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATAAT MACH NUMBER 5
 


















- 10 D a 6 4 2 4 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB 
6 
DEGREES 
a 1 0 1 2 

















1 0.000 ELVORB 










ZNRp 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE U.0055 











 0.120 eOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 FARAMSTR-C VALUCS REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 asypow 50.000O RSPOW sa000 REFS 23.6890 so IN 
0.228 DELTAX 0.104 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1939 IN 
0.5 LOSMC S00 .00REFB 6 5nali IN 0.52 AC D°DOXHRP 4:9170 IN
£LBS 5.10 





REFERENCE rl LE 
 SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8251) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 329 











SMBOo .05OET L____ 6 42 01! 1 l
-.D
 
10 - 6 -4 2 0 2 4 6 8 I N 2SY*WOL DELTAZ 
2 .I~oBOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES . FARAHETR:C VALUES REFERENCE INFORA TION 
0 .182 dSTPOW 0° ROFOW 50.000 REFS 23.6090 sa IN 
/ 0.228' LA 0.104 ALPUAI 0.000 REEL 4.1930 IN 
LBT0.5 .1 000REFB 6.5000 IN0.5 LBSHC 50D .00 "XHRF 4.9170 IN 
10.000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 1.3900 " IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE . 
AEDC VAI4,SG3iNOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CR8T251) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 330
 
_ _ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT ACH NUMBER 5 
I II 
.20 










-12 -10 a-8 6 - 4 - 2 a z 4 6 a 0 1 SYMBOL OCLTAZ
 
o.190 -BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.161 PARAMETR.C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMAT10N 
0 .192 OSTPOW 50.000 ORBFOW 50.0ca REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 





100 ~ t *OD ,ODXMRP INLBS 4o.917C. 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA S.000 YMRp 0 . BUBO N 
ZMRr 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT82521 09 JUN 71 PAGE 331 






. .2 . . . . .
 
-. 4 
-- T1, -10-a 6 -4 -BO 4 6 a 10 1z 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAS DEGREES
 
.- 151 PARAMETIC VALUES RET-ERENCE INFORMATION
 
D. 182 aSTPOW
0.228 ELTAX 50.000 ORSPCWALPHAI 50.000 _ 23.6890 so. 0.166 0._ O REFS IN
REFL 4_19_0 IN
 
1000 MCLOT .1 000REFB 6:50DO IN
 
lO.OO ELBSTHAC 5DI0O*OOXMRP 
 4.917G IN
 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA O.01BO 







AEDC VA~I63MHAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO-BOOSTER'ERT8252) -09 JUN 71 PAGE 332
 
.12 
AEDOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
mi J ~ el 7Ji 
7 
__JrrrI~7 e rrrfl 







.02 . . 




- .03 2 -10 6 . - 4 - 2 0 4 a0 IS 'l2 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.12 USTFOW 50 , DU ORSFOW 50.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
O.ZZ8 CELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI U.au RF 41a0 I 
6 DOG0 IN
111.000 MACH 5.010 LV T OOOREFS

.0MR 41.70 IN 
5LVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.0050 IN 
ZR F I5900 IN 
BFNRENCE AILP SCALE 23.305 
PROXIMITX TO BOOSTER 09 JUN 71AEDC VA1163,MDAC ORBITER IN MRT8252)PAGE 333 













012G. BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACKi ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0o182
.00TOW.15L PARAHMTIC VALUES50.000 
 5 DOD REFERENCE INFORMATION

__BPOW REFS 23.6890 SQ IN
 
D.Z8 D LT X OQ0REFL
O55 ALHA 
 4 1930 IN 
0.D352 MACH .5.010 ELVSST 0.01) MRF 
 4 91,0 IN
 
10.0D0 ELVORS O0DD BETA 
 0.0ou 
 YMRP 0.000C IN
 
ZM EP 1 3990 IN
 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0:0055
 
AEDC VA1;iG3 !MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOO0STER [RT8253) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 334 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
-.3 









o.zoBOOSTER 	 ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
o5 PAIRAHETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INrOIMATION
0 	 .8 BSTFOW 50.000O RSPBOW 50.000 IiEFS 23.6890 SO [H
/ 0.2 DELTAX 0.35± ALFHAI 0.000 EFL 4.i530 IN 
REFS 6.5000 IN
 
0.5AH 5.0:0 ELVBST 0.000 	 XMRP 4.SflO IN
 
l 0 .OOBEA- LVRD .	 SCALEHR 0. 0N
 
REFERENCE FILE 	 SAE 905
 
AEIJC VAI1G3 MDJAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8253) 09 JUN '71 PAGE 335 













-02 -10 -a 	 -2 2 4 6 a 10 IS 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
2 .IZ0 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.182 6STFOW 50.000 ORBPOW 50.000 	 REFS 23.6890 So IN 
0.Z 	- DELTAX 0.351 ALFHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
032REFS 6 Savo IN
 0.352 MACH 5.010 ELVSST 0.000 	 XNRP 4.9170 IN 
±0.000 ELVOSS 0.000 BETA 0.0.30 	 YRP 0.000C IN 
ZHRP 1.390D IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENC F;LE 

AEIC VAI.IS3LMDAC ORBITER IN PROXIIIiY TO BOOSTER CRT8253) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 336
 











12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 2 4 6 0 12 
SYMOL DLTAZ 
o.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 


















0.352 MACH 5,0io ELVSST acuo RFS 4.9000 1N 
1GOod" ELVORB 0.000 BE TA a-Goa yMRF or.O IN 
ZMRP 1.39an IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER ERT82543 09 JUN 71 PAGE 337
 













-f'12 , , 1 	 6 , * '- z . . a ' 4 6 102 
DEGREES
OELT17	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAS
SYMBOL 0. 0 

0 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:L82 USTPOW 50.000 CRBPOW 50°0ou 	 REFS 2Z.6890 SQ IN 
R F L 4 1 9 3 0 N
 
032 MC . .00REFB 






D.3Z HtH 5.00 oOO 	 RP 4::170 IN
LVBT 







AEDC VA 11.3 MDAC ORBI TER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8254) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 338 























SYMBOL DELTAZ2 .120 
10 
-
-4 2 0 2 4 




0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.18 BSTPOW 50.000 ORSPOW 50.000 REFS 23.6890 sa IN 
0.228 OELTAX 0,522 ALPHA! 0.00V REFL 4.1930 IN 
0.352 HACH 5,010 ELVBST 0.000 REFBXMR 65004:9110 ININ 
10.000 ELVORS 0,000 BETA O.C00 YMRP 0.00o0 IN 
ZMRP 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE I SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA11S3 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8254) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 339
 














-0.012 -10 - 8 - 6 --4 - 2 0 	 . 4 6 a IS 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
A 0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 50.000 	 REFS 23.6690 SO IN 
a,352" 	 CELTAX - 0.391 ALPHAI 5.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
REFS 6.5000 IN,
1Do00o MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.00O 	 XHRP 4.9170 IN
 
ELVORD 0.000 BETA D.Cou 	 YMRF 0.000, IN 




AEDC VAilS3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRJ8255) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 340 
















L- 0.51____ 	 ________ 
0.0 
-12 -10 -a 6 4 -2 	 4 6 10 1 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
A 0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.18Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.28 BSTPOW 50.000 OR8POW 50.000 	 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN
 
0.391 5.000
0.352 -ELTAX ALPHAI 	 REFL 4.1950 IN 
0.3 	 EAH.10 ELVST 0.000 REFS 6.5000 IN 
1000 HCH 5.1 OOX 4o.9170 INLBS 	 HRP 

ELV.0 0.000 BETA 	 Y RF 0. IN
a OOCO 
Z MRP 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 0.0055
REFERENCE FILE 


















Z 0 -- -- - -- B 4B 1 
-. 01 
_ _ _ _ ____ ____ 
-. 02 
___ 
. . I6 07. 0 3 8 
SYMBOL OtLTAZ

A 0.151 1BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 BSTPOW 50.1300 ORBOW 5OOb REFS 23.5890 sa IN 
0.352< VELTAX - 0.391 ALPHAI 5.000 REFL 4.1930 INREFB 0.5000 IN 
10.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 NREF 4.9170 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.C000 YMRF 0.0009 IN 





AEDC VAlI4S3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8255) 09 JUN 71 PAGE a42
 
_ _ 















.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAe DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRZC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.2 26 SPOW 50.000 Onspow 50*O REF S 3.689 D s o IN 
-. 
0,352 OELTAX 0,113 LPHAI 5.000 REFL 
REFB 
4 1930 
6 5 0 
IN 
IN 
• OOD .H~tL T 501 O.GXMRP 4.91 " IN 






REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.D055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8256) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 343
 














A .151 	 'BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAS DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFCRHATION
 
0.228 SSTPOW 50.000 ORSPOW 50.000 	 REFS 23."890 -SQ IN 
0.352 	 •DELTAX - 0.143 ALP14AI 5.000 REFL 4.1939 IN 
ACH 6.S000 1 , io0050CREFSMGGD 5 1 ELVBST 0.000 XMRP 4.9170 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA D.Cou YMRP a .goo, IN 
ZRP 1.3900 IN
 
REFEREN.E FBLE A B055 SCALE 

AEDC VA.83 DAC ORBITER' IN TO 	 09 JUN 71 PAGEFRTC25RNPROXIMITY BOOSTER 	 344 
____ __ 
.10 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 



















12 	 6 -4 - a 2 4 a 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
.151 

0,18Z PARAMETRIC VALVES 	 REFERENLE INFCRMATLON 
0.228 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBrOW 50*050 REFS 23.6890 so in
 
0°352 OCLTAX 0,143 ALFHAI 5,O50 REFL 4.1930 IN
 RFB 6.5000 IN
 
. .0 0 0 A C H 5 0 1 0 V S T 1L . 0 0 0 	 X RP 4 .9 t 7 S N 
ELVORB 0.000 BE TA Ocoo 	 YHRF OoOOOO IN 
ZMRP 1 39ou INRBFERENRA FILE A BDR55	 SCALE 
AEOC 1A1163 MDAC ORBITERIN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER 	 XRT8256PAGE
.09 JUN 71 345
 
I 









-I 12 -10 8 - - 4 - 2 0 46a 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
S 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0228 BSTPO SOB RPOW 50.000 REFS SO IN0.0 O 23.6890 
F L  

1o..000 4 DELTAX -- 0.019 qLPHAI 5.000 RE 4.930 IN 
MCLBT 5.1 .00REFS 6:50a0, IN HAHLVS 5.1 OOOXMRP 4,.9170 IN 





AEDC VAl11S3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8257) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 346
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-!Iz -10 -8 6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DZLTAZA 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB 	DEGREES
 
0:D182 PARAMETRTC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
aoZ26 9STPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 50.000 REFS 25.6890 SQ IN
 
Io.0ao DELTAX 0.019 ALFHAI 5.000 	 REFL 4.1930 IN
 
REFB 6 5000 IN
 
MACH 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 XHRp 4,91rU IN
 











\ AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.12 


























-10 -a 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 
SYMBOL 0ELTAZ 
A 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
















ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.OuO0 IN 
ZMRF 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 0.0055 













4 8 to le
-120- -8 6- 4 a SYMBOL CELrAZ
0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0:182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 3STPOW 50.000 ORSPOW 50.000 REFS 23.6890 SO IN 
0.35Z OELTAX 0.104 ALPHAI 5.000 REFL - 4.1930 IN 
REFS 6 5000 IN
 
0.000D HACH 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 XMRP 4,9170 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 9.000 -YHRP 0 .ODU IN 
ZMRP 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SAE 005 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTB258] 09 JUN 71 PAGE 349
 












-'2laAE.3 VA4_1__ -10MDCOBT.RI --8 -6 -4ROII(40BOTR -2 ,0 2R85 " 4 9JN71 6 a PG III 5 I 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
a..151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES RF.ERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 50.000 REFS 23°6890 SQ IN 
0.352 DELTAX 0.104' ALPHAI 5.000 REFL 4:1930 IN 
11.0 AC ._ LVS .o REFS G.5000 IN 
1DOO E~gTHCH 5.1 . OXMRF 4 .9170 IN 
,ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHEP 0.0OO0 IN 
ZMRF 1.3900 IN 
• REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
EOOU 























-. 0 2 -1- -6 -4 2 I 2 4 6 a o 1a 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0. 151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
U.228 3STPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 50.000 REFS 23.6890 s0 IN 
0.352 DELTAX 0.104 ALPHAI 5.06a REFL 4.1950 IN
 
6500 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP O .O0O0 1 
ZHR 91.300 IN 
.IO.gO HAC O ST O.00XMRP IN





AEDC-VAl163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8258 03 JUN 71 PAGE 351 
ALUL VA 11b MIAL UUUSILK ANU URUIItR IESI UAIA AI MALH NUMhER':
 
"























0 .1Z, ,STFOW 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
50.000 ORSPOW $0.000 
DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS . ?3.6890 so IN 
10.006D VELTAX 0.166 APHA 1 5.000 REFL 4 !930 IN 
MACH 5.010 ELBT ELBT 000REFS.00MRP 6:55 00 4.9170 
IN 
IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BE TA 0.000 YHRP 0.0Don IN 
ZMRP 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0D55 
AEOC VAI&63 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITV TO BOOSTER CRTB259) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 352
 
















.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
S 0.18 A RITRC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D2 BT 50.000 OROPOW 5000O REFS 23.6890 SO IN 
1o'cas OELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI 5.000 REFL 4 1930 IN 







ELVORS a.000 BETA D.60D IHRF a . 000 IN 
IZ.RF 
REFERENCE FILE A GSCALE 1.3900 0.0055 IN 
AEoC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMILU TO BOOSTER 0B JUN 71 ERTE259R
PAGE 3 3
 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5





















-12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 
SYMBOL PCLTAZ 
A 0.1s5 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 50.00a REFS So IN 
10.00 DELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI 5.0u0 REFL 4.1930 IN 
MACH 5.010 ELVSST 0.000 REFSXHRP 6.50004 .9170 ININ 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.00O0 IN 
ZNRF 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 0U55 




AEDOC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.30~~~~~~~~~~ . . . . . . . . . . . 
.25
*020 
ILw -. 05 
____ 
w 
I -- .50 
-12 -10 6 4 2 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
A 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
S 0.182 PARAMETR.C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 STFOW 50 000 ORBFOW 5 .S0R REFS 23.6890 s a IN 
0,352 UELTAX 0.351 ALPHAI 5.UOO REFL 4 1930 IN
 
Most)0 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.O00 REFB 6,5500 114
 
MRF 4-.051 7 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 89TA 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN 




AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT826O) -09 JUN 71 PAGE 355 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
L 






al G - 4 -2 a a 4 6 	 0$ 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
A S.L1 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.18Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 . REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a.2 BSTPOW so°000 ORBPOW 50.000 	 REFS 23.6890 SO' IN 
.	 *352,_ DELTAX 0o351 ALPHAI 5.000 !EFL 4 !930 IN
 
1000 AH .1 
 REPO 6: 000 IN
1. 	 0C .1 ELVBST 6.0013 XMRP 4 . 170 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA O.UaB YHRP 0.00011 -IN 
ZRP 1.3900 IN
 
Ai REFERBNCS FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEBC VA163 M2AC ORBITER 'IN PROXIMITVE TO BOOSTER 09 JUN 71 PAGENRT8260)5 
 















.0 - 4 - 4 6 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
A 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
O 0.1$2 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOMATION 
0.228 BSTFOW 50.000 ORMPOW 50.000 REFS 23.6&90 SQ IN 
0.352 DLTAX 0.351 ALFHAI 5.000 REFL 4.1930 INREFB 6.5000 IN4 5070 IN
0RF
1 0.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.00c XMRP 4.9?1 0 INELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.bo YMRP 00003 IN 




AEOC VAI,63 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTB2GO) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 357
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_ _ _ 
-- la2 -10 a-8 - 6 --4 -2 a 2 4 68 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
A 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
0:182 ARAMETPIC VALUES 

UD028 a STPOW 50.000 ORBFOW 50.UoD REFS Z3,6890 " SQ IN
 
0.352 CELTAX 0.521 ALP4HAI 5.000 REFL 4:,930 IN 
1000 MC .10 EVS .0 REFV 65000 IN loo0 HCH 5.1 , OXMR p 1 NEVBT 4,9170 
ELVORS G.Co BETA 0.000 YMRP 0 . 000 IN 
2MRP 1 3900 IN 
:0,REFERENCE FILESCL 

AEOC VAliI3'MDAC ORBITER .IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8261) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 358
 








F4 .1 APHA __BOSTRAGL__FTTAC,DEREE
 
0,5 ETX 051 APAI 50U]F 90 I 
C-) :500 I 
a.0 AH 500 5VS 00uXR ,10 I
 







AEl C VA1163 M__OBTENPOIMT OBOSE R86 9JN71 PG_5 
SYMBOL ZR I
D.ELBTATA0 OQOD
A VA.E2CS AO R T I .00 _RT8201) 0W REFS PAE 3s
 













.012 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 4 612 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
D.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES"
 
D.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O.Z28 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOA 50M00 REFS 23.6890 so IN 
0.3521 'DELTAX 0.521 ALPHAI 5.000 -REFL 4.1930 IN 
1000 MC .1 LBT Dal REFS 6.5SCO IN 
1GoOO HAC O. OXMRP 4:9 70 IN
ELBST5010 








AEDC VAI213 7MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT82G1) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 360
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
0.0'____ 


















 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
_ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BSTPOW 50.000 Ow Z5.000 REP Z3.6690 SQ IN
 
VELTAX -0.391 ALPHAI 5.000 
 REFL 4.1930 IN
 
MACH 50 ELVBST 5 10REF3 6 50110 IN
0.00O0 
 XMRP 4:9179 1 , 
ELVORD 0.000 BETA Ooup 
 YMRF 0.0000 IN
 
ZMRF 
 1 3900 IN
 REFERENCE FILE -SCALE 0 0 "55
 
AEDC VAIIS3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTB262) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 361
 
____ _ ___ 
___ 
AEDC VA.1 163'MAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 








Id 0. 2" .a 4 
S"0.2 
A 0.4 _ 













4 -2 0O 2 4 6 Z3680_8 10 QI 12 
SYSO CELTA fBOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SSTPOW 50.000 ORSPOW 25.000 REFO 23,6890 SO IN 
,t °3 DELTAX - 0.391 ALPHAI. 5.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
MACH 5.01U ELVBST 0.000 REFS XNRP 
6.5000 
4.9170 IN IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 
.YWRP a.0oro IN 
ZXRP 1 3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 00055 
AEDC VA1163 MOAt ORBITER IN PROXIMITv TO BOOSTER (RT8262) 09 ,JUN 71 'PAGE 362
 
____ 

























- 6 -4 -2 0 4 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB 
6 
DEGREES 
8 10 12 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
8TPOW 50.00a ORSPOW 25.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
DELTAX
MACH - 0.3915.010 ALPHAIELVBST 5.0000.U0O REELREFB 4.19316.5000 IN.IN 
C XMRP 4.9170 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.00 YMRP _- 00090 _- IN 
ZHRP 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0:0055 
AEDC VA11 3 MOAC ORBITER' IN PROXIMITY TO-BOOSTER tRT8262) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 363
 
_ _ _ _ 
______ __ 




_ _ _ __ 




_ _ _ _ _ _ 














a 1012 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 
SYMBOL DELTAZ

Z 0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 .1@8 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BSTPOW 5a.aaa ORBPOW 25.00u REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
DELTAX - 1.143 ALFHAI 5.0O0 REFL 4.1930 IN 
• REFS 6.500D IN 
MACH 5.a1u ELVBST 0.000 XHRP 4.9170 IN 
ELVORS 	 0.000 BETA DoDua YMRF 0D00 IN 




AEDC VA11S3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITv TO BOOSTER CIRT8263)- US JUN 71 PAGE 364
 
12 
AEUC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATK AT MACH NUMBER 5











. 12 -to 4 2 0 2 4 6 to &a 
SYMBOL IELTAZ 
A0 .151 a.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB FARAMETRTC VALUES DEGREES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BSTPOW 50.000 CRPOW 25.060 REFS 25.bagu SO IN 
DELTAX -- 0.1421 ALFHAI 5.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
MAH 5.1LV$HAH 5°1LVS 000REFBDOOXMRP 6.5 , o 4 .9110 IN IN 
ELVORD 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 1.3900 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE OC55 
AEOC VAIIG3 MDAC.ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8263) 0S JUN 71 PAGE ,-365
 













"12 -10 a 6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 b 10 -12. 
SYMBOL DELTAZ0.15 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
O .162 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BSTPOW 50.0D0, ORBFOW, 25.000 REFS 23.6890 so IN 
DELTAX - 0.143 ALPhAl 5000 EFS 4.1930 . IN
 
ACH. 5.010 ELV ST D. S a XHR_ _ 4.91 ?U N 
LVORB 0.O40 BETA O.Doo YRP .o0000 IN 
.ZR0 1.3900 IN 
REFRENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEC.V0183AMOAC ORBITER INTPROXIMITY TO BOOSTER-NRT8263) 09 4UN 71 PAGE 36 















12 -10 8 6 4 - 0 2 4 6 8 	 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
A 0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BSTPOW 50.000 ORPOW 25.000 	
. REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
DELTAX D.09 ALPHAI 5.000 	 REFL 4.1930 IN 
M REFS 6.5000 INMACN 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 XMR? 4.9170 IN 






AEDC VAIIG3 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8264) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 3G7
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 












2 -10 8 -6 -4 -4 12
 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
a.-15 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
S 0.16a PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BSTPow 50.000 ORSPOW 23.000 REFS 23.6690 . so IN 
VE - ALPHAI REFL IN[CLTAX .a19 5.000 4 1930 
MAH 501 40REFS 6.S000 IN
LBS
H~t 5DID £LB~f 4.9.70
0.00XMRP IN
 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.60O YMRP 0.0000 IN
 





AEDC VA11G3 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8264) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 368
 
0 














-0 12_ -0 -a8 - 6 - 4 a 4 6 10 
SYMPOL DELTAZA 0.A BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
REFERENCE FILE 

0.102 FARAPETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 25.000 REFS 23.6890 so IN 
DELTAX - 0.019 ALPHAI 5.000 REFL 4.193V IN 





- ELVORD 0.000 BETA G.Lo0 YHRPZMRF 0.0001 1.3900 in IN 
SCALE 






















-. 312 -10 6 -4 -2 2 4 6 80 1
 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0.15 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
. 182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW - 25.oUU REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
DELTAX 0.104 ALFHAI 5.00U REFL 4.1930 IN 
HACH 5.01s ELVBST o.aoc XRP 4.S070 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.0ve YMRF 0.0000 IN 




AEDOC VA1163 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT82653 09 JUN 71 PAGE 370 









-. 3 _ _ _ _ _ _u.W 
a -2 -1 a1 20 46 
-- .. - ___4 68 ---------
SYMBOL IELTAZA 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
O.I8Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BSTPOW "5G.000 ORPFOW 25.000 
 REFS 23.6890 so IN
 
DELTAX 0 .14 ALPHAI ' 5.oD u 
 EF B 461500 IN
MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.00R0B °500 I
xHrP 4 .9170 IN
 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.0DO 




RBFERLCA AILE SCALE .0055
 
































-. 03 - ... L.L.L. A...L .. L....J 4 ... .LLL. 4 ..... .1 4 .JJJ.... ..... 4. ..J..L. . . . L 
SYMBOL DELTAZA o.5 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.182 SCALE0 PARAMETRICFILE__ VALUES R FERENCE0.005INF0RNATION
-. FEENC 

BSTFOW 50.00" ORSPOW 25.000 REFE 23.0890 so IN |''DELTAX 0.104 ALPHA! 5.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
REFB 6.5000 IN 
MACN 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 XHRF 4.9SrD IN
 




REFERENCE F;LE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEO VAIIGS1 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CR-T8265) 09 4UN 71 PAGE 372
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 






-,12 -to - 8 -6 -4 -20 4 so$ 12 
SYM50L DELTAZ 
A .151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
S 0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
BSTPOW 50.000 CfB OW 25.000 REFS 23.6aso so IN
 
DELTAX 0.166 ALPMAI 5.000 EFL 4 IWO0 IN
 
MAHR.1 
 EFB 5.50, U NHAH 5OO ELVBT 0.000 XHRF 4,91?0 IN
 
ELVORB O.000 BETA O.G00 YHRP 0.006a IN
 
ZHRP I 39vo IN 
REFERENCE FILE S0ALE D.055 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER .IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER ERTS2661 09 JUN 71 PAGE 373
 





























BSTFOW 50.000 ORSPOW 25.000 REFS SQ IN 
!1, DELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI 5.000 REFL 4.1930 IN. 
HACH 5.010 ELVSST 0400 REFBXMRe 6.5009 4.9170 IN IN 
ELVORB 0 000 BETA 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 0:0055 





AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER EST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 

















-° ­ -io I 1 4 a 4 6 810 
SYMBOL
A 
DELTAZ0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAS DEGREES 
0.1o82 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SSTFOW " 0.000 ORBPOW 25.00a REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
UELTAX 0.155 ALPHAI 5.0D0 REFL 4 1950 IN 
MACH 5.010 ELVBST .00O0 RF 645 1 G IN 
ELVORB 0.0au BETA 0.0ju YMRP 0.000n IN 
ZMRP 1.3900 IIN 
SCALE 0.0055 
























A .151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 .182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
























REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 





AEDC VA 1183 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 








-!,a," -za a 6 4 -2 4 6 a in 12 
AYBO 0TA.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
O.IS2 FARAHETRIC VALUES . REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BSTPOW 50.900 - ORBFOW 25.O00 REFS 23.6690 SO 1.N 
09LTAX 0.351 ALPHAI 5.000 REFL 4.1930 .IN 
MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 
REFS 
XHRF 




ELVORB 0.000 BETA OoO0 YMRP 0.0OD IN 
REFERENCE FILE - ZMRFSCALE 1.3900D.055 IN 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMIT) TO BOOSTER CRTB267) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 377
 
AEUC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
.11 
ILI 
.09 	 ___ ___ 









.030 -10 --	 4 6 80 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
A 0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 0.182 PARAETPIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SSTPOW 5D.000 ORBPOW 25.000 REFS 23.6890 s0 IN 
,t .1 DELTAX 0.351 ALFHAI 5.000 REFL 4 .93D INREFB 6.:!Goa IN 
MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XHRF 6.9170 IN
 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VA11631,MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITt TO BOOSTER CRTS2S7 09 JUN 71 PAGE 378
 










IE .30 . . . . . 
-. 25
 






0 0:.,82 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
A .; ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
BsTPoW 50.00D MeoP 25.000 
 REFS 3.6890 SO IN
 
DELTAX 0.521 ALPHA! 5.000 
 REFL 4 1930 IN
 
MAH 5Co EVS 6:500a IN
.33REFE
ELBST5010
H C O.OOXMRF 
 4.9170 IN
 
ELVORS 0.0OO BETA D.DDo 
 YMRF O.0000 IN
 
ZMRP 1 3900 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0055
 
AEOC-VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRTS268) 
 09 JUN 71 PAGE 379 
AEOC VA 1183 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMER 5
 
. 












.-12 -10 s 6 -4 -2 " 0 2 4 	 a6 	 10e1 
6 HBo DCLTAZ

A .151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
BSTPOW 50.00a -BPOW 5.0D 
 REFS 23.6890 80 IN
I I_ DELTAX 0.521 ALPHAI 5.0 
_ 	 REFL 4: 193D IN 
1EFB 6-40 inACH 5.010 ELVBST U.000 XHR 24.9170 IN 
ELVORB O.0oo BETA 0.00 	 YNRF 0.0000 IN 




AEDC.VAI113 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT82683 09 JUN .71 PAGE 380
 



















0.15L BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRiC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
8SVPOw 50.000 ONapB ?5.0U0 REFS E3.6890 So [N 
DELTAX 0.521 ALFHAI 5.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
MACH 5.010 ELYBOTHAC 5010 ELBST0.09r.OOOXHRP REFS 6.50004 91 0 ININ 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA Pl.000 YmRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 1.3900 IN 
SCALE 0.0055 
AEOC VA11G3 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8268) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 381
 










-=Ia -10 a 6 -4 -2 0J 46 102 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.182 BSTFOW 0.000O RBPOW 0.000 REFS 23.6690 SQ IN 
0 .228 VELTAX - 0.391 ALPHAI O.00, REFL 4.1930 IN 
REFB 650 IN 
xRr 4:9170 IN 
0000D ELVORS - 20.nD0 BETA a.000 YMRF a .000 In 
ZMRF 




REFERENCE FILE ,SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA12163 MOAC ORBI'TER IN PROXIMIT) TO BOOSTER [RTB269) 09 JUN 71 ,PAGE 382 
.AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 












-.12DLTAZ -10 -8 6 4 -2 D 2 4 6 8 10 12$YHBOL 

.Oea BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
S0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 0.000 ORBpOW 0.000 REFS 23.6090 SQ IN 
0.228 DELTAX 0.391 U.ODO REFL 4.1930
- *REFOALPHAI 6 50  ININ 






AEDC-VA1183 MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMIT' TO BOOSTER CRT826S3 09 JUN 71 PAGE 383
 














-- 0t"-D -a 4 a- a 4 6 012 
SYMBOL O LTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAHETR C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTOW 0.O0O SPO O.000 REFS 23.6690 so IN 
0.228 DELTAX - 0.391 ALHAI G.000 REFL 4 1930 IN
 
0 2REFS 6500 N 
0.5Z HAH ELBS .00 2oD0XMRP 4 .91701 IN 




REFBRENCE FALL SCALE 0.055 
AEDC VAL1'3MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIM TO BOOSTER 09 JUN 71 RRR8269)PAGE 38
 











-12 -to - - -4 -2 	 a 4 a 10 1B 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB OEGREES
0- 120a 
1-151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.1 82 STPO" 0.000 ORBPOW 0.00B REFS, 23.6890 SO IN 
0/.228 DELTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1939 IN 
XRF 4.9170 in
0.35Z MACH 5.010 ELVBST 2U.000 

:0000 ELVORB - 20.ODD BETA 0.0O0 	 YMRP UOOuO IN 
ZHRP 1 3900 IN 
SCALE 0O.055REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMIT TO BOOSTER CRT8270) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 385
 









-o1 -10 -4 _ -2 0 2 4 8a 
05.T2o 
 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETqIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-.1 D.182 0.143 RBPOW G000 REFL 4.1930 so22 .•BSTPOWDELTAX - 000 ALPMAI 0.00 S 23 689 IN IN 
0.5 AH 500REFB 6:5000) In0.5HC 500 ELVBST " 20.00U XMRP 4.9170 IN 
10.00O ELVORB - 20.000 BETA 0.000 YMRr 0.0900 IN 
/ZMRP 1.390D IN 
REFERENCE rl LE SCALE o,005s
 
AEDC VAII,G3 MDAC ORBITER IN-PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8270) 09 JUN 71- PAGE 386 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.12 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I .1 _ _ _- -JI ­
*,09 _____ _________ 





-1 -10 , - , -, al- 2 4 8 iD 1 
.120 DEGREES
SYMBOLo DCLTAZ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB 
REFERENCE INFORMATION

a"51 PARAETR:C VALUES 0 182 8STFOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 REFS 23.6890 SQ IN 
0.225 DELTAX - 0.143 ALPHA! 0.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
•REF3 6 5n00 IN 
0.352 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 20°000 XHRP 4:917 , IN 









AEDC VA 1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8270) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 387 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.2 _ 







-- 31N 10 --8 --6 -4 - IQ24681 2 
SYMBOL QELTAZ 
0120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE Or ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
D:151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a Z2 BSTPOW 0.000 OR5POW 0.000 REFS 23.6890 so IN 
0:2,'8 	 DETX - 009 AFA .0 REFL 4.1950 IN 
DLACH ALPHAT1002 M 5.019 zoOOau REFD 6.5010 IN
 
O.O0ELVSTAC 5.10 4.917D IN
2D.OOXHRP 













. AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 





L2 -10 . 4 - z___ 4 6 8 10 1 
SYMBOL OELTA2 
.= BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPFIAB DEGREES 
.:o151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPC -0.000 ORBPoW 0.000 REFS 23°6890 so IN 
0.228 CELTAX - 0.019 WLHAT 0.000 REFL 4o193U IN 
10.000 MACH 5.010 ELVOST Z0.309 XRF 6o510 IN 
ELVORB - 20.00 BETA 0.000 XMRF 4°91 , IN 
REFERENCE F-LE YMRP.SCALE 0.39000 0055 IN 
AEBC VA1163 MBAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8271)- 09 JUN 71 PAGE 389
 





















-- 02 0___4__6 8__0_1_ 
.00 -10 -8 -6 -4 44 
SYMBOL 	 DCLTA2.12 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB 
DEGREES
 
2 .151 FARAMET'.IC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIO 
0o182 8STFOW 0,000 ORBPOW 0.000 REFS 23.6a90 $0 IN 
0.lZS' CELTAX - 0.019 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930 iN 
10.000 	 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 20.000 REPD 6.500 IN 
ELVORB - 20.000 BETA 0.000 XMRP 4.9170 IN






AEDC VA44'83 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8271) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 390
 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 














- 2 a 2 4 6 
- 3 12 0 - - - 4 
SYMPOL CELTA2
 
0-.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
D.5 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S.S2BTPOW 3.000 CRSPOW O.Duo REFS 23.6890 so IN 




0352 HAH 5.vio ELVBST 20.000 








AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMIT'¢ TO BOOSTER CRT6272] 09 JUN 71 PAGE 391. 











.1t t i ______ I t I I I I I I 
-. 4
 
-la -1 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 22 4 . . .0 6 
SYMBOL VELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 151 PARAHETR.C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0: 1 8 BSTFOW 0.000 ORSPOW O.000 REFS 23.6890 so I N 
0.228- DELTAX 0.104 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930 IN 
R.5 6.5D00 IN
AH 500EFB
0.5 500 20.000 % FR 4:917D IN
HC ELVBST 






018 0.00 000 SCALE 3.890 0055 I
o STPI4 ,RFO RES 3 
AEDC VAlPA3DAC ORBITER IVPROAUT TO BOOSTER RT8272 09 JUN 71 PAGE 392
 
_ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 











- -1 a 6 4 	 a0 4z a 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0.12B 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
a 151 FAR.METRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
13 as fpow .0OO CRBO_ __12
.0O 	 REFS za.6690 so IN
10.28 DELTAX .104 ALHAI 0.000 	 REFL 4193D IN
 
0.352 	 MACH 5.10 ELVBST Z0. REFEREC IN4,oR IN 
sc;LE 4 . 1W- IN 




AEOC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT82723 09 JUN 71 PAGE 3L93
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST BATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 











- 12 - in 2 01 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D 1 8 2 S T PO W 0 .0 0 0 OR P O W .0 0 0 R E F S 2 .6 8 9 0 S Q I N 
0.28 DELTAX 0.166 ALHAI 0.00 	 REFL 4.1930 N
 




ELVORB - 20.000 BETA 5.000 	 YMRP 0.0000 IN
 
ZHRP 1.390D IN
REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE a.0055
 
AEDC VA116, 	 09 JUN 71 PAGE 394
S3MOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER [RT8273) 











0.12,0 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0°1is FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 2B BSTFC4 0.01H) BFOW 0.000 REFS 23.6890 $0 IN 
0:12:8 DELTAX 0.166 ALFHAI 0.000 REFL "4.1930 IN 
10o001) MACH 5.010 ELVBST 20.000 XRF 4,910 IN
 







AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITf TO BOOSTER [RT8273) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 395
 
AEDC 	VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 



















-. 02 ~_____ 
-2 -10 -o -6 -4 -a a 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL 0ELTAZ
 
0.io 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
O2 	 BSTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW OGO0 REFS 25.6890 SQ IN
 





1D.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST ZOoo 
 XNRP 4.9170 IN 
ELVORS - 20.000 BETA -.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN 




AEDC VAII163-MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT82731 09 JUN 71 PAGE 396
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.25 
S .20 - ---








.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHABD RR ES 
a &51 PARAME]arc VALUE3 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0-182 BSTFOW 0.000 ORBFOW 0.0an REFRS 23.6890 so IN 
0.22S DELTAX 0.35Z ALFHAI 0,000 REFL 4.1930 IN 







10.000 ELVORB - 20.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP U.0000 IN 
REFERENCE FIL. ZMRPSCALE 1.39DO0.0055 IN 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITf TO BOOSTER CRTS274) 09 JUN 71 "PAGE 397 
















-. 1 -1 - 6 - 4 - 2 	 2 4 6 a 10 IS 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
20.12 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a.51 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 0.102 as rpow 0.000 ORB"pow a.000 REFS 23.6890 501 
0.228l CELTAX 0.352 ALPHA! 0.000 REFL 4.1930 1INREFS 6.501a IN 
0.35Z MACH 5.010 ELVBST 2o.o0 	 XMRP 4.917D IN
 







AEOC VAI,13 rMDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8274) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 398
 























SYMBOL DELTAZ0.1202 .1 so BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB PARAMETRIC VALUES DEGREES REFRENCE INFORMATION 











REFLREFS 4 19306.50004,917u 
INININ 
10.000 ELVORB - 20.000 BETA U.000 YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 1 3900 IN 
SCALE 0I055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8274) 09 JUN 71 PAGE 399
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
7 0 
_ _ _ l_i i I _ _ ;_.25 _ ; l I 














-. 30 12- 6 - 4 - a 2 . . 4 . . . 12 
SYMBOL '"'LTAZ
 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
, .151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 18-2 BSTPOW 0.000 ORBPOW 0.0D0 REFS 23.6890 $0 IN
8- ELTAX 0 522 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 4.1930 IN
 
0.908 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 20.000 RPF 6.5070 IN
 




REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEOC VA1-.13rMDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER [RT8275) 09 JUN 71' PAGE 400 














6 -4 - D24 6 8 1 1 
-Z2 -10 a E LTAZ
 SY B OL DEGREES
0:120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB 

REFERENCE INFORMATION 




0.228 DELTAX 0.522 ALHAI 

4.97r IN
YHRP O  600
0.88 ELBSHAH .00 2~ ooXHR,0.000







AEOC VA1163 NOAC ORBITER IN PROXIMIT TO BOOSTER (RT8275J 09 JUN 71 PAGE 401
 






















-10 - 6 -4 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLEOF ATTACK. A1LPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAHET&IC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 OSTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 REFS 23.6890 SO IN 
0.228; 1CELTAX 0.52? ALPHAI OoOOO REFLS 4.19306.5000 IN 
0.908 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 20.000 XRP 4.9170 IN 
10.000 ELVORB - 20.000% BETA O.0o0 YMRFZRP 0.00001.5900 INin 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VAIr63,MDAC ORBITER IN PROXIMITY TO BOOSTER CRT8275) 09 JUN 71 'PAGE 402
 
______ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER-5
 


















a - 6 -4 2 0 4 6 a to 12 
Y BOL ELTAZ 
o.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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SIhUMILARY 
'This report presents aerodynamic data &,tained from a joint Langley Research Cettcr 
(LaRC)/Marshali Space Flight Center (MSFC) I pace Shuttle abort stage separation wind turtr4. 
- test. The .00556 scale models of the MoDonnell-Douglas orbiter and booster configuratIotn 
. were tested in 01ose proximity using dual balances In Tunnel A of the Von Karman Facility 
,V F), Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) during the time period 6f April 21 vo 
April 27, 1971. Data were obtained for both booster and orbiter over an angle of attack ratgc 
- from -i0o to 100 for zero degree sideslip angle. The models were tested at several relative 
incidence angles and separation distances and power conditions. Plug nozzles utilizing air 
were used to simulate booster and orbiter plumes at various altitudes along a nonslnal ascent 
trajectory. Powered conditions were 100, 50, 25 and 0 percent of full power for the orbiter a0 
100, 50 and 0 percent of full power for the booster. Pitch control effectiveness data were 
obtained for both booster and orbiter with power on and off. In addition, launch vehicle data 
with and without booster power were obtained utilizing a single balance in the booster model. 
Data were also obtained with the booster canard-off in close proximity and for the launch con­
figuration. 
Plotted data for this test will be published under one data report number (DIMS­
DR-1108) with seven volumes as described below:
 
Volume Description 
i Mach Number 5 Booster Proximity Data 
I Mach Number 5 Orbiter Proximity Data 
Il Mach Number 3 Booster Proxinjity Data 
IV Mach Number 3 Orbiter Proximity Data 
V Mach Number 2 Booster Proximty Data 
VI Mach Number 2 Orbiter Proximity Data 
Interference Free Data for Orbiter and Booster, Launch Vehicle 
Data, and Proximity Data for Mach Numbers 4 and 6. 
VII 
A report containingScbiierenphotographs will be published by AEDC. Schlieren­
photographs were taken at -:ib, 0- and 10 degrees angles of attack for each pitch
 
polar.
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